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PROLOGUE
Robert Kates Bonine was born in the year 1862,
the first child of Robert A. and Matilda Bonine, of
Altoona, Pennsylvania. He would live 62 years, travel a
good part of the globe, and in his way, help fashion the
course of photographic and motion picture history, then
die in "paradise." Robert Kates Bonine was one of the
handful of pioneers that embraced the dawning technology
of movies in the twilight of the 19th Century. He would
not become a Billy Bitzer or Edwin Porter, though he
would work with the likes of them. He would not chart
the course of film history, but he would sail it as a
competent helmsman. He would enjoy a bright period at
the crest of the wave of his medium, as committed men
and women often do, yet ultimately Robert Kates Bonine
would sail quite off the map of history. Seemingly in
the prime of his career, Robert K. Bonine would forever
leave the Thomas A. Edison Company, American Mutoscope
and Biograph Company, and Orange, New Jersey, to settle
in Honolulu, Hawaii, where he would live out his last
twenty-five years as an active, if obscure, photographer
and filmmaker.
Today, photographic historians who have explored
the highest points and most notable figures in
still-photo and film history must now look to men like
Robert Kates Bonine as examples of those dedicated
individuals that followed in, and secured, the footsteps
of Dickson, Porter, Bitzer, Ackerman, etc. , and moved to
occupy the depth of the history we now research.
WHY ROBERT K. BONINE?
(Or, "One day, I bought a photograph...")
My first exposure to Robert K. Bonine came in a
Rochester, New York, used-book store, through a
photograph of a Pacific-island city, made seventy-four
years before, by a man I thought I had heard of, but
couldn't be sure. A solid start for a research project,
if I do say so.
The day I bought the particular photograph, I
remember asking myself the perennial question "why did I
do this!?" The eight-inch by five-and-a-half-foot
framed photograph had fit neatly and flat in the back of
the truck, wrapped in a mattress pad. I remember asking
myself the (second) perennial question "did I make a
good
trade?" Even then, I was missing the striking
quarter-plate daguerreotype portrait that I left as the
hefty paperweight on an already forgotten pile of paper
money .
I hate trading. I regret almost every trade I've
made. Not for feeling jypped in the deal, but for the
loss of the images traded, no matter the quality of the
images gained. In this case, the already forgotten cash
was all I could afford, and the spiff y but anonymous
daguerreotype meant the difference between adding the
panoramic photograph of Honolulu to my collection, or
from that day on, wishing I had. Missing the
quarter-plate makes the Bonine panorama all the more
special.
The photograph (see slide D12) is a 180-degree
panorama of the city of Honolulu, Hawaii, dated 1910, by
Robert K. Bonine. Honolulu Harbor is in the foreground,
lined with the buildings and ships that had, even then,
provided Honolulu with its formidable commercial and
strategic reputation. (The Hawaiian Islands, with their
protected, deep-water port of Honolulu, were already an
American territorial possession, and the crown jewel in
a string of strategic naval installations that the
United States had secured across the Pacific basin in
the latter part of the nineteenth century-) Honolulu
itself is hidden behind the harborfront, only a few of
the low buildings are clearly seen. The curtain of the
Koolau mountain range rises in the deep background, and
the faint, unmistakable profile of Diamond Head
dominates the distance on the right edge of the
photograph .
Scattered like icebergs among the darker
commercial vessels are the battleships and cruisers of
Theodore Roosevelt's "Great White
Fleet." President
Roosevelt had sent this impressive armada on a
circumnavigation of the globe to visibly demonstrate
American naval clout as the world moved into the new
century. In t>hat latter part of 1910, the fleet was on
the last legs of the journey, in friendly waters, and on
its way home.
Being born and raised in Hawaii has given my
collecting tendencies an obvious bent. Like collecting
Hawaiian stamps, collecting early Hawaiian photography
tends to be an expensive, catch-as-catch-can avocation.
There are a lot of people collecting a precious little
in this field. It was therefore not difficult to make
the decision to go for the Bonine panorama, sight
unseen, when I heard it would be available. Somezr.-s
else had first right of refusal, which gave me severs.-
weeks of anxiety as I haunted the shop, waiting for the
party of the first option not to show up.
That the Bonine panorama and I had crossed paths
so far from home was a fact of good fortune, for the
historically significant Bonine panorama would be the
"crown jewel" in my modest collection of early Hawaiian
photography. Just how this photograph got to Rochester
was of little concern to me. The chances of
reconstructing this print's history were slim, and I was
more interested in reconstructing the history of the
photographer .
I assumed that most of the research I would do on
the photograph would be by mail. Naturally, the first
inquiries were directed to Honolulu, Hawaii. While
waiting for the replies, I consulted James McQuaid and
Paulette Wilson's Index to American Photographic
Collections, to see if perhaps Robert K. Bonine was
listed, and if so, where I would be writing to next.
McQuaid and Wilson's index provided several
important surprises concerning the name "Bonine." The
first was that there were several photographers named
Bonine, and that their extant photographs were widely
scattered across the country. The second surprise was
that the majority of the photographs by Robert K. Bonine
were held by collections in the eastern U. S. The third
surprise was that two collections in Rochester held
almost as many Bonine photographs as all of the other
listed collections across the country combined. (A later
surprise was that all of the Bonines listed in the index
were related. )
The Robert K. Bonine panorama and the McQuaid &
Wilson index formed the keyhole through which I would
glimpse a wide, but frustratingly indistinct, view of a
remarkable man's life. At that time I had no idea who
any of the Bonines were, nor the format or subject of
any of their photographs, save for the one I owned. I
did know that there was reason to pursue these leads, if
only for the hope that accessible collections could
provide information about my new acquisition, and the
man who created it. I had not yet begun to think that
Robert K. Bonine could become the subject of a master's
thesis. That would come a little later.
In response to the letters sent to the
collections identified in the McQuaid & Wilson index, I
found that all of the photographs held in those
collections, with only one exception, were stereoscopic
photographs of the Johnstown (Pennsylvania) Flood of
1889. From the staff of the Photographic Collections at
the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, in Honolulu, I learned
that Bonine had lived in Hawaii after 1908, and that he
was one of Hawaii's first motion picture professionals.
Robert Bonine learned to make motion pictures,
then made them his profession, in the years between 1889
and 1908. Motion pictures first became practical, and
then became popular, in that same period. Did Bonine
have a role in the development of the medium? Who did
he learn from? Where did he work?
Looking to answer these questions has taken me
from New Jersey to Hawaii, from a Thomas Edison Co.
machine shop to the Library of Congress. Sometimes I
found answers neatly arranged in records, newspaper
stories, and the work of other researchers. At other
times, I sifted them from thousands of loosely arranged
pieces of paper. With a copy camera, I
"collected"
as
many Bonine images as I could, and translated them to
the slides that accompany this report. I was always
thankful for the skills posessed by the archivists,
curators, and researchers who lent their vital
assistance in gathering information.
For myself, the most frustrating aspect of Robert
Bonine is the personal Robert Bonine. Of the thousands
of documents I have turned in this research, only four
are in the words of Robert K. Bonine. Of those four,
one is a newspaper story that "quotes" Bonine, two are
in legal parlance, (his will, and his testimony in
Equity 6928), and the fourth is a report he wrote to his
manager at the Thomas A. Edison Co. regarding a small
camera he was assigned to test. He never married. He
was mobile. He quickly and astutely embraced change,
then abruptly ceased to change, and was eclipsed. He
was individualistic. He was self-sufficient. He
settled and died 6000 miles from his birthplace, and his
brother, the sole beneficiary of his estate. His
brother never became the beneficiary of his estate,
though his brother's whereabouts was known when he died.
From these facts, I can infer much more about Bonine 's
character, but will always wonder whether my inference
is representative of the truth.
At this writing, I have amassed a considerable
body of information on the life of Robert K. Bonine. I
cannot put it forward as definitive, for it is still
lamentably incomplete. Though so incomplete, this
compilation provides evidence that Bonine played a
notable role in the history of still- and motion-picture
photography, and provides a platform on which successive
research will be placed.
Successive research on Robert Kates Bonine is
inevitable: there are too many people researching the
early history of motion pictures, and too much unknown
about this compelling man, for him to be passed by.
PART ONE: 1835 - 1895
Robert K. Bonine 's father was Robert A. Bonine,
born in 1835 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. For most of
his life, he resided in Altoona, PA, a hundred-odd miles
to the west.l 0f the five Bonines in Robert A..s
generation, three were photographers.2'3 Robert A.
Bonine secured at least some portion of his livelihood
as a photographer for the Pennsylvania Railroad, as
evidenced by the majority of the extant R. A. Bonine
photographs in collections in Pennsylvania, Rochester,
New York, and Washington, D.C.4 One of R. A. Bonine's
younger brothers, Elias A. , learned photography at an
early age. In the mid-1870's, Elias joined the westward
tide of post-gold-rush humanity, and eventually settled
in the agricultural mecca of Pasadena, California. ^ ms
photographs of Southwestern American Indians and Western
scenes are now receiving some past-due attention from
photographic historians and collectors. Robert A. 's
youngest brother, Archibald F. , is mentioned as being a
commercial photographer in Lancaster, PA, but little
else is known of him. 6
Robert A. Bonine was a successful man, if the
size of his family can be any indication of wealth.
Robert and his wife Matilda had six sons and four
daughters, and nine of the ten children survived to see
the turn of the century. Robert A. Bonine retired from
his photographic business sometime between 1900 and
1910, but at least three of Robert A.'s sons followed in
his photographic footsteps: Robert K. , Elias D. , and
Ralph. 7, 8 Elias D. Bonine lived at the same 1611 17th
Ave. address in Altoona at least through 1923. 9 Ralph
Bonine was enumerated with the Bonine household at 1611
17th Ave. , Altoona, in the 1910 Census, and it is
possible that he and Elias D. shared in the continuance
of their father's business through that time, since they
both specified "photographer" as their trade.10
Robert A.'s eldest son, Robert Kates Bonine,
learned photography by assisting his father in the
Altoona studio through 1880. Sometime between 1880 and
1886, Robert K. set off on his own,11 moving from
Altoona to found his photographic business in Tyrone,
Pennsylvania, 20 miles to the northeast. Young Robert
had obviously learned his father's lessons well, for by
1886, at age 24, he was being noticed in the prestigeous
Philadelphia Photographer for gathering very favorable
reviews in the local (Tyrone area) press for his
"excellent work."12
Robert K. Bonine would publish his photographs
and books from Tyrone through at least 1895. The title
of "R. K. Bonine, Photo Art Publisher, Tyrone, Pa.,
U.S.A." graced the reverse of his stereographs in
simple, elegant script for the entire term, with only
subtle variation. Strangely, for as long as
10
R. K. Bonine published stereographs that bore the Tyrone
address, he never listed himself in the Tyrone business
directories. !3
Between the years 1885 and 1895, Bonine published
stereoscopic photographs of various scenic subjects,
taken in Pennsylvania, Florida, Arizona, California,
Illinois, New York, Washington, D.C., and Massachusetts.
He also published many stereographs of what have become
known as "genre" subjects, (mostly of children at play,)
taken in and around a home that Bonine must have been
very familiar with. The landscape visible in these
genre views is consistent with the hilly terrain around
Altoona and Tyrone, Pennsylvania. All of the
hundred-odd different R. K. Bonine stereographs thus far
identified in collections around the U.S. carry the
Tyrone address, and known Bonine series numbers extend
into the upper 300 's.14
There is evidence to suggest that Bonine did not
photograph some of the images he published. If Bonine
did publish work by other photographers on his own
mounts, it is not surprising that he did not give credit
to the original photographers. Such practices were
common in the period, as photographers and publishers
sold or traded negatives, without restriction, to
acquire material otherwise unobtainable.
For instance, R. K. Bonine published photographs
from Florida, Arizona and California as early as 1890,
11
yet no known R. K. Bonine photographs are extant that
depict any point between Pennsylvania and either Florida
or Arizona/California, with the exception of some 1893
views of the Columbian Exposition. That R. K. Bonine
could travel overland for those thousands of miles and
not set up his camera until he "got there" is hard to
imagine. (To go to by sea from Pennsylvania to Florida,
or California, though certainly possible, would seem
impractical . )
R. K.'s uncle, Elias A. Bonine, was a working
photographer in Florida in 1874, and photographed
extensively in Arizona and California through the
1880 's.1^ Cause is t^ui given to wonder if R. K. did
have an "arrangement" with his uncle.
Conversely, there is no hard evidence to support
the notion that R. K. and his uncle ever shared their
production. There are no known duplications of images
on E. A. and R. K. Bonine mounts, in any format.
If R. K. Bonine 's later "modus
operandi"
can be
entered as evidence, it would weigh against the idea of
Bonine acquiring, rather than photographing, the images
that he published in the period 1880-1895. While
working in Hawaii as a motion picture cameraman for the
Thomas Edison Company ir.
!
.-rr.ine boasted of the
fact that he could both take and process motion pictures
at his location, without having to incur the risk of
sending valuable and sensitive latent footage 6000 miles
12
to be processed at the Edison laboratories. 16 Tnis
sense of self-product ion and self-reliance, while by no
means definitive, was an R. K. Bonine hallmark,
consistent throughout the record of his life and work.
Robert K. Bonine's first significant publishing
event came in the form of a half-mile wide, thirty-six
foot high wall of debris-laden slurry that had been Lake
Conemaugh until the afternoon of May 31, 1889. By 4:18
p.m. on that day, Lake Conemaugh had essentially erased
the city of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, and 2,300 (ten
percent) of its residents, in a little over ten minutes.
As a result of the worst spring storms in memory,
the ill-maintained earthen dam that formed Lake
Conemaugh broke, disgorging the two-mile-long,
twenty-million-ton lake upon twenty miles of inhabited
and unsuspecting rivercourse. Fourteen miles
downstream, and squarely in the path of the torrent, was
Johnstown, built against a steep rise at the confluence
of the Little Conemaugh River and the Stony Creek. A
massive stone railroad bridge, built by the Pennsylvania
Railroad to serve Johnstown's burgeoning steel industry,
crossed the Conemaugh River just below the city.
In the waning light of a rainsoaked afternoon,
fourteen miles of natural and man-made detritus, borne
on the thirty-mile-per-hour flood, hit Johnstown without
warning. Within minutes, most of Johnstown was crushed
13
up in a mangled mountain of firewood against the arches
of the railroad bridge. The bridge held, and the
"firewood"
caught fire.
The remains of Johnstown were still burning
against the railroad bridge when the first journalists
arrived on the scene, and newspapers across the country
ran with the blood and suffering of Johnstown for
months. Photographers from hundreds of miles away
mounted expeditions to Johnstown to capitalize on the
vivid scenes of people in distress, a city in ruins, and
the grizzly labor of reclaimation. i7
The Bonines of Tyrone and Altoona were sure to
have been involved in their own miseries as a result of
that storm, which flooded vast tracts of Pennsylvania to
greater or lesser degree, but they were photographers,
and lived barely fifty miles by Pennsylvania Railroad
mainline track from an extremely photogenic event. Both
Robert A. Bonine and his son Robert K. photographed the
chaos at Johnstown, though it appears that Robert A. was
the quicker of the two, offering "30 different views of
the most interesting portions of the stricken
city" for
sale on June 7, 1889, just a week after the flood. 18
The events of May 31 may have found Robert K. off
on one of the travels that provided the bread-and-butter
of his photographic publishing business, since none of
his views of the flood's devastation appear terribly
"fresh." It is also probable that Robert K. made more
14
than one trip to Johnstown, since his photographs do
appear to show the city in several different states of
repair.
What is not known is whether father and son
Bonine ever went to Johnstown to work as a team, or if
they divided the work to reduce the chance of
unnecessary duplication of effort, or if they had any
connection with one another at all in the course of
their coverage of the debacle. The evidence extant
indicates that they at least stayed out of each other's
way: photographs by R. A. Bonine are single-image,
large-format views 8x10 and 10x12 inches in size, while
R. K. Bonine appears to have exclusively used the
smaller, stereoscopic camera. R. A. Bonine owned and
extensively used a such a camera in his work for the
Pennsylvania Railroad, so his decision to restrict his
publications to large format photographs must have been
a conscious one. Possibly in deference to his son, R.
A.'s choice of the larger format precluded his
publishing photographs for the very lucrative
stereograph market. R. A.'s choice by no means left the
stereograph field entirely to his son, since hundreds of
photographers bearing all manner of equipment had
descended upon the valley of the Conemaugh in the weeks
following the Johnstown Flood, but it did mean that only
one
"Bonine"
stamp would be seen on what would become a
very popular subject for the stereoscope.
15
As for the images themselves, R. A. Bonine 's
large photographs depict the damage and reconstruction
of the length of the flood area, from the town of South
Fork at the broken dam, to the Cambria Iron Company
works, below ill-fated Johnstown and the railroad
bridge. A paper affixed to the back of each print
provides a brief title and order number for each of the
available photographs; 39 views in two sizes were
offered for sale.
R. K. Bonine also illustrated the scene from the
source of the flood to the Cambria Works, but in
contrast to the simply-titled views by his father, R. K.
called upon an impressive command of journalistic
rhetoric in titling and captioning his stereographs. He
generously embellished his photographs with a great deal
of explanatory and statistical information about the
flood, all written in a style sure to impress the
viewer/reader with the immensity of the debacle
depicted:
1. Showing the broken dam and the Reservoir
above South Fork, from where terrible flood
started. This dam was one hundred feet high,
ninety feet (thick) across the bottom and
twenty feet (thick) across the top. The width
of the Reservoir was about one and a quarter
miles and the length three miles, with an
average depth of seventy-two feet and was
three hundred feet above the level of
Johnstown.
4. A distant view of Johnstown from the P-
R. R. (Pennsylvania Rail Road) above the city,
16
showing all that remains of the Roman Catholic
Church of the Immaculate Conception. In the
midst of the flood this church caught fire,
the flames lit up the whole valley, and many a
poor soul was enabled by its light to steer to
some place of safety. 19
R. K. Bonine is known to have released two sets
of Johnstown Flood stereographs. In the larger set, the
(estimated) 45-odd views are presented in haphazard
order, and many of the views are not of Bonine 's usual
high compositional standard. (It may be that Bonine
rushed as best he could to get a set of Flood views out
in time to take advantage of the tremendous public
interest in the event, and tried to "bulk-up" the set
with less than top-notch material, because the public
was buying anything that had to do with the Johnstown
Flood.) The second set is a very clean, trim selection
of twenty-five stereographs, culled from the larger
group. All are superbly photographed, well captioned,
and in an obvious progression of scenes, from the broken
dam to the blasting of debris from around the pylons of
the railroad bridge at Johnstown during the
reconstruction of the city. 20
Several of the stereographs of the Johnstown
Flood published by R. K. Bonine show a dark-suited man
(and/or other men) in the middle distance, deliberately
posed there as an indication of human presence and
scale. Bonine continued the convention of deliberately
posing people for this purpose in his Washington, D.C.
series, copyrighted in 1890, often using the same sort
17
of dark-suited man. (One is tempted to ask if the same
dark-suited man posed for photographs in Johnstown and
in Washington, and then, if the man might be R. K.
Bonine's photographer father. Compelling though it is,
no documentation has been found to support this idea. )
One of the stereographs, (No. 18 of the 25-card
set,) features a photographer's erected, but unattended,
tripod, and a large camera case in the middle
foreground. Possibly the camera case was R. K. *s own,
and the tripod a spare, set there for visual effect.
Such an obvious artifice, if it is that, would be unique
in known R. K. Bonine work. (Bonine was certainly
visually sophisticated enough to employ such
"tricks" if
he chose to.) To strengthen a composition, Bonine would
deliberately populate his image, or select a more
dynamic point of view, rather than clutter the scene
with the baggage of his trade. Another scenario that
could result in such an image is that R. K. could have
been working with, or at least cooperating with,
somebody. Like the above possibility, this idea is also
unsupported by extant Bonine photographs, for the same
reasons: if Bonine so often took care to include, (or
pose, ) people in his images, why then did he choose to
expose this plate at a moment when the owner of the
tripod was out of the picture? Bonine chose to make the
picture with the equipment in place, even though its
presence detracts from the declared subjects of the
18
photograph, which are "the stores and offices of the
Cambria Iron Co. , and . . . coffins and bodies just
arrived from the morgues..."
Interestingly, a later R. K. Bonine stereo view
entitled "257. White House Lawn, Washington, D.C.",
copyrighted in 1890, shows a photographer in action in
the distance. 21 (See Appendix Bf slides B29 and B30.)
In this case, Bonine was certainly at the right place at
the right time, and took advantage of the moment to
create a superb stereoscopic image of the sloping White
House lawns and formal gardens sweeping into the
background, the tall spire of the Washington Monument
prominent in the hazy distance. The photographer
occupies and enlivens an important area of the scene,
an%I +->he stereograph would not be so successful without
his active presence.
Judging from the number and spread of collections
that have examples of R. K. Bonine's Johnstown Flood
stereographs, they were enthusiastically received by the
buying public of 1889, and may well have provided Bonine
with a formidable national reputation. They continue to
be popular with the collecting public of the 1980's,
bringing between S7.50 and *15.00 per card, though
admittedly because they are well-done images of a
well-known disaster, rather than because they are by
Robert K. Bonine.
19
During the 1880's and 1890's, the giants of the
stereograph publishing world were in early bloom. The
likes of the Kilburn Brothers, Underwood and Underwood,
and E. & H.T. Anthony dominated the sales of
stereoscopic photos in this country. They would all be
dwarfed by the Keystone View Company later in the 19th
Century. Many of the small, self-publishing stereo
photographers and publishing houses had read the writing
on the wall by 1890, and had sold their collections of
negatives and copyrights to the ever-expanding giants.
To those that remained came ever stiffer competition
from the large companies with their scores of
photographers, unlimited resources for travel and
newsgathering, and modern, efficient manufactories.
In this ruthlessly evolving atmosphere of
photo-publishing in the last two decades of the 19th
Century, the "timely" occurrence of an event like the
Johnstown Flood could mean life or death for the
independence of the small-business stereographer . Life,
if the event was close enough that pictures could be
shot, printed, and marketed before the vultures from
Underwood or Keystone could arrive and depart. Death,
if the "hot", saleable subjects were out of reach; death
by the strangulation of price-cutting competition,
copyright infringement, and/or monopolistic distribution
systems. For R. K. Bonine, the Johnstown Flood must
have been a gift from heaven, in its own perverse way,
for it gave Bonine an exposure that few publishers of
his size could claim. The fact that Bonine was a better
20
photographer than most would not alone have saved him
from the changing times.
Bonine carried on his work from his Tyrone base
through the middle 1890's, publishing notable series of
Washington, D.C. in 1890, New York City and it's harbor,
and the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893, along with
many shorter sets. 22
Ultimately, even Robert K. Bonine must have had
to face the ever-surer fact that his days as an
independent stereograph publisher were numbered. His
wide travels to New York, Washington, and around
Pennsylvania ended, and by 1895 all of the stereoscopic
photographs he filed with the Register of Copyrights in
Washington, D.C. were of children in humorous and homey
23scenes. Bonine did exercise his literary capabilities
during the time, filing two books with the Register for
copyright in 1895, 24 both on the subject of "Crayon
Portraiture,"
a photographic style popular in the late
1800's.
Bonine had an association with the Globe Photo
Art Company in the 1890's, perhaps as a last attempt to
remain somewhat independent as a publisher.
The Globe Photo Art Company, located in
Bettsville, Ohio (circa 1892 - 1898), was
essentially a cooperative photoprinting
facility doing the work for C. H. Graves, L.
M. Melander and Brothers (Chicago), Gates
Brothers (Chicago), Wm. Chase Baltimore) and
21
R. K. Bonine (Tyrone, Pa.). All of these
photographers, who had been operating since
the 1870 's, were simply not equipped to
compete with the aggressive marketing methods
of Kilburn and Underwood. The Globe
cooperative, which was not very successful,
ceased business shortly after Graves withdrew
in 1897.25
Though he continued to make still-photo portraits
throughout his life,26 Bonine was not a studio
photographer. He even appears to have quit making
photographs for the stereoscope after 1895, (none are
known to be by him after that date, ) unless he turned
his efforts without credit to the Globe Photo Art
Company- Within a few years of his last copyrights for
stereographs in 1895, Robert K. Bonine would be busying
himself in a new field of photography, one for which the
horizon promised to be wide open.
PART TWO: 1890 - 1900
By the year of 1889, the concept of motion
pictures had become a reality. Motion pictures were not
yet practical, but they were a reality. Anschutz,
Marey, Isaacs, Muybridge, Friese Greene, and Dickson,
among others, had seen to that. Thomas Edison brought
all of their work together and combined it with his
prodigious talent for publicity. Within two years, the
American press would be heralding the success of his
"Kinetoscope. "1 in fact, Edison's machine would be but
one of many locked in a race of concurrent evolution
that became the beginning of motion pictures.
1889 was also the year of the Johnstown Flood, in
the aftermath of which Robert K. Bonine 's stereoscopic
photographs became nationally known.
Robert K. Bonine and the Kinetoscope would
probably not meet for another four years. Robert
K.
Bonine was likely concerned with the challenge of
continuing to produce his
stereographs in the face of
competition afforded by the growth of giants like
Underwood and Keystone. The stereoscopic photograph
business still offered several productive years for
Bonine, and he took advantage of
them.2 <see
illustrations in Appendix B,
"B" series slides.)
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The first contact Robert K. Bonine could have had
with a practical moving picture system was at the House
of Electricity at the World's Columbian Exposition, held
in Chicago, Illinois, in the summer of 1893.3 r. k.
Bonine made photographs of the World's Columbian
Exposition, but it is not known if he did so while
Thomas Edison's new "Kinetoscope" was on display. If he
did see the Kinetoscope in 1893, and if he was taken
with the idea of moving pictures, then the event gave
the next years of his life tremendous direction. On
speculation, the romantic notion would be Bonine 's
coming away from an exhibit at Edison's House of
Electricity at the Columbian Exposition of 1893 thrilled
with the idea of photographs in motion, (never to look
back at still photography,) suddenly committed to
documenting the world in the animated medium of the
future, and marching straight to Edison's labs in
Orange, New Jersey, for the job of work as an Edison
cameraman. Alas, not so. Bonine would wind up in the
employ of Edison as a cinematographer , but not until
four years later. The events of those critical four
years, 1893-1897, were among the most important in
Bonine's life and, ironically, are those about which the
least is known.
Bonine lived and worked near his childhood home
of Altoona, Pennsylvania, until 1895, as documented by
the last copyright dates on stereographs bearing his
Tyrone, Pennsylvania, logo. 4 ne then began, if later
press reports can be believed, an incredible two-year
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period of travel and learning, working with some of the
major forces of motion picture development in Europe.
He was considered an authority on motion
pictures and motion picture machines. In the
(eighteen-) nineties he was with Gaumont in
France, and a few years later with Thomas A.
Edison at Orange, N. J., during the days when
the movies were in the experimental stage. He
was also for a time with Pathe in Paris. 5
Having learned the skills required of a motion
picture cameraman, he returned to America in time to be
present in Seattle, Washington, on behalf of the Thomas
Edison Co. to make motion pictures of the departure of
the S.S. Williamette for Skagway, Alaska, gateway to the
Klondike gold bonanza, in late October, 1897. These
films were later copyrighted by Edison. 6'?
Other than this scanty information, there appears
to be no documentation of where Bonine could have
learned the techniques of motion picture photography
prior to 1897.
Patrick Loughney, of the Library of Congress,
proposes the hypothesis that the first documentary
moving picture cameramen were hired from the existing
stereo photograph industry. His evidence is compelling:
the documentary stereographers, whether they worked for
the larger stereograph publishing companies or were
independent, were highly trained travellers, accustomed
to working under little supervision, and skilled in
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photographic techniques. Some were masters of
composition, and most needed only to be trained in
operating the motion picture camera before they could
become profitable cinematographers. By 1897, the
independent stereograph producers were being strangled
by the large publishing companies, and the stereoscopic
photograph industry as a whole was being threatened by
"movies." Loughney suggests that stereographers such as
Bonine, Ackerman, Miles, White, Armitage, and
McCutcheon, simply changed from still to motion
photography, and thus became the pioneers of documentary
film. 8
In France, Pathe and Gaumont were active in the
production of
"news" films from 1896 onward. Loughney 's
hypothesis considered, R. K. Bonine's talents would not
have gone unrecognized, had he presented his credentials
to those firms in 1896. Whether he was connected with
any American moving picture producers before that date
is unknown.
The references to Bonine's association with the
French come from an obituary written in 1923, some
thirty years after the alleged associations took place.
It is not yet possible to factually connect R. K.
Bonine's name with Pathe, Gaumont, or any other European
photographic firm. (Indeed, there is precious little
that could connect Bonine to the Thomas A. Edison Co. ,
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in 1897.) Still, every other Bonine event or
association citi xn that obituary is borne out in
corroborating evidence.10
Likewise, there is little reason to doubt the
authenticity of the 1897 Edison copyrights, the first
copyrighted motion pictures that credit R. K. Bonine as
photographer. They are very early artifacts in what
would become Bonine's moving-picture career, and motion
picture copyright procedure was, at best, an ill-defined
and contentious process even into the next decade.11
Therefore, the possibility that the Edison-copyright
films depicting 1897 departures to the Klondike are
mis-attributed as to the photographer cannot be
discounted, but then neither can the obvious scholarship
evidenced in the source of these references.12 The
documentation of Bonine's continued interest in the
Klondike also supports the validity of these early
attributions.
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II
From the historical question that is Bonine's
life between 1895 and 1899, one strange, clear fact
emerges. In March of 1899, he filed a copyright
application in his own name for some type of
photographic record of Pope Leo XIII. (Pre-1900
copyrights can be very vague as to the exact nature of
the photographic record.) According to the original
card in the files of the Library of Congress, the
application was received on March 7, 1899, and
copyrighted no. 17555 on March 18. Bonine listed his
city of residence as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.^ it
is not known when he moved to Philadelphia, or how long
he maintained his residency there. (The only other
record that indicated R. K. Bonine ever lived in
Philadelphia was the 1923 obituary mentioned earlier.
The obituary also noted that at the time of his death,
R. K. Bonine was survived by a brother and sister in
Philadelphia. 14)
The artifact belonging to this copyright has not
yet been found, so there is no direct evidence to
indicate where or under what circumstances it was made.
Since Pope Leo XIII never made a trip to the United
States, Bonine must have travelled to the Vatican to
secure the photograph or film, or acquired it from
another source. If the copyright is for a motion
picture, it does not exist in the collection of early
paper-print motion picture copyrights at the Library of
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Congress. If it was made by Bonine at the Vatican, it
would be Bonine's only record of a trip of significant
duration. No other Bonine photographs or films were
copyrighted by himself or with credit by his producers
during 1898 or 1899 that depict European subjects. 15 In
the previous chapter, evidence was presented suggesting
that Bonine could have acquired some of his copyrighted
stereoscopic photographs from other sources: images
exist under R. K. Bonine copyright for which he would
have had to travel significant distances to make, and
yet no images exist of possible points-in-transit.
(There is an equivalence of evidence to suggest that
Bonine alone is responsible for the images. )
In the case of the Leo XIII copyright, there is
no apparent connection through which Bonine could have
acquired the image or film in question. Leo XIII was a
popular man in the United States throughout his
1 Spapacy. LO Therefore it is unusual that a photographer
or cinematographer would sell or trade so marketable an
image as that of the Pope to Bonine. If Bonine did
acquire the image from another source, why did he
consider it so important as to make it his first
registered copyright in three years? On the other hand,
if Bonine did make the photograph or film himself, then
once again he managed to travel a tremendous distance
over interesting, photographically marketable terrain,
without leaving any evidence of having taken up the
camera en-route.
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No. 1899-17555 is the only Bonine copyright on
record that originated in a twelve-year period between
1896 and 1908. All of his output for which he was in
any way credited during this period seems to have been
copyrighted by either the Thomas A. Edison Co., or the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Co. 17
Bonine's photograph or film could be a distant
view of the Pope in a public setting, not requiring any
permission to make or publish. This might account for
its anonymity. If it i_s a significant photograph or
film, made in obvious cooperation with the Pontiff, then
considerable speculation could be composed on the nature
of its origin.
William Kennedy Laurie Dickson made an acclaimed
series of films and photographs of Pope Leo XIII for the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Co. , before December of
1898, and these remain the only copyrighted motion
pictures of Pope Leo XIII made before 1900 that bear
certain authorship. 1* 19 Even with the attention that
the new art of moving pictures was commanding in 1898
and 1899, it seems implausible that the Pope would grant
two similar sittings to travelling Americans in a six
month period. 20
Robert K. Bonine began to emerge from his own
mystery in 1899 as he left more
documentation in the
wake of his progression in the moving picture business.
His seemingly uninhibited associations with both the
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Thomas Edison Company and the American Mutoscope and
Biograph Company was a measure of his competence. His
"expert"
reputation was secured, and from then onward
copyright records of the films he made chronicled his
travels and activities.
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III
In March of 1899, Thomas Edison and a man named
Crahan would be signing a contract to co-produce
magnificent motion pictures of the Klondike gold fields
for a giant screen at the Paris Exposition of 1900. By
March of 1899, Robert K. Bonine would be declaring his
residence in Philadelphia, via a copyright application
for a photographic record of Pope Leo XIII, that may or
may not have meant he had recently returned from a trip
to Europe. In March of 1899, Thomas Edison was already
deeply embroiled in a lawsuit over the legitimacy of his
patents claiming invention of motion pictures. By March
of 1899, Robert Bonine may have been a professional
motion picture cameraman for better than two years, and
may have already made a round trip to the Klondike as
Edison's advance scout for a great documentary
expedition. In March of 1899, Robert Kates Bonine must
have felt caught-up in the motion of a great wave.
R. K. Bonine's involvement with the Klondike gold
rush of 1897-1900 only began with the 1897 films of
other men eagerly departing civilization to burn
fortunate holes in the frozen ground of the Yukon. A
year after witnessing the departure of the vanguard of a
hundred-thousand-strong stampede to the Klondike gold
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fields from Seattle in 1897, Robert Bonine may have made
the trip himself, though to mine the men, not the
mountains. 21 , 22
By 1898, Dyea, Skagway , the White Pass, the
Chilcoot Pass, the Five Finger Rapids, and Dawson, had
all become breakers of men and the stuff of legends.
Bonine may not have made it to Dawson and the goldfields
in 1898, but if he got even as far as the Alaskan ports
of Skagway or Dyea, he would have been able to report to
Thomas Edison that there was motion picture gold in the
unseen valleys of the Klondike. Whether or not he
actually did go to the goldfields (or if he went to the
Yukon at all) in 1898 remains in question, documented
only by newspaper articles written two years later.
If Bonine made it to Dawson in 1898, (a feat in
itself,) he may have met one Thomas Crahan, a
self-styled "miner and merchant," a man also occupied in
the mining of men. Crahan, whether by having the idea
planted in his head by one such as Bonine, or by using
the same ingenuity that got him to the Klondike in the
first place, arrived in the office of Thomas Edison, in
Orange, New Jersey, sometime in February of 1899. He
bore a nugget of Klondike gold in the form of a letter
of introduction signed by the entrepreneurial kings of
the Yukon:23
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Dawson City, Yukon Territory,
January 27th, 1899.
TO WHOM TT MAY CONCERN- Mr. THOMAS CRAHAN
is the Agent and Business Manager of the
Syndicate composed of the undersigned who have
organized a Company known as the "Klondike
Exposition Company," the pruposes (sic) of
which are to make exhibits of products,
relics, stationary and moving pictures of the
North West, including the Yukon Territory, at
Paris, in 1900.
(Signed) H. T. Wills
Manager Canadian Bank of Commerce
Dawson, Y.T.
(Signed) J. E. Hansen
Manager Alaska Commercial Company.
Dawson, Y.T.
(Signed) Ely E. Weare
Manager North-American Transportation and
Trading Company Chicago, 111.
(Signed) Saml Word
Counsellor at Law, etc. Dawson, Y.T.
(Signed) Thos Crahan
Miner and Merchant. Dawson, Y.T.
Within forty-five days of their meeting, a
contract was drawn up between Thomas A. Edison and
Thomas Crahan, formalizing the idea of procuring moving
pictures of the Klondike for the Paris Exposition of
1900, and setting a timetable for the accomplishment of
that goal. 24 ^,he contract was signed by the principals
on March 14, 1899.
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Edison, perhaps overly enthusiastic about the
project, promised to deliver by May 15, 1899, (within
sixty days of the date of the contract,) a new,
large-format Kinetograph camera, which at the time did
not exist. The film for this behemoth would be
sufficiently wide that "negatives to be of at least
three inches in width inside measurement" 25 would be
produced. (This was a rash promise on Edison's part,
and it would haunt him through the following year. )
Edison's logic was simple: larger negative equals
larger potential projection size. (Biograph had been
touting the merits of their larger image size, with
great success in competition with Edison, since 1896. )
Later in the contract, Edison promised that the
projected image would measure a (then) huge eighteen by
twenty feet, minimum.26
Edison also promised to provide a timely and
ample quantity of film stock in the new format, and
significantly, a skilled operator to run and maintain
the equipment in the Klondike:
At the time said photographic apparatus or
machines are furnished as =.--.-=-.. d Mr. Edison
shall select and appoint a proper person of
due experience. . . who during the season of
1899, or so much thereof as Mr. Crahan shall
deem necessary to obtain pictures in said
territory, shall have charge of said
photographic apparatus and machines; and
under the direction and control of Mr. Crahan
shall take and obtain all such pictures and
scenes within the territory above mentioned;
that Mr. Crahan will pay such person or his
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substitute during such employment at the rate
of Five (*5.00) Dollars per day... 27
That "proper person of due experience" appointed
by Edison was Robert K. Bonine. If Bonine was in
Seattle in 1897, and if he had undertaken a scouting
mission to the Klondike prior to Crahan 's overture to
Edison in early 1899, then he truly was the "proper
person of due experience." Edison would have known from
the outset that Bonine was right for the job.
The contract went on to specify several important
terms:
a) That the two large Kinetograph cameras
called for in the contract remain the property
of Edison. The Klondike Exposition Co. could
lease them for up to five years, at their
discretion.
b) That the products of those large
cameras, both negatives and prints, would be
the property of the Klondike Exposition
Company, when bought from Edison for a
specified cost of materials. (Edison would
get twenty percent of the net receipts derived
from exhibition.)
c) That Edison would manufacture at least
one projection machine capable of handling the
large film, which would be sold outright to
the Klondike Exposition Company.
d) That Edison would refrain from
undertaking any other large-negative moving
picture project in the Klondike, but would be
entitled to have his appointed operator make
standard-format films along with the large
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films, which would be the property of Edison.
e) That edison could show those
standard-format films as he saw fit, but not
before the presentation of the large films at
the Paris Exposition. 28
The contract was signed by the principals on
March 14, 1899, and all concerned must have then hit the
ground running. The Paris Exposition was but a year
away -
The Thomas Edison company built and supplied the
cameras to the Klondike Exposition Company, Bonine was
assigned and outfitted as Edison's representative, and
Crahan reported successful completion of the
preparations on the eve of the expedition's departure
from Seattle on June 22, 1899: 2S
June 21, 1899
Dear Sir:
Yours in acknowledgement of the receipt of
my draft, came to hand to day. All my rights
in the contract with Mr Edison, have been
assigned to the Klondike Exposition Co, as
that was understood by Mr Edison and myself
when the contract was made, and was one of the
conditions upon which it was based. We start
tomorrow for the North, and hope we may find
you all in good health upon our return.
Regards to Mr Edison and Mr White.
Yours Very Truly
(signed) Thomas Crahan Manager.
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In the two years following the first hysterical
rush to the Klondike, the "miners of men" had
accomplished a great deal. Their accomplishments were
Capitalism at its finest there were men who wanted to
go to the Klondike, and there were men who were willing
to make it easier for them to get there, at a price. In
two years, Skagway grew from a trapper's outpost to an
impressive port city of many tens of thousands of mostly
transient souls. In two years, the deadly trail across
the White Pass was surpassed by a set of gleaming rails.
In two years, the population of Dawson, in the heart of
the Klondike, would grow from nearly none, to better
than thirty thousand.
It is not known how large an expedition Mr.
Crahan had assembled. In the spirit of the Klondike
stampede, the pair of Crahan and Bonine would have been
the lot. Also not known is the size of their outfit.
During the height of the stampede, possession of an
outfit of food and supplies capable of supporting a man
for a year was required for entry into the Yukon.30 Such
an outfit weighed roughly two thousand pounds per
person. This regulation may have been relaxed by the
time the Klondike Exposition Company arrived in Skagway,
but with the added bulk of the photographic apparatus,
Crahan and Bonine may have had charge of two tons of
gear.
Transportation was the key to the success of the
stampede, transportation built by entrepreneurs that had
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no interest in digging in the earth. By the time the
Klondike Exposition Company departed Seattle, getting to
the Klondike depended not so much on a stout heart and
unquenchable spirit, but on having enough money to pay
the fare to the owners of the transportation.
At the start of the rush in 1897, ninety days
were required to slog an outfit over the forty-five
miles of the White Pass trail. The argonaut of 1897
walked across the White Pass twenty times, packing his
ton of gear on his own back, a hundred pounds at a time,
with help from a starving horse if he was wealthy and
lucky .
Just two years later, Bonine and Crahan made the
entire thousand-mile journey from Seattle to Whitehorse,
including the White Pass traverse, in a mere twenty
days. The Klondike Exposition Company's expedition
crossed the White Pass in a brand-new rail coach, with
nothing at their backs but the cushion of the seat, and
an "iron horse" pulling their load.
On July 8, 1899, the name "R. K. Bonine, E.
Orange, New
Jersey"
was among those recorded at the
Canadian customs station at the summit of the White
Pass. He was out of Skagway, bound for Whitehorse.
Interestingly, the name
"Crahan" is absent from that
list. 31
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As fast as the Klondike Exposition Company had
materialized and mobilized in 1899, so was the Klondike
and its capital of Dawson being tamed. Dawson had
burned to the ground three times since 1897, and each
time was rebuilt as a new city. What greeted the
Klondike Exposition Company in 1899 was not the wild,
gold-crazed boomtown of '97, but a respectable
metropolis of paved streets, sidewalks, in-ground
sewers, solid banks, businesses, churches, and schools.
In many ways, Dawson of the Yukon was just like Orange,
New Jersey, except farther north, and powered by gold.
According to press reports, Bonine and Crahan
covered the subject of the Klondike with impressive
thoroughness. 32 The copyright record at the Library of
Congress provides some documentation of the films that
were made by Robert K. Bonine in the Klondike. Several
films are listed, showing various aspects of travel to
the region and the working of the gold claims. These
films are on 35mm stock, obviously the product of
Bonine's working in Edison's standard format as
permitted by the contract of March 14, 1899. They were
copyrighted by Edison, but not until the middle of
1901. 33 (At that late date, most popular interest in
the Klondike had waned. )
In contrast to what must have been included on
the large films, and perhaps in an attempt to anticipate
what Edison wanted to see of the subject, (certainly not
a replica of Orange, New Jersey!), Bonine's extant 35mm
4 0
films of the Klondike focus on the more "frontier-like"
aspects of gold-rush life. Missing are the paved
streets, schools, and churches of Dawson. Rugged,
haggard men sluicing mud and mushing pack-animals are
well represented. Bonine chose the more rustic image of
laborious pack-trains of animals and men on the Chilcoot
Pass for his 35mm films of the approach to the Yukon,
but made his own trip, filming with the large
Kinetograph as he went, on the rails of the
just-completed White Pass Railroad. 34 (0ne 35mm film
exists in the L.C. that does show the White Pass
Railroad. Its copyright date and number are concordant
with the other Bonine Klondike films, but no
photographer credit is noted. There is a clear case for
attribution of this film to R. K. Bonine.35)
Meanwhile, the Klondike's gold was disappearing.
The Klondike was a rich strike, and a concentrated one,
but the alluvial beds were coughing up their last
nuggets when Bonine and Crahan arrived in the summer of
1899. Already there was news of a strike in Nome, on
the western coast of Alaska, so rich that it would make
the Klondike bonanza seem like discovery of a gold
filling after a trip to the dentist. There was no
florid news of a wild stampede to Nome. Rather, in a
single week, a population of eight thousand simply moved
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there, borne from Dawson on the existing modern
transportation . 36
By the time the Paris Exposition opened in 1900
there would be no more gold in the Klondike, tourists
would cross the White Pass from Skagway to Dawson by
bicycle in less than two weeks, and mention of the once
galvanic word
"Klondike"
would conjure the image of a
fool's holiday.
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IV
When the photographing party of the Klondike
Exposition Co. arrived back in the continental United
States in October of 1899, there was still considerable
interest in the subject of the gold in the Yukon. The
flamboyant Crahan added to that interest with his
unusual Alaskan booty, as did the news of involvement of
the great Thomas Edison in the scheme to bring the
Klondike, larger than life, to a projection screen at
the Paris Exposition:
DOGS FOR THE PARIS FAIR
Thomas Crahan Arrives From Klondike
With Part of Alaska's Exhibit.
A man walking down Fifth avenue with five
large dogs chained to him attracted the
attention of downtown pedestrians early this
morning. To the Chicagoan the sight called up
memories of the world's fair (of 1893) and
visions of the Eskimo village on the Midway
floated before the mind's eye, for the dogs
were Alaskan Huskies, fresh from the Klondike
country.
Thomas Crahan of the Klondike Exposit i =-
Company, the man in charge of the dogs, which
are husky in nature, as well as name, arrived
in Chicago over the Northwestern this morning
direct from Dawson via Seattle. He was
accompanied by R. K. Bonine of the Edison
laboratory, New York city, who has been in
Alaska securing kinetescope (sic) views of the
country for the Alaskan village at the Paris
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Exposition.
The dogs, which are to form a part of the
exhibit, will be taken to New York tomorrow,
where Mr. Bonine will develop and prepare the
photographic films before sailing for Paris
with the balance of the show next March.37
KLONDIKE PICTURES
Return of the Edison Expedition.
An Exhibition Company Formed.
To Show at the Paris Exposition Next Year -
Improved Kinetoscope Machinery.
Thomas A. Edison, the great electrical
wizard, has just welcomed back from the
Klondike the party which he sent out early
this year to obtain kinetoscopic pictures of
the famous Klondike region. The trip was a
great success, the films having been developed
last week in the laboratory on Valley road,
West Orange.
For the development of this scheme a new
company was organized which is styled the
"Klondike Exposition Company," the primary
object of which was to obtain moving pictures
of life in the Klondike for exhibition at the
great Paris Exposition of 1900.
Mr. Edison is largely interested in the
company, and has invented special machinery,
which was used in the trip. The heads of the
party were Thomas Crahan and R. K. Bonine, the
latter the personal representative of Mr.
Edison. The party left for the famous gold
fields in the early part of last June. Mr.
Bonine had made a trip to the Klondike the
previous year as an advance agent to study the
country and lay out the most feasible and
effective route for the party to take. Mr.
Bonine and his party have just returned home,
their efforts having been crowned with
complete success. The party has obtained
moving and stationary pictures
from Skaguay on
the Alaska coast to Dawson in the Yukon
territory, and thence south into the famous
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gold fields which have made the Klondike a
household word. These pictures illustrate the
old and new methods of getting into the
country, beginning with the transportation
methods as originally known by packing on the
backs of Indians, on horses, on mule back, and
by hauling with dog teams and goat teams.
These are contrasted with the new methods of
the railroad trains on the White Pass and
Yukon Railway, and interesting scenic points
are noted from Lake Bennett, the headwaters of
the Yukon river, along the course of the
stream, showing the steamer transportation to
the landing at Miles Canyon, the
transportation by the horse tramway around the
White Horse Rapids and the lower river with
the boats plying on it. Nearly all the
pictures obtained are motion ones, a few
stationary pictures being obtained of the
mounted police patrol and the various
stations.
In the gold fields the views taken
illustrate the peculiar methods of mining,
from the thawing of the ground by huge
bonfires, the washing out of the virgin gold
from the gold-bearing gravel, many feet below
the surface, and the final packing of the gold
on pack trains for Dawson.
Mr. Crahan has a fine sample of the gold
from the Klondike fields, which, contrary to
the usual belief, is not in fine flakes or
dust, but in small nuggets, varying in size
from bird seed to a good sized chestnut. A
peculiarity of each of these is that they show
signs of fusion from intense heat, and of
subsequent abrasion from the disintegration of
the quartz-bearing rock.
Prospecting is now in active progress to
find the veins of rock from which these gold
nuggets have been separated. The general
belief among the oldest miners and prospectors
on the ground is that the search will prove
futile, it being the belief that these quartz
veins were originally near the summits of the
mountains, and that the disintegration and
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wearing away of cycles of years has destroyed
them, leaving their riches only in the beds of
gravel where they now are found.
It has been the intention of the company to
put this series of moving pictures on view
first at the Paris Exposition next Spring, but
it has just been decided to place them on
exhibition at once. Competent lecturers of
experience and familiarity with the Klondike
will be secured, and a course of lectures
given on the subject, illustrated by these
films. They will cover the entire field of
life in the Klondike. These pictures are
taken with the newly perfected giant
kinetoscope, in which the pictures taken are
nearly nine times the size of those in the
ordinary machine. Up to this time the
kinetoscope pictures on the films have been
three-quarters of an inch high by one inch
wide. The new pictures are two inches high
and three inches wide. To produce these
pictures it has been necessary to reduce the
speed of the machine, and whereas the old
style pictures were taken at the rate of
forty-five a second, the new ones are taken at
the rate of twenty a second. A great gain has
thus been secured in clearness of definition,
as well as affording much greater scope for
coloring the films.
Mr. Bonine and Mr. Crahan expect to go to
the Paris Exposition with these attractions in
March .
The party brought back with them a team of
six
"Huskies,"
or Alaskan dogs. These are the
same as were used by Peary in his Arctic
explorations. They are a cross between the
wolf and the Spitz dog, and are hardy and
tough. They are as a rule good-natured and of
an affectionate disposition to those that they
know, although strangers do not find it easy
to make friends with them. The party also
brought back with them a large collection of
curios, illustrative of the life, customs, and
manners of the Alaskan natives.33
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Where, then, are the three-inch-wide films of the
Klondike that the Exposition Company travelled so far to
secure? They were never released to the public, and are
now lost to history.
After a return to the United States cloaked in
confident promises of complete success in its mission,
the Klondike Exposition Company and Thomas Edison
dissolved their relationship by vote of the Board of
Directors on July 16, 1900, literally at the high-point
of the Paris Exposition. The Klondike Exposition
Company and its bonanza of film never made it to the
Paris Exposition of 1900. 33
The combination of problems that precipitated the
collapse of the original March 14, 1899 contract began
almost as soon as Crahan and Bonine returned from the
Klondike. The press knew in October of 1899 that the
original plan for a "premiere" of the big films in Paris
had been scrapped, and that release of the Klondike
films would be attempted as soon as possible. Perhaps
the principals of the Klondike Exposition Co. knew that
the phenomenon of their namesake would not last much
longer.
In January of 1900, just a few months before the
Paris Exposition was to open, Edison re-wrote the
contract of March 14, 1899, in which no mention was made
of either the large films, or the Paris Exposition.
Edison also stripped Crahan and the Klondike Exposition
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Co. of ownership of any films and projectors, and
reduced Crahan to a salaried operator, possibly in
response to the fact that Crahan had gone considerably
over-budget in the course of the project.40
Surprisingly, Crahan acquiesced.41
Finally, the Board of Directors of the Klondike
Exposition Co. met on July 16, 1900, to ratify an
instrument approved by Thomas Edison and Thomas Crahan
on June 18, 1900. This contract dissolved any remaining
relationship between what was left of the Klondike
Exposition Company and Thomas Edison. Edison recovered
all of the apparatus he had originally supplied, and all
of the films that the Klondike Exposition Co. had made
on the expedition. The Klondike Exposition Co. came
away with a total of *5,000.00 in cash and goods from
Edison, and faded into oblivion.42
The catalyst in the puzzle of what happened to
the big films is the following note, in Edison's hand,
written sometime in 1900 to a man who is possibly John
Ott, the Edison Laboratory's ranking precision
machinist:
John -
Some of the pictures on the Klondike have
been taken so they are not equally distant on
the film - when we project them on the screen
the whole picture moves up a foot, then down 6
inches then up & so on
- The Biograph have a
corrector for correcting negatives so that
although the negative prints vary on the film
the positives are equidistant
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We want you to get up a machine for printing
from a negative on a positive so we can make
all the pictures on the positive equidistant
apart.
The Biograph people do this by taking the
negative & at the bottom and at the edge of
each picture on the negative they punch 2
little round holes & feed the negative by
these holes when the positive is under it -
Schermerhorn will give you a few feet of
positives to experiment with as he does not
wish to use the negative till you have worked
out your plan for correction, with positives,
then if its OK we can use it to print
corrected positives
Edison43
The implication is clear that at least "some" of
the films from the large Kinetograph camera(s) were a
technical failure, due to malfunction, or Dad design.
The failure was not revealed until the expedition had
returned from the Klondike and the negatives were
developed. "Some" must have represented a significant
amount of film, enough to force Edison to the expensive
course that the note directs.
Certainly, the camera(s) could have been of sound
design, and had simply malfunctioned, resulting in the
imprecise spacing of frames. The evidence indicates,
however, that the problem originated with the design of
the camera, as follows:
As has been previously noted, Edison obligated
himself to deliver two cameras, in a
forms- 5 never
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before attempted, within sixty days of the signing of
the March 14, 1899 contract. There is no available
evidence to suggest Edison ever experimented with such
large-format motion picture cameras prior to his
commitment to the Klondike expedition,44
so that in all
probability, Edison obligated himself to design a new
camera and film system, successfully test it, then build
two working models, all within the specified sixty days.
For lack of time, the camera, (or cameras, if more than
one were completed,) may have been inadequately tested
before being delivered to the Klondike Exposition
Company .
Edison's note to "John" implies that the camera
film was not sprocketed in any way. Edison wanted to
punch sprocket holes in the developed negatives to solve
the spacing problem. He suggested copying a Biograph
invention he called a "corrector." Edison made little
sense when he described how the "corrector" used
sprocket holes in the negative to correct the image
spacing on a positive, and demonstrated a very scant
understanding of the Biograph film transport mechanism
in general.45
The Biograph system involved punching the
sprocket holes in the film as the film was being exposed
in the camera. Therefore, it was "pre-corrected.
" By
1899, most manufacturers of motion picture cameras,
including Edison himself, had gone to sprocketed
transport systems that used pre-sprocketed film, because
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sprockets were so efficient at accurately moving an
exactly repeatable length of film between exposures.
Why Edison would take a wider, (harder to transport,)
film than he had ever before used, and build around it a
sprocketless, non-registering transport system is a
mechanical mystery: one slip in the tension or pressure
on the film during even one exposure (at twenty per
second) and every successive exposure would be out of
register by that space. The projected effect of such a
slip would be as Edison described in his note: the
picture on the screen would jump up or down at the slip,
then jump down or up again at the next slip, etc. With
nothing but tension or pressure on the film in the
camera to produce equidistantly spaced frames, the
system could not have been truly satisfactory.
If the sprocketless transport system had worked
well with the three-inch-wide film, Edison would have
wasted no time in publicizing it, for he finally would
have had a system that could rival the photographic
quality of the Biograph camera, which itself utilized
film that was about three inches wide, but which was
sprocketed between frames by the camera for transport
stability.
In 1900, Edison was embroiled in a patent
infringement lawsuit against Biograph, the landmark
Equity 6928.46 Had he adopted Biograph 's
"corrector" in
any form, he would have opened himself up
to a
legitimate counter-suit, since the Biograph camera,
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which included the "corrector", was itself patented, and
was one of the principal objects of contention in Equity
6928. (The candor with which Edison suggests copying a
Biograph invention in his note to "John" indicates his
confidence concerning the lawsuit. ) Edison would
ultimately lose that lawsuit two years later.
Edison could have designed a camera around film
scaled up from his sprocketed 35mm film, but two reasons
undermine that possibility: complex sprocket-drive
cameras might have been difficult to build in such a
short time, and Edison would have had to see to the
arrangement of a new film format, in sufficient quantity
to support the expedition, in that same short time. As
it was, the large Kinetograph cameras made for the
Klondike Exposition Co. probably took the same
unsprocketed film used in Biograph camera, film that
would have been readily available in 1899.
Edison would have been aware of the frame spacing
problem as soon as the large film began coming out of
the developing laboratory in the third week of October,
1899. Faced with the arduous and expensive task of
rectifying the large Klondike films frame by frame, he
must have realized early-on that he could never complete
the work in time for the opening of the Paris
Exposition. The paying public's interest in the
Klondike was rapidly fading in the favor of current news
from the Spanish-American and Boer Wars, and reports of
the preparations for the upcoming Paris Exposition
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itself. Eventually, the determination must have been
made that the large Klondike films could never recoup
the expense of their "correction." Apparently they were
shelved before any correction work was done, since
Edison never published any of the large films, and never
experimented with the large Kinetograph again.4?
Ironically, Biograph gave up their large format in favor
of Edison's standard 35mm pre-sprocketed film later in
the 1900's.
For Robert K. Bonine, the sight of those frame
spacing errors must have been devastating. He would
have known instantly that the project was in deep
trouble: with the Exposition coming up in a matter of
months, there was barely enough time to prepare the
positives and projection apparatus, let alone solve
fundamental problems with the negatives.
What was supposed to have been a project that
would have propelled Bonine to fame as Edison's man who
did the giant Kinetoscope films in the Klondike
collapsed in the Autumn of 1899. But for the failed
expectations, the demise of the project left Bonine's
personal reputation unscathed. Though Robert K. Bonine
would not again work for Thomas Edison until 1905,
apparently there was no rancor between them.
SUMMARY: 1900 - 1934
R. K. Bonine's activities after 1900 are beyond
the scope of this report, but a summary is in order.
Robert K. Bonine parted with the Edison Company
after the collapse of the Klondike Exposition project in
1900. Their amity continued, however, for later in 1900
Bonine appeared as an expert witness on Edison's behalf
in Equity 6928, the landmark suit brought by Edison
against American Mutoscope (and Biograph) Co., and
Benjamin Keith. Bonine stated under oath that his
residence was "Orange, N.J.," and that his occupation
was
"photographer." No reference was given to indicate
he was then employed by, or otherwise associated with,
Thomas Edison. At face value, Bonine the witness
presented himself as a freelance.
Shortly thereafter, in 1901, Bonine began an
association with the American Mutoscope and Biograph Co.
as a cameraman. Copyright records indicate that through
all of 1901 and the first half of 1902, he travelled to
the Pacific region, California, and Canada to film
subjects on location. Later in 1902, he was more or
less limited to filming
"vaudevilleian" sketches at
A.M.&B.'s rooftop studio in New York.
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Bonine (not uncharacteristically) disappeared
from the copyright record for most of 1903, and all of
1904. (Traveller that he was, perhaps he got tired of
the rooftop at Biograph?)
Early in 1905 Bonine powerfully reassociated
himself with the Edison Company, and collaborated with
the famous Edison cameraman Edwin Porter to film the
inauguration of President Theodore Roosevelt on March 4.
When the earthquake of April 18, 1906, devastated San
Francisco, Edison dispatched Bonine to document the
aftermath. The films he produced there were hailed in
an Edison catalog as "universally admitted to be the
finest on the market."
At the request of the Hawaii Promotion Committee,
Edison sent Bonine directly from San Francisco to the
Hawaiian Islands to make
"actuality" films that would
depict the economic and cultural attributes of the
territory. He arrived in Honolulu on May 31, 1906,
armed with 5,000 feet of film and the intent of only a
short stay. By the time Bonine finally returned to the
U.S. mainland in August of 1906, he had shot 20,000 feet
of film of "Scenes and Incidents in the Hawaiian
Islands" for the Edison Company.
Bonine returned to Orange, NJ, via Yellowstone
National Park, where he made several films in
September
of 1906. By November of 1906, Bonine was
back in the
West Orange Lab, where he made many of the bromide
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prints that accompanied the subsequent copyright
applications for his Hawaii and Yellowstone films.
March of 1907 found Bonine in the Panama Canal
Zone, filming for what would be his last copyrighted set
of work for Thomas Edison. As he had done for his
Hawaiian films, Bonine returned to the West Orange Lab
to make the copyright application prints for the Canal
films in April of 1907. This appears to be the last
work Robert K. Bonine did for Thomas A. Edison.
1907 was a bleak year for "actuality" films. The
public was increasingly interested in film fiction, and
the number of "actualities" copyrighted during that year
dropped precipitously from previous levels. What we now
know as the serial "newsreel" would emerge within a few
years, but strictly as an added attraction to dramatic
film presentations. What was Bonine thinking in the
spring of 1907?
R. K. Bonine left Edison's employ later in 1907,
and on January 14, 1908, stepped off the gangway of the
P.M.S.S. Manchuria in Honolulu, Hawaii. There is no
record of him ever again leaving the Hawaiian Islands.
Why did he return to Hawaii in 1908? Maybe he was
facing the fact of the slump in the actuality film
market in 1907, and decided to
"retire." Maybe he
remembered, and sought continuance of, the royal
treatment he had received during his stay on behalf of
the Hawaii Promotion Committee in 1906. Maybe he simply
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decided to be independent again, and chose Hawaii as a
suitable business environment.
Bonine was productive in Hawaii between 1908 and
at least 1921. Numerous copyrights were granted to him
after 1908, and several reviews of his motion picture
work appeared in American publications between 1909 and
1917. He was lauded as "the father of motion pictures
in Hawaii" in his obituary in a Honolulu newspaper in
1923, with just cause.
Robert Kates Bonine succumbed to multiple
sclerosis in Honolulu on the evening rr =*-;*: ember 11,
1923. At intervals over the next decade, much of
Bonine's personal collection of motion pictures and
photographs was sold off, supposedly to cover the cost
of maintaining his estate during a protracted period of
mismanagement by the executors of his will. When the
matters of R. K. Bonine's estate were finally settled by
court order in 1934, Honolulu's Fire Marshal declared
the remaining films a fire menace, and they were quickly
destroyed.
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Intelligence'
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The Scenes of
Hawaii'
The Theater in Hawaii.
Theresa's Big Stunt
HAWAIIAN GAZETTE, 1/17/1908, p. 8.
HAWAIIAN GAZETTE. 7/13/1905, p. 2 & 6.
HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN, 9/12/1923, P. 2
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APPENDIX A:
Cross-Indexed Tables of R. K. Bonine Copyrights
Following are tables of copyrights that credit
R. K. Bonine as photographer. The information included
in these tables comes from the Library of Congress,
corroborated where possible through independent
copyright records, such as those held by the Edison
National Historic Site, in West Orange, New Jersey. A
principal source for the L.C. registrations is Kemp
Niver's Early Motion Pictures, the Paper Print
Collection in the Library of Congress, published by the
Library of Congress in 1985.
The tables repeatedly sort the same body of
information as follows: alphabetically by title, by
date photographed, by production location, by producer,
and by reference number.
The reference number, or
"ref" is an arbitrary
number I have given to each Bonine film I have
documented .
"R:Base 4000" was the database management program
used to generate these datasets. As good as it is,
there are a few quirks endemic to this database
management program that should be noted:
1) Date fields require an entry conforming to a
numeric date in all locations. The order is
"Month/Day/Year"
. No entry points in a date field can
be left blank, or
"stuffed" with a symbol that
indicates an uncertain date. Therefore, I decided
that any dates in the table that
contain the value
"01" in any entry point shall
indicate the potential
of an uncertain date. In cases where the date
is
confirmed, a note will be made
in parentheses in the
title field, to the effect of "(Photodate confirmed) ,
or "Tcopyda^e confirmed)", etc.
A date of "10/01/99",
without any notes in the title field,
indicates that
the actual date is "sometime in
October of 1899.
"Copydate" means "copyright date".
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2) Due to the structure of R:Base 4000, the date
fields sort by the last two digits of the year. This
works well for entries of a single century. The
information tabulated here reflects Bonine's
production in the 19th and 20th Centuries. Therefore,
the entries for the 19th Century will sort after those
of the 20th.
Additionally, the following points will prove
useful:
3) The title field may be truncated. Enough text
should be provided to adequately identify the title of
the film or image, including specifications of
accuracy of date fields.
4) In the "location" field, foreign countries, or
territories not part of the continental United States,
are defined with a "period" in character position One.
(Ex: ".Panama, C.Z."). Otherwise, states are given
their two-letter postal abbreviation.
5) In the "title" field, initial words such as "A"
and
"The"
are moved to the end of the title in
parentheses, allowing the first significant letter of
the title to be the reference point for sorting. There
is an element of judgement in this procedure, the
researcher is advised to check all possible "title"
alternatives .
6) In the "Len" , (or length) field, numerical values
define the length, in feet, of the motion picture in
its original 35mm format. The value "stil" indicates
a still photograph. Notes relevant to
"len" field
will be in the "title" field, in parentheses.
P. K, Bonine: Coc^ng-ted r:lms and s-notog-aphs, sorted b. TI
FrO-IST for photographs 0r p. r\ Bor.;re, Database: FLMDA'E
Ref Photo'd Cop, -it Produce- Ler . Location
Relation; FILhfCr
Title (riav be furcate:.
tage 7 c
185 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
186 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne
187 Cl'01/30 01/01/3C Bonne
188 01/01/90 01 '01/90 Bonne
189 Cl/Cl/90 01/01/90 Bonne
190 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
191 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
192 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
193 Cl/Dl/90 01/01/90 Bonine
194 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne
stil Late Erie
stil Late Erie
stil Lake Erie
stil PA: i
stil PA: ?
stil PA: ?
stil CA: >
stil CA: '
stil CA:
stil CA:
(southern j
(southern;
0050,
0051.
OCC-3.
0C5".
0065.
0073,
0077.
010C
Old.
01C3.
, -a>e E
Sto-rc
Late E-:e
_ e
Lake E'
Hoorliq"
Evening
Cot-i-.g "i c t. E-ie
Gare Hu-'e- s Cat:-
G-ea- Ho-se Sr-:e Be- :
Lincol- s Eo".ra:t m Flowe-s
Mexican G'ease''s (') How
Orange Groves
Garder Sce-e, So. Cal.
Vi-e.'a-d. So. Cal,
195 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: Sa- Gat-iel
196 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (northe-n)
197 01/01/30 01/01/90 Bonne Stil CA:
198 C1/C1/9C 01/01/90 Bonne stii pl;
199 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne stil <"_;
200 C1/C1/9C 01/01/9; Bonne stii PL:
201 01/01/30 01/01/9C Bonne stil DC: U.S. Can-ol
202 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne stil DC: U.S. Cac.toi
203 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne stil DC: U.S. Capitol
204 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne stil DC: U.S, Caoitoi
Valley
2C5 01/01/90
206 01/01/90
207 01/01/90
208 01/01/90
209 01/01/90
210 01/01/30
211 01/01/90
212 01/01/90
213 01/01/90
214 01/01/90
01/01/90 Bonne
01/01/30 Bonne
Cl/Cl/90 Bonne
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/91 Bonme
01/01/90 Bonine
stil DO: U.S. Capitol
stil DC: Navy Deo*.
stil DC: Washingtor Monument
stil DC: Navy Dec.
stil DC: White House
stil DC: White house
stil DC: Treasury De:t.
stil DC: Treasu-y Dept.
stil DC: Wh: te House
stil DC: White House
0108.
0114.
Oil!.
Old.
0102.
0163.
0241.
0241.
0243.
0244.
0240.
0203.
0254.
0255.
0256.
0257.
025E,
0259.
0261.
0262.
Sar, Sat- i el yal.e,
Logging, Nc-th. Cal .
Caii'c-n.a Fed ncoc "res-
Old Soanst M.ssion Fia,
ta-.tee Wsito-s, r;s.
Florida's Future Rule's
U.S. Canto!
U.S. Cap. tol a'd Mo-jre- t
U.S. Se-a-e C-ar
U.S. Chaf.be- of Cong.
Statu a-1, Hall, U.S. Oa: .
Wa- . Sta'e. art Na.y Deot.
Wasn Morure- '
F-oit Ha' . Sta'e. and ha,1,
Wr. te Ho.se an; Can :!
White Mouse
Pe-f a. A'.e. r-o" Trees.
U.S. Treas.", ror pe--a.
White house (Fro-n
White House and D'lve
215 01/01/95
216 01/01/35
217 01/01/35
218 01/01/35
215 01/01/95
220 01/01/95
221 01/01/95
222 01/01/95
223 01/01/95
224 01/01/35
225 01/01/95
226 01/01/35
227 01/01/95
226 01/01/95
225 01/01/95
230 01/01/95
175 01/14/13
176 01/14/13
174 02/05/13
150 11/29/10
01/01/95 Bonine
01/01/95 Bonne
01/01/95 Bonne
01/01/95 Bonne
01/01/95 Bonine
01/01/95 Bonine
01/01/95 Bonne
01/01/95 Bonne
01/01/95 Bonine
01/01/95 Bonine
sti
st:
sti
Stl
sti
Stl
Stl
Stl
st:
sti
01/01/95
01/01/35
01/01/35
01/01/35
01/01/35
01/01/35
01/30 -'13
01/30/13
02/18/13
12/14/10
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
st.
st:
sti
sti
sti
sti
sti
sti
sti
sti
151 11/23/10
152 11/23/10
172 12/13/10
173 12/13/10
171 12/30/10
143 02/16/20
177 11/23/10
173 12/30/10
180 12/30/10
182 12/30/10
12/14/10
12/14/10
01/03/11
01/03/11
01/15/11
03/08/20
12/14/10
01/15/11
01/16/11
01/19/11
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
sti
sti
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
sti
Stl
181 12/30/10
147 12/30/10
148 12/30/10
184 12/30/10
155 12/30/10
164 02/25/12
156 02/23/12
157 02/23/12
163 02/29/12
155 02/23/12
01/13/11
01/13/11
01/13/11
01/13/1!
01/13/11
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
sti
sti
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
Stl
PA:
PA:
PA:
PA:
PA:
PA:
^A:
PA:
PA:
PA: >
PA: ?
PA: '
PA: ?
PA: '
PA: '
PA: '
.Hauai
.Hawai
, Hauai
.Hauai
0315. Blonde ard Brunette
0316. Tirec c' Play
0317. Just Stealing a Seli
0318. Oats
0345. Come to paoa
0346. Aftemcor Tea
0347. Teas&oon'wll Every Hou-
034E. Merry Maypole Dance
0343. Skirt Dane
0355. No- I Lav Me Dtwr To Sleet
.Hauai
, Hauai
.Hauai
.Hauai
, Hauai
.Hauai
.Hauai
.Hauai
.Hauai
.Hauai
('), Palenapa 'sic')
("'), Palenapa 'sic'')
('), Palanapa HiOi 0375
Oahu, Honolulu
0361. She Had So Many Child-e-
03*2. Little Sunday School Class
0363. This Little Pig We", to Ma'
0380. It's Time to Set Uo
0381. Hou Much Does Bab. Weigh
0382. Stereoscopic Uieus
0373. Pale-aca. (sic';
0374. Palenapa. 'sic')
Palanapa. (sic')
1201. Honolulu, Hauan .
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu, Honolulu
Hawaii, Kilauea
Oahu, Pearl Harbo
Hawaii, Puna District 1231
Hauan, Puna District 1232
Hawaii, Puna District 1233
1202. Honolulu, Hauan .
1203. Honolulu, Hauan.
1204. 'Overdue.'
1205. 'Overdue.'
1206. S/S. "Mauna
Kea" Honolulu. Inter-Island Stears-i
1207, Sum it of "Mauna
Loa"
as Seen From the Crater o*
1211. Pearl Harbor.
Green Lake, Kapoho, Purs District, Hauan.
Heiau Hill, Kapoho, Puna Dist-ict, Hauan.
Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hauan.
Co.
Kilauea
Hawaii
Hauan
Hauan
Puna Distr
Kilauea
Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hauai i , Kau
Ha-a.i
Hauan
Kilauea
Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hauan, Kilauea
Hauan, Kilauea
ict 1234. Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hawaii.
1236. On the Automobile Road to kilauea, Hauan,
1237. On the Automobile Poa: to Kilauea. ha-ai..
1248. Hawaiian Fern Frond. (24 ft.). Volcano House, hauan.
1249. On Kapapala Ranch, kau District, Hawaii.
1312. Down the Crater Trail, Kilauea, Hawaii.
1313. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hauan.
1314. Across the Crater of Kilauea. Hawaii.
13^5 'Old
Faithful,' C-ate- of Kilauea, Hauan.
1316. Crater of Kilauea. Hawaii.
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FOTOLIST for photographs of R. K. Bonine. Database: FLMDATE Relation: FlUtlOST
Ref Photo'd Copvnt Producer Len. Location
160 02/29/12
161 02/29/12
162 02/29/12
166 01/12/12
158 02/29/12
165 02/29/12
001 06/25/02
153 12/27/11
002 06/25/02
003 06/25/02
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
01/23/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
11/11/02
12/28/11
11/11/02
11/11/02
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
AMSB
Bonine
AMSB
AMSB
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
.Hauan: Hauan , Kilauea
.Hauan: Hauan, Kilauea
Kauai i : Hawaii, Kilauea
.Hauan: Hawaii, Kilauea
.Hauan : Hawaii , Kilauea
.Hauai i : Hauan, Kilauea
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu
0031 NJ: Fair Haven
0023 ..unknown
Title (may be truncated)
1317. Crater of Kilauea, Hauan.
1318. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1319. Crater of Kilauea, Hauan,
1320. Volcano of kilauea.
1321. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hauan
1322. Volcano House, Kilauea, Hawaii.
Accomodatinq Cou (The)
Alexander Young Hotel
Alphonse and Gaston
Alphonse and Gaston Helping Irishman
004 08/04/02 09/05/02 AMSB
100 06/01/06 08/03/06 Edison
005 05/01/01 05/23/02 AMSB
006 07/26/01 10/13/03 AMSE
007 11/15/01 05/11/03 AMSB
008 03/27/01 10/13/03 AMSB
005 08/04/02 03/27/02 AMSB
010 01/18/02 04/18/02 AMSB
012 06/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB
011 06/13/02 12/03/02 AMSE
013 08/01/01
014 05/17/02
016 05/17/02
017 05/17/02
015 05/17/02
018 08/14/01
019 08/31/01
167 11/24/17
020 11/15/01
021 09/01/01
04/10/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
08/19/03 AMSB
12/10/17 Bonine
03/11/03 AMSB
04/16/02 AMSB
0053 ..unknoun
0085 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kohala
0038 .China: Tien-Tsin
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
0036 CA: Yosemite Valley
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
0046 NY: NYC (')
0034 NY: NYC
0019 ..unknoun
0048 ..unknown
0034 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
0048 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0062 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0077 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0106 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0038 .Philippine Islands: Manila
0038 .China: Shanqhai
stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu (')
0043 CA: Wauona
0046 .China: Pekinq
Kohala, Hauai:
:- (fotodate: 09
Japa-
(fotodate 06'"'0f
"'CI;
144 11/15/19
145 11/15/19
022 12/05/02
023 11/25/02
024 11/15/01
025 09/23/01
026 12/05/02
133 08/01/02
232 01/01/35
027 05/07/02
028 05/02/02
121 08/01/06
029 OB/01/01
030 07/16/02
146 10/03/21
183 10/03/21
031 07/16/02
032 01/20/02
165 02/19/15
168 11/10/17
033 11/11/02
034 08/15/01
136 03/01/07
122 08/01/06
035 05/17/02
036 05/17/02
037 05/17/02
038 07/03/02
039 09/02/02
040 11/15/01
041 11/12/02
042 07/25/02
106 06/01/06
102 06/01/06
101 06/01/06
043 01/01/97
233 01/01/35
231 01/01/35
044 01/20/02
045 07/10/02
11/23/13
11/23/13
01/03/03
07/08/03
04/24/03
04/16/02
07/08/03
01/01/35
05/23/02
05/17/02
11/12/06
05/23/02
05/27/02
10/24/21
10/24/21
03/27/02
04/18/02
03/08/15
11/26/17
Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
Bonine stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu
AMSB 0106 ..unknown
AMSB 0182 NJ: Hoboker,
AMSB 0041 CA: Yosemite Valley
AMSB 0043 .Japan: Nagasaki
AMSB 0048 ..unknoun
AMSB unk .England: London, Westminster
Bonine stil ,, unknoun
AMSB 0062 ..unknown
AMSB 0053 NY: Lonq Island, Belmont Park
Edison 0031 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
AMSB 0034 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio
Bonine stil .Hauan: Molokai , Kalaupapa
Bonine stil .Hauan: Molokai, Kalaupapa
AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
AMSB 0038 NJ: Shrewsbury River
Bonine stil , Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu (?)
Bonine Stil .Hauaii: Oahu, Honolulu C)
Around the Mulberry Bush
Arrival Mahukona 'Express
Arrival of Train, Tien-Ts
Arrival of Train, Tokio
Artist's Point
Asakusa Temple, Tokio, Japan
At the rountain
Beqinninq of a Skyscraper
Biograph's Inproved Incubator
Bowery Kiss (The)
Boys Diving. Honolulu (fotodate confirmed)
Boys Help Themselves to Foxv Gra'dpa s Cigars (The)
Boys Think They Have One on Foxy Grandpa, but He Fools Their 'The
Boys Try to Put One Over on Foxy Grandpa (The)Boys, Still Determined, Try It Again on Foxy 6randoa, with the S
Bridge Traffic, Mania
Burd, Shanghai (The) (i.e., Bund)
Bust Portrait of Ex Queen Lilioukalan (A) (sic)
Cascade Near Wauona, California
Ch-ier.-men Gate, Pehn (The (fotodate 9/"/01)
Chinese Head, 1.
Chinese Head, 2.
Chums
Church "Our Lady of Grace,' Hoboken
Coaching Party, Yosemite Valley
Coaling a S tear-en Nagasaki Bay, Japan
Corner in the Play Room (A)
Coronation Parade (The) (fotodate needs checking, possibly no!
Crayon Study
Creators of Foxy Grandpa (The)
Croud Entering, Futurity Day
Crowds Returning from the Games, Waikiki, Hawaiian Islands (08/
Cutting Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed)
Delusion (A)
DT. Arthur L. Dean on Muleback at the Leper Settlement of Kalaup
Dr. F.E. Tratter (Ph-es. Board of Health), Cecil K.nlehua, J.D. M
Draped Model (The)
Eeling Through the Ice
Ex Queen Liliuokalam
Ex Queen Liliuokalam and Friends at a Lawn Party
03/11/03 AtlSB 0077 NY: NYC, Union Square
05/21/02 AMSB 0043 .Philippine Islands: Manila
04/11/07 Edison 0115 .Panama, C.Z.: Cristobal
11/12/06 Edison 0075 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
05/23/02 AMSB 0030 NY: NYC, Roof studio
05/23/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
05/23/02 AMSB 003 NY: NYC, Roof studio
09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof studio
09/17/02 AMSB 0058 NY: Sheepshead Bay
02/24/03 AMSB 0038 CA: Yosemite Valley
Excavation for Subway
Filipino Coc* Fight (A)
Fire Run - Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees (fotodate 03'''
Float," Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (The ') (fotodate 0
Foxy Grandpa and Polly in a Little Hilarity
Foxy Grandpa Shows the Boys a Trick, or Tuo With the Tramp
Foxy Grandpa Tells the Boys a Funny Story
Fun in a Photoqraph Gallery
Futurity
(The)"
Glacier Point
06/04/03
10/03/02
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
10/25/97
01/01/95
01/01/35
04/10/02
03/27/02
ATS8
AMSB
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
AMSB
AMSB
0007 ..unknown Bold Dust Twins (The)
0082 unknoun Grandpa's Reading Glass
0125 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kohala Planta Hauling Sugar Cane, Kohala Pantation. Hawaii, (fotodate 06/"/06
0075 Hawaii- Hawanans Arriving to Attend a Luau or Native Feast (fotodate
0100 'Hawaii: Haiaiians Departing to Attend a
"'
0058 WA: Seattle; S.S. Hillianette Horses Loading for Klondike, no
Bool Hou to Finish Photo Crayon
tool; How to Make Cravon Portraits
0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River Ice Yacht Racing
0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio In a Manicure Parlor
Luau"
or Native Feast (fotodat
3 (fotodate assumed sometime 1
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046 07/21/02
130 03/01/07
047 07/28/01
125 07/01/06
048 02/14/02
049 06/25/02
050 07/10/02
140 02/25/02
051 08/05/02
170 03/07/33
03/27/02
04/11/07
05/21/02
11/12/06
05/01/02
11/11/02
03/05/02
09/05/02
03/18/99
AMSB
Edison
AMSB
Edison
AMSB
AMSE
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
Bonine
0024 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0100 .Panama, C.Z.:
0041 .Japan: Kyoto
0153 .Hauan: Hawaii
0031 .Canada: Quebec
0053 ..unknown
0036 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
Hilo
In a Massage Parlor
Jamaica Negroes 'Doing' a Two-Step (fotodate Wi/Q?)
Japanese Fencing
Kahana Fishermen Casting the "Throw Net," Hilo, Hauanar Islands
Kent House Slide (copvdate confirmed)
King of Detectives (The)
Lamp Enolodes (The)
unk NY: Shooter's Island, Townsend Launch of Meteor III
0043 ..unknown Law Pa-ty
stil PA: Philadelphia (') Leo XIII. (Popej (fotodate co,->'ired) (Possibly amotion pic
052 06/18/02
053 08/13/02
054 05/15/02
055 01/01/97
056 08/01/01
110 07/01/06
057 06/25/02
058 05/15/02
133 03/01/07
138 03/01/07
12/09/02
11/11/02
07/01/03
10/25/97
09/05/02
H/12'06
09/27/02
06/13/03
04/11/07
04/11/07
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
Edison
AMSB
Edison
AMSB
AtlSB
Edison
Edison
0031 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0041 ..unknown
0060 NY: NYC
0060 WA: Seattle: S
0043 .Hauan: Oahu,
0083 .Hawaii: Maui,
0019 NJ: Fair Haven
0101 NY: NYC
0205 .Panama, C.Z
S. Williamette
Honolulu
Kahului
La Boca
0280 .Panama, C.Z.: Colebra, etc.
Light That Didn't Fail (Thej
Little Mix-Up in a Mixed Aie Joint (Aj
Lively Brushes on Speedway
Loading Baggage for klc-diie. no. 6 (fotodate assumed sometime
Loading Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed)
Loadinq Sugar. Kahului, Maui. Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 07/"/
Lover's Knot (The)
Lower Broaduav
Machete Men Clearing a Jungle (fotodate 03/"/07)
Making the Dirt Fly' (") (5 scenes) (fotodate 03.- "/07)
059 08/10/02 05/22/03 AMSB 0043 ..unknown
061 04/02/02 12/31/02 AMSB 0072 ..unknoun
060 01/20/02 06/20/03 AMSB 0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River
062 06/25/02 12/03/02 AMSB 0034 NJ: Fair Haven
118 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0116 .Hauan:
131 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0120 .Panama, C.Z.:
063 01/01/03 06/18/03 AMSB 0060 ..unknoun
064 07/28/01 10/13/03 AMSB 0036 .Japan: Tokyo
111 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0147 .Hawaii: Oahu, Kaoiolam Park
065 06/01/53 05/06/01 Edison 0082 .Canada: Chilcoot Pass
(The)Manicure Fools the Husband
Meteor (The)
Mile in 56 Seconds (A)
Milking Time
Native Hawaiian 6uards in Bayonet Exercises, H*ia:iar Islands (
Old Market Place - Panama (fotodate 03/'VC7)
Old Volunteer Fire Department (fotodate assumed sometime 19C3)
Ox Carts, Tokio, Japan
Pa-u Riders, Ha.anan Islands (fotodate 08/"/06)
Pack Train on the Chilcoot Pass (fotodate between 06 and 10. 18
066 06/01/99
109 07/01/06
129 03/01/07
132 03/01/07
135 03/01/07
137 03/01/07
116 08/01/06
115 08/01/06
117 08/01/06
107 08/01/06
05/24/01
11/12/06
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/15/06
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0084
0125
0095
0205
0135
0110
0249
0186
0108
0200
Canada
Hawaii
.Panama, C.Z
Panama
Panama
Panama
Hauan
Hawaii
.Hauan
Hawaii
Klondike
Maui , Haleakala Volca
Cristabal
La Boca Harbor
Culebra (sic')
Empire
Oahu, Honolulu Harbor
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu, Haleiua
Oahu, Pearl Harbor
C.Z.
C.Z.
C.Z.
Packers on the Trail (fotodate between 06 and 10, 1899i
Pane View, Crater of Haleakala, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 07"'
Pano. from Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrance to the Canal (03
Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal (fotodate 03
Pano. of Culebra Cut (fotodate 03/'V07)
Pano. Ruins of Old French Machinery (fotodate 03/'V07)
Pano. Vieu Honolulu Harbor, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 0E/"/06
Pano. View King Street, Honolulu, Hainan Islands (fotodate 00
Pano. Vieu Oahu Railroad, Haleiua, Hauanar. Islands ('o'edate 0
Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands (foto
120 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0109 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
123 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0198 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
067 09/18/02 10/03/02 AMSB 0187 NY: Mt, Beacon
068 09/18/02 10/03/02 AMSB 0154 NY: Mt. Beacon
070 10/08/02 06/04/03 AMSE 0072 NY: NYC
071 07/29/01 10/19/03 AMSB 0043 .Japan: Kobe
069 11/19/01 04/24/03 AMSB 0067 CA: San Francisco
072 05/15/02 07/08/03 AMSB 0065 NY: NYC
073 05/22/02 12/09/02 AMSB 0041 NY: NYC, Studio
178 08/21/16 09/05/16 Bonine stil .Hawaii:
Pano. View of Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotoda
Pano. View Waikiki from an Electric Car, Hawaiian Islands (08/'
Panorama from Incline Railway
Panorama from Running Incline Railway
Panorama of Flatiron Building
Panorama of Kobe Harbor, Japan
Panorama. Golden Gate
Parade of Horses on Speedway
Poet's Revenge (A)
Poi; That's All" - A Kanaka Eating Poi. (')
074 11/03/02
075 03/04/05
076 03/07/02
077 05/27/02
154 01/01/09
076 02/14/02
075 08/04/02
080 07/28/01
081 06/01/33
082 11/03/02
12/03/02 AMSB 0065 NY: Highuood Park
03/07/05 Edison 0833 DC: Washington
07/08/03 AMSB 0106 NY: West Point
12/09/02 AMSB 0031 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
03/03/09 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
12/31/02 AMSB 0070 .Canada: Quebec, P.Q.
09/05/02 AMSB 0024 ..unknown
04/16/02 AMSB 0053 .Japan: Kyoto
05/06/01 Edison 0075 .Canada: Yukon Territory, Klon
12/09/02 AMSB 0041 NY: Highuood Park
Potato Bake in the Woods (A)
President Roosevelt's Inauguration (Photo'ed u/ Edwin Porter ,
Prince Henry at West Point
Pnvate Supper at Hellar's (A) (i.e., Heller s)
Public School Exercises, Lincoln Centennial, 1909
Quebec Fire Dept. on Runners
Rex's Bath
Rickshaw Parade, Japan
Rocking Gold in the Klondike (fotodate between 06 and iC
Roup on the Lawn (A)
1899)
141 02/01/02 AMSB unk .Canada: Quebec
112 06/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0088 .Hauan: Hauan. Laupahoehoe
083 01/01/97 10/25/97 Edison 0060 WA: Seattle; S.S. Williaaette
099 06/01/06 08/09/06 Edison 0085 .Hauai i: Hauai i, Mahukona
084 07/25/01 03/11/03 AMSB 0043 .Japan: Kobe
126 07/01/06 11/02/06 Edison 0370 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Hilo
085 07/21/02 03/05/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
103 06/01/06 08/03/06 Edison 0055 .Hawaii: Hauan, Hunuula Ranch
105 06/01/06 08/03/06 Edison 0035 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Humujjla Ranch
108 06/01/06 11/15/06 Edison 0100 .Hawaii: Hauan, Kawaihea (sic
Run of a Snow Shoe Club (fotodate 02//02, possibly not copyri
S.S. 'Kinau' Landing Passengers, Laupahaihai (sic), Hauaiian Isl
S S
'Williamette' Leaving for Klondike (fotodate assumed soeet
S.S. Kinau Landing Passengers, Mahukona, Hawaii (fotodate
06/"
Sampans Racing Toward Liner -,,
Scenes on a Sugar Plantation (fotodate 07/??/06)
She Meets WithWe's Approval ,,,.,-.
Shearing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hawaii (fotodate 06/"/06)
Sheep Coming Through
'Chute,' Humuula Ranch, Hawaii (fctotVe 0
Shipping Cattle, Kawaihea, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate
06." vvb
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086 08/04/02 03/05/02 AMSE
087 02/14/02 04/18/02 AMSB
088 05/06/01 06/17/03 AMSB
127 07/01/06 11/02/06 Edison
089 01/20/02 04/10/02 AMSB
090 07/25/01 10/19/03 AMSB
124 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison
113 06/01/06 11/12/06 Edison
119 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison
031 08/04702 03/27/02 AMSB
0048 Nr: NfC, Studio
0024 .Canada: Quebec
0024 ..unk now-
0330 .Hawaii:
0014 NJ: Sh-eusbu-y Rive-
0041 .Jacar : Tokyo
0080 .Hawaii: Oa-n, Waikiki
0100 .Hawaii: Hawa.i, Laupahoehoe
0074 .Hauan: Oahu, Waikiki
0038 ..unknown
Shut u
Skee Ciut
Siipoe-, S.ide 'The,
Srao Sv.'s," Na-a.iar Islands (") (fo'cda'e 06''". Cc art C ":
Still (A
St-ee* Sce-e, Totic ,
5tjrf Boa'd Fice-s, Wa,iui, Hcrcl.lu, hawa.ia- Isla-ds ''ctcds-
Su*' Scene, Laupahaiha: (sio, Hawanar islands ifroca'e It '*/
Su'' Sce*e, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Is.a-ds 'fctoca'e 08
"'"
Sweethearts
032 05/31/02 12/03/02 AMSE
033 11/15/01 05/11/03 AMSB
094 08/01/01 05/23/02 AMSB
128 09/01/06 11/07/06 Edison
134 03/01/07 04/11/C' Edison
095 08/05/02 09/05/02 A"SE
096 06/01/99 05/06/C: Edison
104 06/01/06 08 '09/06 Ediscr
114 07/01/06 11/12/06 Edison
097 08/05/02 09/05/02 AMSE
142 02/01/02 AMSE
098 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB
0034 N>: NYC, Poo' studio They Found the Leai
0036 CA: Wawo-a Tour:s*s A-nu.r.q a- Wawo-a ictel
0046 .Hawa.i: Oahu, Honolulu Trar of Suga- Ore fotodate con'i-med
0735 Wn t'eliowsfone Park Trip Thrc.g; the -e..ou;'o'e *a-> , U.S.A. 'A Ccoda'e 1? ""' '.
0195 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra 'sic7) U.S. Santa-, Scuad n-.ga'ing a House (fo-cdaie '.'::''
'.'
OOC'E ..unknown Wa"-Da,
0055 .Canada: futon Territory, k.io' Was-.'g Gold o' 20 Aco.e Hu-.re-. 'l:-d:>e ''otoda-? be-ee- Ot
01C5 .Have.:: Hauan, HuEu.la Fare" nas-.ns Sneen .:,..; Fa-:' Haws:: "otoda'e C6 "' '.i
0096 .Hawaii: Mate- E.'faio Wai.o-ing, hawana' isla-ds (fotodate 06 ''"/C6,
0062 ..unknown Water h,-:-s
unk .Canada
0022 NY: NfC, Studio
Wr.a- Ho She Bv:s
Wrinkles Removed
(fotooate 02'
232 records printed from bifotolist.tit
Missing Page
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088 05/06/0!
090 07/25/01
006 07/26/01
047 07/26/01
080 07/26/01
064 07/28/01
071 07/29/01
084 07/29/01
013 08/01/01
029 08/01/0!
06'17/03 AMSE
10/19/03 AMSB
10/19/03 AMSB
OV21/02 AMSB
04/16/02 AMSE
10/19/03 AMSE
10/13/03 AMSB
03/11/03 AMSB
04/10/02 AMSB
0V23/02 AMSB
0024
0041
0041
0C41
0053
0036
0043
004;
0034
0034
.unknoun
Japan: Tokyo
Japan
Japan:
Japan:
Japan:
Japan:
Japan:
Hawaii
Hauan
Tokyo
Kyoto
Kyoto
Tokyo
Kobe
Kobe
Oahu,
Oahu,
Honolulu
Honolulu
Title (may be truncated)
Slipoe'y Slide (The,
Street Scene, Tokio, Japan
Arrival o' Tra.n, Tono, Japan
Japanese Fencing
Rickshaw Parade, Japan
Ox Carts, Tokio, Jaoar
Panorama o' Kobe Ha-bc, Japa-
Sampans Pacing Toward Line'
Boys Diving, Honolulu (fotodate con'irmed)
Cutting Suga- Cane (fotodate confirmed)
034 08/01/01
056 08/01/01
018 08/14/01
034 08/15/01
013 08/31/01
021 03/01/01
005 05/01/01
025 03/23/01
008 03/27/01
032 11/15/01
020 11/15/01
007 11/15/01
040 11/15/01
024 11/15/01
063 11/13/01
010 01/18/02
083 01/20/02
044 01/20/02
060 01/20/02
032 01/20/02
05/23/02 AMSB
05/05/02 AMSB
05/23/(2 AMSE
05/21/02 AMSE
O8/1S/03 AMSB
04/16/02 AMSE
05/23/C2 AMSB
04/16/02 AMSB
10/13/03 AMSB
05 11/03 AMSE
03/11/03 AMSB
05/11/03 AMSB
02/24/03 AMSB
04/24/03 AMSB
OV24/03 AMSB
04/18/02 AMSE
04/10/02 AMSE
04/10/02 AMSB
06/20/03 AMSB
04/18/02 AMSE
0046
0042
0038
0043
0038
0046
0036
0043
0041
.Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
Hawaii : Oahu, Honolulu
Train of Sugar Cane fotodate con'irmed
Loading Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmee
.Philippine Islands: Mania Bridge Traffic, Mania
.Philippine Islands: Manila Filipino Cock Fight (A:
.China: Shanghai Burd, Shanghai (The, (i.e.. Bund)
.China: Peking Cfrien-mer 6ate, Pelin r^he (fotodate 9'", CI
.China: Tien-Tsin Arrival of Train, Tie'-Ts:- (fotoda'e: 09/''"'01
Japan: Nagasaki Coaling a Steamer, Naqasar i Bay, Japa-
.Japan: Tokyo A^akusa Temple, Tok : c 1 Jap a-
0036 CA: Wauona Tourists Arriving a- Wauona Hotel
Wauona Cascade Near Wauona, California
Yosemite Valley Artist's Poirt
Yosemite Valle; Glacier Point
Yosemite Valley Coaching Pa-ty, Yoseirite Valley
Sar Francisco Panorama, Golde- Gate
NYC Beginning of a Skyscraper
Shrewsbury River Spill (Aj
Shrewsbury River Ice fac".; Facing
Shrewsbury Piver Mile in 56 Secords 'A)
Shrewsbury River Eel l ng Through the Ice
0043 CA:
0036 CA:
0038 CA:
0041 CA:
0067 CA:
0034 W:
0014 NJ:
0046 NJ:
0046 NJ:
0038 NJ:
142 02/01/02 AMSB
141 02/01/02 AMSB
087 02/14/02 04/16/02 AMSB
048 02/14/02 05/01/02 AMSB
078 02/14/02 12/31/02 AMSE
140 02'25/02 AMSB
076 03/07/02 07/06/03 AMSE
061 04/02/02 12/31/02 AMSB
027 05/07/02 05/23/02 AMSB
054 05/15/02 07/01/03 AMSB
unk .Canada What Ho1 She Bumps1 (fotodate 02/""'".2)
unk .Canada: Quebec Run of a Snow Shoe Club (fotodate 02/,VC2, possibly no- cop
0024 .Canada: Quebec Skee Clut
0031 .Canada: Quebec Ken House Slide (copvdate confirmed)
0070 .Canada: Quebec, P.O. Quebec Fire Dept. on Runners
unk NY: Shooter's Island, Tounsend Launch of Meteor III
0106 NY: West Point Prince Henry at West Point
0072 ..unknowr Metec- (The)
0062 ..unknoun Creators of Foxy 6randpa (The)
0060 NY: NYC Lively Brushes on Speedway
058 C5/15/02
072 05/15/02
035 05 '17/02
015 05/17/02
017 05/17/02
037 05/17/02
014 05/17/02
036 05/17/02
016 05/17/02
073 05/22/02
06/13/03 AMSE
07/08/03 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
0101 Ni :
0065 NY:
0030 NY:
0106 NY:
0077 NY:
0036 NY:
0048 NY :
0050 NY:
0062 NY:
0041 NY:
N/C
NYC
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
Roof studio
Roof studio
Roof studio
Roof studio
Roof studio
Roof studio
Roof studio
Studio
Lower Broadway
Parade of Horses on Speedway
Foxy Grandpa and Poilv in a Little Hilarity
Boys, Still Determined, Try It Again on Foxy Grandpa, with the S
Boys Try to Put One Over on Fox, 6randpa (The)
Foxy Grandpa Tells the Boys a runny Storv
Boys Help themselves to Foxy Grandpa's Ciga-s (The)
Foxy Grandpa Shows the Boys a Trie* or Two With the Tramp
Boys Think They Have One on Foxy Grandpa, but He Fools Thei- 'The
Poet's Revenge (A)
077 05/27/02
052 05/31/02
052 06/18/02
011 06/13/02
003 06/25/02
012 06/25/02
001 06/25/02
057 06/25/02
002 06/25/02
062 06/25/02
12/09/02 AMSB
12/03/02 AMSB
12/03/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
09/27/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
12/03/02 AMSB
0031 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
0034 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0031 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0048 ..unknown
0023 ..unknown
0019 ..unknown
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
0019 NJ: Fair Haven
0031 NJ: Fair Haven
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
Private Supper at Hellar's (A) (i.e., Heller's)
They Found the Leak
Light That Didn't Fail (The)
Bowe-y Kiss (The)
Alphonse and Gaston Helping Irishman
Biograph'
s Improved Incubator
Accomodating tow (The)
Lover's Knot (The)
Alphonse and Gaston
Milking Time
038 07/03/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NT: NYC, Roof studio
045 07/10/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
050 07/10/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
031 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
030 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio
085 C/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
046 07/21/02 05/27/02 AMSB 0024 NY: NYC, Roof studio
098 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio
042 07/25/02 10/03/02 AMSB 0082 ..unknown
139 OB/01/02 AMSB unk .England: London, Westminster
Fun in a Photograph Gallery
In a Manicure Parlor
Lamp Explodes (The)
Draped Model (The)
Delusion (A)
She Meets With Wife's Approval
In a Massage Parlor
Wrinkles Removed
Grandpa's Reading Glass
Coronation Parade (The) (fotodate needs checking, possibly not
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031 06/04 '02 03/27/02 AMSE 0038 ..unknown Swee'hes'ts
Rex's 6a"073 06-04/02 03/05/02 AMSE 0024 . .unknown
004 06'C4'C2 09/05'02 AMiE 0053 . Aro.'d 'he Mjl:>e--v Bush
003 0.'04/C2 09/27/02 A"SB 0046 Nn N'C ,">) At 'he --, n
086 06/04/02 09/05/02 AMSE 004E NY: NYC, Studio Shu' Ct'
051 06/05 '12 09/05/02 AMSB 0043 ,. unknown Law Pj-tv
095 06/05/02 09/05/02 AMSE 0036 ..unknour Was '-Dav
097 CS/C5/C2 09/05/02 AMSB 0062 . .unknoun Water Nymphs
059 06/1C/02 05/22/03 AMSE 0043 . .unknown Maridu-e focls the Husca'd 'The'
053 06/13/02 11/11/02 AMSB 004! , .unknown Little "ix-Up m a Hued Ale Joint 'A.
049 06/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB 0053 . .unknown King of Detectives fThe,
Croud Entering, fytunty Da,
Futurit, ("he;
026 05/02/C2 03/17/02 AMSE 0053 Nn Long Islan d, Belmont
1 Bay
Pa'k
035 09/02/02 09/17/02 AMSE 0058 N*: Sheepsheac
0187 NY: Mt. Beacon067 09/15 '02 10/03/02 AMSE Panorama from- Incline Railwa.
068 09/16/02 10/03/02 AMSE 0154 NY: Mt. Beacon Pano-ara for Pun-ing Incline Pai:-a,
070 10/08/02 06/04/03 AMSE 0072 NY: NYC Panorama of Flatiron'Bundirg
074 11/03/02 12/03/02 AMSE 0065 NY: Highuood Park Potato Bake ir the Woods
082 11/03/02 12/03/02 AMSE 0041 NY: Highuood Park Rom; on the Law- !Ai
033 11/11/02 03/11/03 AMSE 0077 NY; NYC, Union Souare Excavation for Subway
041 11/12/02 06/04/03 AMSB 0007 . .unknowr Sold Dust Twins 'The
023 11/25'C2 07/06/03 AMSE 0182 NJ: Hoboken Church "Our Ladv of &race," hooie'
026 12/05'C2 07/CS'03 AMSE 0048 . .unknown Corner in the Play Room ,'A;
022 12/C5/C2 01/05/03 AMSE 0106 . .unknowr Chums
062 01/01/03 06/18/03 AMSB 0060 . .unknown Old Volurtee- rire Depa-tmer* 'fotoda'e assured sor-en-e 1903
075 03/G4'C5 03/07/05 Edison 0833 DC: Washington Preside' t Roosevelt's Inauq.-ancn (frtotc'ed w' Edw:- &o"e-
101 06/01/06 06/03/06 Edison 01 OC .Hawaii: Hauai i an s Departing to Attend a 'Luau' or Na'ive reas" fcoda'102 06/01/06 08/05/06 Edison 0075 .Hauan: Hawanans Arriving to Atte-d a 'Luau " O' Native Feas' fotodate
103 06/01/06 06/05 '06 Edison 0095 .Hawaii: Hauai l, Humuulii Ranch Shearing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hauan (fotodate 0 60- "' "' ' 0 1 ,
105 06/01/06 06/05/06 Edison 0095 .Hawaii: Hawa: i, Humuula Ranct' Sheep Coming Thrc.q- 'Chute.' Humuia Rarc-. Hawa.i (fo-cda'e 0
104 06/01/06 08/05/06 Edison 0105 .Hawaii : Hauan , Humuuli Ranch Hashing Sheep, Humuula Rarer,, Hawaii (fotodate 06/"''/ 06
106 06/01/06 11/15/06 Edison 0100 .Hauan: Haua: l , Kawaihea (si<: Shipping Cattle, Kawaihea, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06 "'''06
100 06/01/06 08/05/06 Edison 0085 .Hauan : Hauan , Kohala Arrival Mahukcna 'Express,' Kohala, Hawa.. (fotodate 06 '"'""It
106 06/01/06 08/09/06 Edison 0125 .Hauan: Hauai l, Kohala Plarta Hauling Sugar Cane, Kohala Variation, Hawaii (fotodate 06.">""'6
113 06/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0100 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Laupaho ehce Surf Sce-e, Laupahaiha; (sio, Hauan a- Islands (fotodate 06 '"'/
112 06/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0055 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Laupahoehoe S.S. 'kinau' Larding Passengers, Laupahaihai (sic), Hawaii a- Is!
S.S. Kinau Landing Passengers, Mahuiona, Hawaii (fotodate 06""099 06/01/06 08/09/06 Edison 0085 .Hauan : Hauan , Mahuton, 4
127 07/01/06 11/02/06 Edison 033C .Hawaii: Snap Shots," Hawaiian Islands (') (fotodate 06. ""/06 and C"'/
114 07/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0096 .Hawaii : Water Buffalo Wallowing, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06,"'/Ct,
125 07/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0153 .Hawaii : Hawa: l, Hilo Kahana Fisherrre' Casting the 'Throw Net," Hilo, Hawana' Isiards
126 07/01/06 11/02/06 Edison 0370 .Hawaii : H*ia: l, Hilo Scenes on a Suga- Plantation (fotodate 07/"/06,
109 07/01/OE 11/12/06 Edison 0125 .Hawaii : Maui, Haleakala VolCei Pano View, C-ater of Haleakala, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate ("-"'
110 07/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0063 .Hawaii : Maui , Kahului Loading Sugar, Kahului, Mau:, Hauanar Islands (fotodate C7/'V
118 08'01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0116 .Hawaii : Native Hawaiian Guards in Bayonet Exercises, Hawaiian Is^a'ds (
117 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0108 .Hawaii : Oahu, Haleiua Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Haleiua, Hauanar Islands 'fotodate 0
115 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0186 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Pano. View kino Street, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06
116 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0249 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Harbor Pano. View Honolulu Harbor. Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 0B/"'*'/ 06
HI 06/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0147 .Hawaii: Oahu, Kap ; o 1 an i Park Pa-u Riders, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate C8-'V06)
Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Pearl Ha-co-, Hauanar Isla-ds (fete107 08/01/06 11/15/06 Edison 0200 .Hauan: 0ahu, Pearl Harbor
120 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0109 .Hauan: Oahu, Waikiki Pano. View of Waikiti Beach,, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotoda
Surf Scene, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotoda'e 06/'/"'119 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0074 .Hauan: Oahu, Waikiki
124 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0080 .Hauan: Oahu, Waikiki Surf Board Riders, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hauanar Islands (fotodar
Crouds Retu-nng from the Games, Waikiki, Hauanar Islands
(05/'
121 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0091 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
122 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0075 .Hauai i: Oahu, Waikiki
Float,' Mairiki , Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (The ') fotoda'e 0
123 08/01/06 11/12/06 Edison 0198 .Hauan: Oahu, WaiUki Par,o. View Waikiti from an Electric Car. Hawaiian Isla-ds '06'"'
Trip Through the Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. {hi (fotodate 09/"'"0128 09/01/06 11/07/06 Edison 0735 WY: Yellowstone Park
131 03 '01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0120 .Panama, C.Z.: Old Ma-ket Place
- Panama (fotodate C3/"/C7;
130 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0100 .Panama, C.Z.: Jamaica Negroes
"Doing"
a Two-Step (fotodate 03/"/07j
Making the Dirt
Fly' (') (5 scenes) (fotodate 03/'V07)138 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0280 .Panama, C.Z. : Colebra, etc.
129 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0035 .Panama, C.Z.: Cristabal Pano. from Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrarce to the Canal (03
136 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0115 .Panama, C.Z.: Cristobal Fire Run
- Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees (fotodate Ci"-
135 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0135 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra ( sic') Pano. of Culebra Cut (fotodate 03/'V07)
134 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0195 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra ( sic"') U.S. Sanitary Squad Funigating a House (fotodate 03/""VC7)
Pano. Ruins o' Old French Machinery (fotodate 03/"/C7;137 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0110 .Panama, C.Z.: Empire
133 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca Machete Men Clearing a Jungle (fotodate 03/??/07j
132 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca Harbor Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal (fotodate 03
154 01/01/09 03/03/09 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Public School Exercises, Lincoln Centennial, 1909
151 11/29/10 12/14/10 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu 1202. Honolulu, Hawaii.
152 11/29/10 12/14/10 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu 1203. Honolulu, Hauan.
15C ll/23-'10 12/14/10 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu 1201. Honolulu. Hawa.i.
177 11/29/10 12/14/10 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Pearl Harbor 1211. Pearl Harbor.
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173 12/19 '10 01/03 '11 Bonine stil .Hawaii : 1205. 'C.e'd.e.'
172 12/19/10 01/03/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: 120. "Ove'due."
155 12/3C/10 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii! Hawaii, Kau 1243. Or kapapala Pa-cn ka. Disf ct, hawa.. .
184 12/3C 10 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kilauea 1246, hawa; ian Fe" "'O'd, 124 't. . Volca- o "'.use, Ha-a:
147 12/30/10 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kilauea 1236. Or the Autotr-.tne Foad to k; a.ea. Hawa: . .
148 12/30 '10 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawa. i , Kilauea 123", Or the Automobile Fcad to >. auea. Hawa: : .
1B1 12/3C/1C 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Puna Dist-ict 1234, Lava Tree Mo. ids. Pu-.a Dis" ct, hawa. : .
182 12/30/10 01/19/11 Bonine sui .Hauan: Hawaii , Puna Dist-ic 1233. Lava Tree Moulds, Puna Ois" ct, Hawa: : .
179 12/30/10 01/19/11 Bonine stil .Hauan: Hawaii, Puna Dis"ict 1231. Gree- Lake, kap:n. Puna D;s net, "awa. ; ,
180 12/30/10 01/16/11 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Puna Dis'rict 1232. Hei4u Hill, Kapo-o, Pu-.a D:s mc\ Hawaii.
171 12/30/10 01/13/11 Bo-ine stil .Hawaii : Oahu, Ho-oi.iu 1206. S/S. 'Mau-a ea' Honolulu. I iter-ls.a-d Stearin: C
153 12/27/11 12/28'11 Bonne stil .Hawaii : Oahu, Honolulu Alexa- de- You-g Ho'ei
166 01/12/12 01/23/12 Bonine stii .Hawa: i: Hawan, Kilauea 1320. volca*: of kilauea.
162 02/23/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii : Hawa.i, Kilauea 1319. Crater of kilauea, hawa, .
161 02/29/12 02/2C12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Kawai i , Kilauea 1318. Crate' c' kilauea. hawa:: .
160 02/23/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii , Kilauea 1317. Crater of kila.eo. Hawa., .
165 02/23/12 03/20/12 Bonine stii .Hawaii: Hawa.i , Kilauea 1322. Volcano Ho.se, kilauea, Hawa i .
158 02/29/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: hawa:: , Kilauea 1321. Across the Crate' c' nlauea Hawa:; .
159 02/25/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawa: : , kilauea 1316. Crater of kilauea, Hawan .
156 02/25/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil
stil
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
Hauan , Kilauea
Haws:. , Kilauea
1313.
1314.
Across the C-ate- of kilauea
Across the C-ate- of kilauea
Hawa.: .
157 02/29/12 03/21 '12 Bonine Hawan.
164 02/25/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawan , Kilauea 1312. Dow- the C-a-e- T'a:l, k 1 1 a j ea. Hawa: l .
163 02/25-12 03/20/12 Bonine stii .Hawaii : Hawan, kilauea 1315. Old
Faitn'ul," C-a'e- o' k: auea, Hawa: : .
176 01/14/13 01/30/13 Bonine stil .Hawaii
{'
i , Paienapa 'sic'j 0974. Palenapa. (sic"'i
175 01 '14/13 Cl/30'13 Bonne Stil .Hawaii: C; , Palenapa (sic'i 0?"3. Palenapa.
(sic"
174 02/05'13 02/16/12 Bonine stil Hawaii ('), Palanapa 'sic"'i 0975. Palanapa. (sic",
169 02/15/15 03/06 15 Bonine stii .Hawaii : Oahu, Honolulu C) Ex Queer Liliuotaian
178 08/21 '16 09/05/16 Bonine stil .Hauan Poi; That's Ail' - A Kanaka Eating Poi. C)
168 il'10'17
li'26'1"
Bonine Stii .Hauai n Oahu, Ho-.oiulu !"',< Ex Ou ee- Liliuokalam a*d F-iends a' a Pa-n
167 11/24/17 12/10/17 Bonine stil .Hawaii Oahu, Honolulu Pi A Bus
Chine
t Pc-t-a: o' Ex Queen uilioukalan Is::,
145 11/15/19 11/29/19 Bonne stil .Hawaii Oahu, Honclui. se Head. 2.
144 11/15-'19 11/23/15 Bonine stil .Hawaii : Oar., Horoiuiu Chinese head, 1.
145 02 16'20 03/08/20 Bonine stil .Hawaii Hawaii, kilauea 1207. Sumr.it of Mauna Loa as See Prom the
Cra'e- c' * : a.ea
146 10/03 '21 10/24/21 Bonine stii .Hauan: Moioiai , ka.aupapa Dr, Arthu- L.
Dea' o- Moietao at the Lepe- Settie-e- '. c' i a.a.:
182 1C/03 2! 10/24/21 Bonine stil .Hawaii Molokai. Kalaupapa D-. F.E. Tratter (Pres. Boa-d of Health,,, leoil line-,. a, . : . m
137 01/01 '50 01/01/50 Bonne stil CA: 0115. California Red Hood mee
156 01/01/50 01/01/51 Bo-ine stil CA: (northern) 0114. Loogmg, North. Cal.
192 01/01/50 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (sou the-nj 0101. Garden Scere, So. Cal .
194 01/01 '50 01/01/90 Bonne stil CA: (southe-n, 0103. Vineya-d, So. Cal.
191 01/01/90 01/C1/9C Bonne stil CA: ' 0077.
Mexica- lease's '">> Home
192 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne stil CA: ? 0100, Orange Groves
San Gabriel Vallev195 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: San Gabriel Valley 0108.
206 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: Navy Dept. 0253. War, State, and Navy Dept,
Fror War, State, and Na.y208 01/01/90 01/0i/90 Bonine stil DC: Navy Dept. 0255.
211 01/01/90 01/01/30 Bonine stil DC: Treasury Dept, 0256 Penna. Ave. From Treas.
212 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stii DC: Treasury Dept, 0253. U.S. Treasu-, From Penna. A.
U.S. Capitol
Statuary Hall, U.S. Cap.
e.
201 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S Capitol 0240
205 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S Capitol 0245.
202 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S Capitol 0241 U.S, Capitol and MonumentU.S. Senate Char.
U.S. Char.be' of Cong.203 01/01/90
01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S Capitol 0243
204 01/C1/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S Capitol 0244
207 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: Wasr
stil DC: Whit
ington Monument 0254. Wash. Monume* '
214 01/01/30 01/01/90 Bonine e House 0262 White House and Drive
White House and Capitol203 01/01'SC 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House 0256
210 Cl/Cl/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House 0257 White House
Law-
White House front)
Old Spanish Mission, Fla.
Yankee Visitors, Fla.
Florida's Future Rulers
Moonlight, Lake Erie
Evening, Lake Erie
Coming Sto-m, Lake Erie
213 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
198 Ol'Cl/9: 01/01/90 Bonine
199 01'01/9C 01/01/90 Bonine
200 C1'C1'9C 01/01/90 Bonine
stil DC: White House
stil FL:
stil FL:
stil FL:
0261
0151
0152
0163
0050
0051
0053
185 01/01/9C 01/01/90 Bonine
186 01/01/90 01/01/50 Bonine
187 01/01/50 01/01/90 Bonine
stil Lake Erie
stil Lake Erie
stil Lake Erie ..
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185 01/01/50 C1/01/9C Bon.ne stii PA
Title 'f.a. c-e t-un.da'ed.
'01/30 Cl/Cl/90 Bon
1/C1/9: Cl/Cl/90 6on-e
183
19'.
232 01/01/95 01/01/35 Bo*
01/01/35 Bo-
01/01/95
215 01/C1/95
216 01/01/55
1/01/95 Cl/Cl/95 Be me
216 01/01/55
215 01/01/3!
01/01/95 Bonine
01/01/95 Bo-i-.e
stu
stii
stii
Stii
stil
stii
stii
l
l
know-'
22C 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonne stii PA: '/
221 01/01/95 01 '01/55 Bo' ine stil PA g
223 01/01/95 01/01/95 Be me Stil PA >
222 01/01/95 01/01/35 Bo me Stil PA 't
225 01/C1/35 Cl/Cl'55 Bo* :ne Stil PA
*
226 Cl/Ci/55 01/C1/95 Bo i-e Stil PA >
22? 01/01 '55 C I'll '55 Bo . ne Stil PA '/
226 01/01/55 01/01 '95 Bo : * e Stil PA i
22? CCOO '55 Cl'Cl/95 Bo . * e Stii PA >
22'. 01/01/35 Cl/Cl/95 6o me Stil PA i
224 01/01/95 01/01/95 Be , ne Stii PA ''
221 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonne
233 Cl/Cl/95 01/C1/95 Bonne
043 01/01/97 10/25/97 E=:str.
055 01/01/57 10/25/97 Ed; son
063 01/01/57
10/25'S"
Edison
170 03/07/99 02/16/99 5o"
boot
Book
0056 WA: Seattle; S.S. Williame'
0060 WA: Sea-tle; S.S. Williaret
006C WA: Seattle: S.S. Hiihaset
stil PA: Philadelphia
('
065 06'01/95 05/06/01 Edison 0052 .Car.ada: Ch.icoot Pass
005". Gare n-.-'e-'s Cat.-
0065. Grea* Hcse Sr-oe Eerd
0C73. Linco.n's Fo'tram m Flowers
C-a<o* S*ud,
0315. Elo-c* a-d B-u-ette
0316. T,Te. ' f.ay
0317. Jus' Stealing a Smell
0213. Oats
0345. Come to Papa
0346. Afternoo* Tea
0347.
0345.
0345,
0361.
0362.
0363.
036C .
036:.
0362.
0355.
'easpoo-'...
St:" Dane
Me-n Ma,p-.le
S-,e Had So Ha
Li'tie Su'.da,
Th.s ui't.e c
It's Tire to Ge- '..
He H-.-.- L>.es Eat. Weigh-
Ste-eoscop:c '..ews
No. I ua, Me Do-- To Sleet
*u
. .:?
cho: . ..at:
ne' t to Ma
How to Mate Or a,: -
How to PiniS1- --ho'
Horses Loadmo 'o-
Loading Baggage 'c-
'W.i.;are"e'
Ho"ra.ts
: C-ayc
kioncite, no, 9 (fotoda'e assu-ed so^en-e 1
k.-.'d;ie, no. 6 fctoda'e assumed so-e'.ie
Lean-,; 'c kio'dite ''otoda'e assu-e:
so--e'
ffotoda'e ccn'mrred '^ossitl. a ffo'mm P:Ot.
Pact Tram or the Cnlccot Pass fctoda-e betwee- 06 a-d 1C. 16
Leo XIII. 'Pope,
066 Oe'01'95 05'24'C: Edison
081 06/01/95 05/06/01 Edison
056 06/01/55 C5/06'C1 Edison
0064 .Canada: Klondike Pacte-s c- the Trail fotoda'e betwee' 06 a'd 10, 1535,
0075 .Canada: Yukon Te"itory, Klon Pocking Gold in the kiO*d;ie fotodate betwee' 06 a'd '.'., '.
0056 .Canada: Yukon Territory, Klon Gold on 20 Abo-e Hume-, Klondike (fe'edate
be'uee'
222 records printed from bfotolist.dat
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p... k. Bonine: Copyrighted Films and PhotoqraphsJ_sor_ted_bv_l fifAjnrtJ 1987 Page
FOTOLIST for photographs of R. K, Bonine. Database: FLMDATE
Ref Pnoto'd Coovnt Producer Len. Location
Relation: FILMMOST
Title (may be truncated)
088 05706/0!
061 04/02/02
027 05/07/02
011 06/19/02
012 06/25/02
003 06/25/02
042 07/25/02
004 08/04/02
075 06/04/02
091 08/04/02
06/17/03 AMSB
12/31/02 AMSE
05/23/02 AMSE
12/03/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
10/03/02 AMSB
09/05/02 AMSB
09/05/02 AMSB
09/27/02 AMSB
0024
0072
0062
0046
0019
0029
0082
0052
0024
0038
.unknow
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown
.unknow-
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown
Slippe-v Slide (The.
Meteor (The)
Creato-s of Foxy Grandpa (The;
Bowery kiss (The
Biograph's improved Incubator
Alphonse and Gaston Helping Irishman
6randoa's Reading Glass
Around the Mulbefrv Bush
Rex's Bath
Sweethearts
097 08/05/02
095 OB/05/02
051 08/05/02
055 06/10/02
053 08/13/02
045 08/25/02
041 11/12/02
022 12/05/02
026 12/05/02
063 01/01/03
05/05/02 AMSB
05/05/02 AMSB
05/05/02 AMSB
05/22/03 AMSE
11/11/02 AMSE
11/11/02 AMSB
06/04/03 AMSB
01/03/03 AMSB
07/08/03 AMSB
06/18/03 AMSB
0062
0036
0043
0043
004:
0053
0007
0106
0048
006'.
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown,
.unknown
.urtnoun
.unknow*.
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown
.unknown,
Water Nymphs
Wash-Da.
Law-, party
Manicure Fools the Husband (The)
Little Mix-Up in a Mixed Ale Joint (A)
King of Detectives (The)
Sold Dust Twins (The)
Chums
Corner in the Plav Room (A)
Old Volunteer Fire Department (fotodate assumed sometime 13C3
232 01/01/55
142 02/01/02
065 06/01/55
066 06/01/99
141 02/01/02
048 02/14/02
087 02/14/02
078 02/14/02
096 06/01/99
081 06/01/99
021 09/01/01
019 08/31/01
005 09/01/01
139 08/01/02
102 06/01/06
101 06/01/06
127 07/01/06
114 07/01/06
118 08/01/06
172 12/19/10
01/01/95
05/06/01
05/24/01
05/01/02
04/18/02
12/31/02
05/06/01
05/06/01
04/16/02
08/19/03
05/23/02
08/09/06
08/09/06
11/02/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
01/03/11
173 12/19/10
178 08/21/16
174 02/05/13
176 01/14/13
175 01/14/13
125 07/01/06
126 07/01/06
104 06/01/06
105 06/01/06
103 06/01/06
155 12/30/10
108 06/01/06
148 12/30/10
184 12/30/10
147 12/30/10
166 01/12/12
161 02/25/12
164 02/29/12
165 02/29/12
162 02/29/12
157 02/29/12
160 02/29/12
163 02/29/12
158 02/29/12
159 02/29/12
156 02/29/12
149 02/16/20
100 06/01/06
106 06/01/06
113 06/01/06
01/03/11
09/05/16
02/18/13
01/30/13
01/30/13
11/12/06
11/02/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
01/19/11
11/15/06
01/19/11
01/19/11
01/19/11
01/29/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
Bonine
AMSB
Edison
Edison
AMSB
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
Edison
Edison
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil ..unknown
unk .Canada
0082 .Canada: Chilcoot Pass
0084 .Canada: Klondike
unk .Canada: Quebec
0031 .Canada: Quebec
0024 .Canada: Quebec
0070 .Canada: Quebec, P.Q.
0058 .Canada: Yukon Territory
0075 .Canada: Yukon Territory
Crayon Study
What Ho1 She Bumps1 (fotodate 02/'VC2)
Pack Train on the Chilcoot Pass (fotodate betwee* 0c and 10
Packers on the Trail (fotodate between 06 ano 10, 1835,
Run of a Snow Shoe Club (fotodate 02/'"-/02, possibly not co:
Kent House Slide (copvdate confirmed;
Skee Club
Quebec Fire Dept. on Runners
Klon Washing Gold on 20 Above Hunker, Klondike (fotodate between
ie
06
Klon Rocking Gold in the Klondike (fotodate between 06 and 10. 1655.
0C4E
0036
0038
unk
0075
0100
0330
0096
0116
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
0153
0370
0105
0095
0095
.China: Peking
.China: Shanghai
.China: Tien-Tsin
.England: London, Westminster
.Hawaii:
.Hauam
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
"/OilCh-ien-men Gate, Pekin (The) (fotodate
9/"
Burd. Shanqhai (The) (i.e., Bund)
Arrival of'Train, Tien-Tsin (fotodate: 09/"/01)
Coronation Parade (The) (fotodate needs checking, possitlv net
Hawanans Arriving to Atterd a 'Luau' or Native Feast (fotodate
Hauai lans Departing to Attend a 'Luau' or Native Feast (fotodat
Snap Shots," Hawaiian Islands (') (fotodate 06/"/06 and CV"/
Water Buffalo Wallouing, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06""/06i
Native Hawaiian Suards'in Bayonet Exercises, Hawaiian Islands '
1204. 'Overdue.'
.Hauan:
.Hawaii :
Hawaii :
.Hawaii:
Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
Hawaii :
Hauan:
hawa: l :
Hawaii:
(?), Palanapa (sic')
(?), Palenapa (sic')
'), Palenapa (sic')
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Bonine
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
stil
0100
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
, Hauai i :
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
, Hauan :
Hawa; i :
Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
Hauai i:
Hauai i:
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hawai
ha-a:
Hauai
Hawai
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/08/20
08/09/06
08/09/06
11/12/06
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
0085
m
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
, Hawaii
Hawaii
.Hawaii
Hawaii
hawa. ;
Hawaii
.Hawaii
Hauai
Hauai
Ha-a;
Hauai
Hawai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hauai
Hilo
Hilo
1205. 'Overdue.'
Poi: That's All" - A Kanaka Eating Poi
0975. Palanapa. (sic')
0974. Palenapa, (sic')
0973. Palenapa. (sic')
Kahana Fishermen Casting the
Scenes on a Sugar Plantation
(')
Humuula Ranch Washing Sheep, 'Humuula Ranch.
Throw Net,' Hilo, Hauanan Islands
(fotodate 07/"/06
Hawaii (fotodate 06/"/06)nUfllUU d KdTILM FWSII1IIM u"llCCy ".. ...s nanuu, rw.a, . ..= . v
Humuula Ranch Sheep Coming Through "Chute, Humuula Ranch, Hawaii (fotodate 0
Humuula Ranch Shearing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hawaii (fotodate 06/"/06j
Kau 1249. On Kapapala Ranch, Kau District, Hawaii.
Kawaihea (sic Shipping Cattle, Kawaihea, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06/"/06
Kilauea 1237. On the Autoaobile Road to Kilauea. Hawaii.
Kilauea 1248. Hawaiian Fern Frond, (24 ft.). Volcano House, Hawaii.
Kilauea 1236. On the Automobile Road to Kilauea, Hauan.
Kilauea 1320. Volcano of Kilauea.
Kilauea 1318. Crater of Kilauea. Hawaii.
Kilauea 1312. Down the Crater Trail, Kilauea, Hawaii.
Kilauea 1322. Volcano House, Kilauea, Hawaii.
Kilauea 1319. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kohala
Kohala Planta
Laupahoehoe
1314. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1317. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1315. 'Old Faithful," Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1321. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1316. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1313. Across the Crater of Kilauea. Hawaii.
1207. Summit of 'Mauna Loa" as Seen From the Crater of Kill
Arrival Mahukona
'Express,' Kohala, Hawaii (fotodate
06."-'
Hauling Sugar Cane, Kohala Pan tat ion, Hawaii (fotodate 06
Surf Scene'. Laupahaihai (sic), Hawaiian Islands (fotodate !
".'06
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FOTOLIST for photographs of R
Ref Phcto'd Copynt Produce- Len. Location
K. Bonine. Database: FLMDATE Relation: FIUtlOST
Title (nay be truncated)
112 06/01/06
099 06/01/06
180 12/30/10
181 12/30/10
182 12/30/10
179 12/30/10
109 07/01/06
110 07/01/06
146 10/03/21
183 10/03/21
11/12/06
08/09/06
01/16/11
01/19/11
01/19/11
01/19/11
11/12/06
11/12/06
10/24/21
10/24/21
Edison
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
0086
0085
stii
stil
stil
stil
0125
0083
stil
stil
Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
Hawaii:
Hawaii:
Hauan:
hawa. i :
Hauan:
Hawaii:
Hauai i :
Hauan:
Hauan , Laupahoehoe
Hauan, Mahukona
Hawaii , Puna District
Puna District
Puna Dist-ict
Puna District
Maui, Haleakala Volca
Maui , Kahului
Moloka: , Kalaupapa
Molokai, Kalaupapa
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
S.S. 'Kinau' Landing Passengers, Laupahaihai (sic1, Haw
S.S. Kinau Landing Passengers, Mahukona. Hauan (fotodat
1232. Heiau Hill, Kaoohc, Puna District, Hawan.
1234, Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hawan.
1233. Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hawan.
1231. Green Lake, Kapoho, Puna District, Hawaii.
Pano View, Crater of Haleakala, Hawaiian Isla-ds (fotoda
Loading Sugar, Kahului, Maui, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate
Dr. Arthur L. Dean on Muleback at the Leper Settlement o'
Dr. F.E. Tratter (Pres, Board of Health,, Cecil Knlehua,
iar :sl
e 06/'"
117 08/01/06
094 08/01/01
056 08/01/0!
013 08/01/01
029 08/01/01
115 08/01/06
154 01/01/09
151 11/29/10
152 11/29/10
150 11/29/K
171 12/30/10
153 12/27/11
145 11/15/19
144 11/15/19
169 02/19/15
168 11/10/17
167 11/24/17
116 08/01/06
111 08/01/06
107 08/01/06
11/12/06
05/23/02
09/05/02
04/10/02
05/23/02
11/12/06
03/03/09
12/14/10
12/14/10
12/14/10
Edison
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
Edison
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
0108
0046
0043
0034
0034
0166
stil
stil
stil
stil
Hawaii
Hawan
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hauan
Hawaii
Hawaii
01/19/11
12/28/11
11/29/19
11/29/19
03/08/15
11/26/17
12/10/17
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/15/06
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
Stil
stil
0249
0147
0200
.Hawaii
.Kauai i
.Hauan
.Hawaii
.Hauan
.Hawaii
Hauan
.Hawaii
.Hauai i
.Hauan
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu ,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Haleiua
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
te 07"
07/"
Kalauc
J.D. "
Pano. Vieu Oahu Railroad, Haleiua, Hauanan Islands (fotodate 0
Train of Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed;
Loading Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed)
Boys Diving, Honolulu (fotodate confirmed)
Cutting Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed)
Pano. View King Street, Honolulu, Hauanar, Islands (fotodate 05
Public School Exercises, Lincoln Centennial, 1909
1202. Honolulu, Hauan.
1203. Honolulu, Hawaii .
1201. Honolulu, Hawaii.
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Inter-Island Steamship Co,
177 11/25/10
121 OB/01/06
120 08/01/06
123 08/01/06
124 08/01/06
119 08/01/06
122 08/01/06
084 07/29'01
071 07/29/01
080 07/28/01
047 07/28/01
025 09/23/01
090 07/25/01
006 07/26/01
064 07/28/01
008 09/27/01
131 03/01/07
130 03/01/07
138 03/01/07
125 03/01/07
12/14/10
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
03/11/03
10/13/03
04/16/02
05/21/02
04/16/02
10 '15/03
10/13/03
10/13/03
10/15/03
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil .Hawaii
0031 .Hawaii
0103 .Hauan
0138 .Hawaii
0080 .Hawaii
0074 .Hawaii
0075 .Hawaii
0043 .Japan:
0043 .Japan:
0053 .Japan:
0041 .Japan:
0043 .Japan:
0041 .Japan:
0041 .Japan:
0036 .Japan:
0041 .Japan:
0120 .Panama,
0100 .Panama
0280 .Panama
0035 .Panama
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Kobe
Kobe
Kyoto
Honolulu 1206. S/S. "Mauna Kea" Honolulu.
Honolulu Alexander Young Hotel
Honolulu Chinese Head, 2.
Honolulu Chinese Head, 1.
Honolulu (') Ex Oueen Liliuokalani
Honolulu (?) Ex Oueen Liliuokalam and Friends at a Lawn Party
Honolulu (') Bust Portrait of Ex Queer. Lilioukalan (A; (sic)
Honolulu Harbor Pano. View Honolulu Harbor. Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 08/"/OE
Kaoiolani Park Pa-u Riders, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 08/"/06)
Pearl Harbor Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands (foto
Pearl Harbor 1211. Pearl Harbor.
Waikiki Crowds Returninq from the 6ames, Waikiki, Hawaiian Islands (08'
Waikiki Pano. View of Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, Hauanan Islands (fotoda
Waikiki Pano. View Waikiki from an Electric Car, Hawaiian Islands (05"
Waikiki Surf Board Riders, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hauanar Islands (fotoda-
Waikiki Surf Scene, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06'"
Waikiki Float," Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (The ") (fotodate 0
Sampans Racing Toua-d Liner
Panorama of Kobe Harbor, Japan
Ricks-.aw Parade, Japan
Kyoto
Nagasak
Tok"yo
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo
C.Z.:
C.Z
C.Z
C.Z
Colebra, etc.
Cristabal
Japanese Fencing
Coaling a Steamer, Nagasaki Bay, Japan
Street Scene, Tokio, Japan
Arrival of Train, Tokio, Japan
Ox Carts, Tokio, Japan
Asakusa Temple, Tokio, Japan
Old Market Place - Panama (fotodate 03/"/07)
Jamaica Negroes 'Doing' a Tuo-Step (fotodate 03/"/07)
Making the Dirt Flv" (') (5 scenes) (fotodate 03/"/07)
Pano. from Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrance to the Canal (03
136 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0115 .Panama, C.Z.: Cristobal
135 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0135 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra (sic')
134 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0155 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra (sic')
137 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0110 .Panama, C.Z.: Empire
133 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca
132 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca Harbor
018 08/14/01 05/23/02 AMSB 0038 .Philippine islands: Manila
034 08/15/01 05/21/02 AMSB 0043 .Philippine Islands: Manila
137 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA;
196 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (northern)
Fire Run - Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees (fotodate 03/'
Pano. of Culebra Cut (fotodate 03/"/07)
U.S. Sanitary Squad Fumgating a House (fotodate 03/"/07)
Pano. Ruins of Old French Machinery (fotodate 03/??/07)
Machete Men Clearing a Jungle (fotodate 03/"/07)
Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal (fotodate 03
Bndge Traffic, Manila
Filipino Cock Fight (A)
0115. California Red Wood Tree
0114. Logging, North. Cal.
194 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (southern)
193 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (southern)
192 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: '
191 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: ?
069 11/19/01 04/24/03 AMSB 0067 CA: San Francisco
195 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: San Gabriel Vallev
020 11/15/01 03/11/03 AMSB 0043 CA: Wauona
093 11/15/01 05/11/03 AMSB 0036 CA: Wauona
040 11/15/01 02/24/03 AMSB 0038 CA: Yosemite Valley
024 11/15/01 04/24/03 AMSB 0041 CA: Yosemite Valley
0103. Vinevard, So. Cal.
0101. Garden Scene, So. Cal.
0100. Orange Groves
0077. Mexican 6reaser's (?) Home
Panorama, Golden Gate
0108. San Gabriel Valley
Cascade Near Wauona, California
Tourists Arriving at Wauona Hotel
Glacier Point
Coaching Party, Yosemite Valley
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FOTOuir for photographs of R. K. Bonne. Database: FLMDATE
Ref Photo'd Copyrit Producer Len. Location
Relation: FILHMOST
Title (mav be truncated)
007 U/15'01 05/11/03 AMSB
206 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
208 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
0036 CA:
stil DC:
stil DC:
Yosemte Valley
Navy Dept.
Navy Dept.
Artist's Point
0253. War. State, and Na-.v Dept.
0255. From War, State, and Nan211 Cl/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
212 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
201 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
Treasury Dept.
Treasu-v Dept.
U.S. Capitol
0258. Penna. Ave. From Treas.
0255. U.S. Treasury From Penna. Ave.
0240. U.S. Capitol202 01/01/90 Cl/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S. Capitol 0241, U.S. Capitol and Monument205 01/01/90 01/01/30 Bonine
204 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
203 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC;
0893 DC:
stil DC:
U.S. Capitol
U.S, Capitol
U.S. Capitol
0245. Statuary Hall, U.S. Cap.
0244. U.S. Chamber of Cong.
0243. U.S. Senate Cham.
075 03/04/05 03/07/05 Edison
207 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
Washington
Washington Monument
President Roosevelt's Inauguration (Photo'ed u,- Edwm
0254. Was*- . Monumert
Porter
210 01/01 '90 01/01/50 Bonine stil DC: White Rouse 0257. WH;te House Lawn214 01/01/50 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House 0262. White House and Drive209 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House 0256. White House and Capitol213 01/01/9C 01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House 0261. White House 'Front)198 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil FL: 0151. Old Spanish Mission, Fla.200 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil FL: 0163. Florida's Future Rulers199 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil FL: 0152. Yankee Visitors, Fla.186 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil Lak e Erie 0051. Evening, Late Erie
185 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil Lak e Erie 0050. Moonlight , Lake Erie187 01/01/50 01/01/90 Bonne stil Lak e Erie 0053. Coming'Storm, Lake Erie
Milking Time062 06/25/02 12/09/02 AMSE 0034 NJ: Fair Hauen.
002 06/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB 0031 NJ: Fair Haven Alphonse and Gaston
057 06/25/02 09/27/02 AMSE 0015 NJ: Fair Haven Lover's Knot (The j
001 06/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB 0034 NJ: Fair Haven Accomodating Cow (The)023 11/25/02 07/08/03 AMSE 0182 NJ: Hoboken Church 'Our Lad. of Grace," Hoboken
060 01/20/02 06/20/03 AMCE 0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River Mile in 56 Seconds (A)
044 01/20/02 04/10/02 AMSE 0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River Ice Yacht Racing
032 01/20/02 04/18/02 AMSB 0038 NJ: Shrewsbury River Eeling Through the Ice
083 01/20/02 04/10/02 AMSB 0014 NJ: Shrewsbury River
Highuood Park
Spill (A)
082 11/02/02 12/09/02 AMSB 0041 NY: Romp on the Lawn (A,
074 11/03/02 12/03/02 AMSB 0065 NY: Highuood Park Potato Bake in the Woods (A)
028 05/02/02 03/17/02 AMSB 0053 NY: Long Island, Belmont Park Crowd Entering, Futurity Da,
068 05/18/02 10/03/02 AMSE 0154 NY: Mt. Beacon Panorama from Running Incline Railway
067 05/18/02 10/03/02 AMSE 0187 NY: Mt. Beacon Panorama from Incline Railwa,
010 01/18/02 04/18/02 AMSE 0034 NY: NYC Beginning of a Skyscraper
054 05/15/02 07/01/03 AMSB 0060 NY: NYC Lively Brushes on Speedway
058 05/15/02 06/13/03 AMSB 0101 NY: NIC Lower Broaduav
072 05/15/02 07/08/03 AMSB 0065 NY: NYC Parade of Horses on Speedway
070 10/06/02 06/04/03 AMSB 0072 NY: NYC Panorama of Flatiron Buildinq
005 08/04/02 05/27/02 AMSB 0046 NY: NYC (') At the Fountain
015 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSE 0106 NY: NYC, Roof studio Boys, Still Determined, Try It Again on Foxy Grandpa, with the S
037 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof studio Foxy 6randpa Tells the Boys a Funny Story
035 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSE 0030 NY: NYC, Roof studio Foxv 6randpa and Polly in a Little Hilarity
Boys Help Themselves to Foxy Grandpa's Cigars (The)
Boys Try to Put One Over on Foxy Grandpa (The)
014 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB 0048 NY: NYC. Roof studio
017 05/17/02 05/23 '02 AMSB 0077 NY: NYC, Roof studio
036 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio Foxy Grandpa Shows the Boys a Trick or Two With the T ram.:
016 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB D062 NY: NYC, Roof studio Boys Think They Have One on Foxy Grandpa, but He Fool s Them (The
077 05/27/02 12/08/02 AMSB 0031 NY: NYC, Roof Studio Private Supper at Hella-'s (A) (i.e., Helie-'s)
052 05/31/02 12/03/02 AMSB 0034 NY: NYC, Roof studio They Found the Leak
052 06/18/02 12'09/02 AMSB 0031 NY: NYC, Roof studio Light That Didn't Fail (The)
038 07/03/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof studio Fun in a Photograph Gallery
In a Manicure Parlor045 07/10/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
050 07/10/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof Studio Lanp Explodes (The)
Draped Model (the)031 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
085 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio She Meets With Wife's Approval
046 07/21/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0024 NY: NYC, Roof studio In a Massage Parlor
073 05/22/02 12/09/02 AMSB 0041 NY: NYC, Studio Poet's Revenge (A)
030 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio Delusion (A)
098 07/21/02 05/05/02 AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio Wrinkles Removed
086 08/04/02 05/05/02 AMSB 0048 NY: NYC, Studio Shut Up'
033 11/11/02 03/11/03 AMSB 0077 NY: NYC, Union Souare Excavation for Subway
039 05/02/02 03/17/02 AMSB 0058 NY: Sheep shead Bay Futurity (The)
140 02/25/02 AMSB unk NY: Shooter's Island, Townsend Launch of Meteor in
076 03/07/02 07/08/03 AMSB 0106 NY: West Point Prince Henry at West Point
0073. Lincoln's Portrait in Flowers190 01/01/30 01/01/30 Bonine stil PA: >
183 01/01/30 01/01/90 Bonine stil PA: > 0065. Great Horse Shoe Bend
186 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine stil PA:
stil PA:
i 0057. Game Hunte-'s Cabin
03i7. Just Stealing a Smell217 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonine i
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FOTOLIST for photographs of R, K. Bonine. Database: FLMDATE Relation: F1LHM0ST
Ref Photo'd Copyrit Producer Len. Location
218 01/01/95
215 01/01/95
216 01/01/95
221 01/01/95
220 01/01/95
219 01/01/95
223 01/01/55
222 01/01/55
225 01/01/95
226 01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
Title (may be truncated)
0318. Oats
0315. Blonde and Brunette
0316. Tired of Play
0347. Teaspoonfull Every Hour
0346. Afternoon Tea
0345. Come to Papa
0349. Skirt Dance
0348. Merry Maypole Dance
0361. She Had So Many Children
0362. Little Sunday School Class
227 01/01/95
226 01/01/95
229 01/01/95
230 01/01/95
224 01/01/95
170 03/07/99
043 01/01/97
055 01/01/97
083 01/01/97
128 09/01/06
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
03/18/99
10/25/97
10/25/97
10/25/97
11/07/06
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
0058 WA:
0060 WA:
0060 WA:
0735 WY:
Philadelphia (')
Seattle; S.S. Williamette
Seattle; S.S. Williamette
Seattle; S.S. Williamette
Yellowstone Park
0363. This Little Pig Went to Market
0380. It's Time to Get Up
0381. How Much Does Babv Weigh
0382. Stereoscopic Views
0359. Now I Lav Me Down To Sleep
Leo XIII. (Pope) (fotodate confirmed- (Possibly a motion pictu
Horses Loading for Klondike, no. 9 (fotodate assumed sometime 1
Loading Baggage for Klondike, no, 6 (fotodate assumed sometime
S.S. 'Williamette' Leaving for Klondike (fotodate assumed somet
Trip Through the Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. (A) (fotodate 09 ".0
231 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonine
233 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonine
book
Book
How to Make Crayon, Portraits
Hou to Finish Photo Crayon
232 records printed from bifotolist.loc
Missing Page
gj,_g^_Bgrir;e^_Copvr 1 gh ted Films and Photographs, sorted by PRODUCE'
FOTOlIST for photographs of P, K. Bonine. Database: FLMDATE Relation: FILrtCST
1367 S
Ref Photo'd Copyrit Producer Len. Location
086 05/06/0! 06/17/03 AMSB 0024 ..unknown
090 07/25/01 10/19/03 AMSE 0041 .Japan: Tokyo
006 07/26/01 10/19/03 AMSB 0041 .Japan: Tokyo
047 07/28/01 05/21/02 AMSB 0041 .Japan: Kyoto
064 07/28/01 10/19/03 AMSB 0036 .Japan: Tokyo
080 07/28/0! 04/16/02 AMSB 0053 .Japan: Kyoto
071 07/29/01 10/19/03 AMSB 0043 .Japan: Kobe
084 07/25/01 03/11/03 AMSB 0043 .Japan: Kobe
013 08/01/01 04/10/02 AMSE 0034 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
025 08/01/01 05/23/02 AMSB 0034 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
Title (sav be truncated)
Slippery Slide (The)
Street Scene, Tokio, Japar
Arrival of Train, Tokio, Japar
Japanese Fencing
Ox Carts, Tokio, Japa*
Rickshaw Parade, Japa-
Panorama of Kobe Ha-bor, Japan
Sampans Racing Towa-c
Boys D:vmg, Honolulu (fotoda'e con'irmed
Cutting Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed,
056 08/01/01
094 0B/0V01
018 08/14/01
034 08/15/01
019 OE'31/01
005 05/01/01
021 05/01/01
025 05/23/01
008 05/27/01
007 11/15/01
020 11/15/01
024 11/15/01
040 11/15/01
093 11/15/01
069 11/19/01
010 01/18/02
032 01/20/02
044 01/20/02
060 01/20/02
089 01/20/02
09/05/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSE
05/21/02 AMSB
06/19/03 AMSE
05/23/02 AMSB
04/16/02 AMSE
04/16/02 AMSE
10/19/03 AMSB
05/11/03 AMSB
03/11/03 AMSB
04/24/03 AMSB
02/24/03 AMSE
05/11/03 AMSE
04/24/03 AMSE
04/16/02 AMSE
04'18/02 AMSB
04/10/02 AMSB
06/20/03 AMSB
04/10/02 AMSB
0043 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
0046 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
0038 .Philippine Islands: Manila
0043 .Philippine Islands: Mania
0038 .China: Shanghai
0038 .China: Tien-Tsin
0046 .China: Peking
0043 .Japan: Nagasaki
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
0036 CA: Yosemite Valley
Loading Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed
Train of Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed
Bridge Traffic, Mania
Filipino Cock Fight (A,
Burd, Shanghai Che! (i.e., Bund)
Arrival of Train, Tien-Tsin (fotoda'e
Ch-ien-men Gate, Perm (The1 (fo'ocate
Coaling a Steamer, Nagasaki 6a,, Japa--
Asakusa Temple, Tokio, Japan
Artist's Point
09 -vo:
'01 j
0043 CA:
0041 CA:
0036 CA:
0036 CA:
0067 CA:
0034 NY:
0038 NJ:
0046 NJ:
0046 NJ:
0014 NJ:
Wauona
Yosemite Valley
Yosemite Valley
Wauona
San Francisco
NYC
Shrewsbury RiveT
Shrewsbury River
Shrewsbury River
Shrewsbury River
Cascade Near Wauona, California
Coaching Party, Yosemite Valley
Glacier Point
Tou-ists Arriving at Wauona Hotel
Panorama, Golden Gate
Beginning of a Skyscrape-
Eeling Through the Ice
Ice YacKt Racing
Mile in 56 Seconds (A)
Spill (A)
141 02/01/02
142 02/01/02
048 02/14/02
076 02'14/02
087 02/14/02
140 02/25/02
076 03/07/02
061 04/C2/D2
027 05/07/02
054 05/15/02
AMSE
AMSB
05/01/02 AMSB
12/31/02 AMSB
04/18/02 AMSB
AMSB
07/08/03 AMSB
12'31/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
07/01/03 AMSB
unk .Canada: Quebec
unk .Canada
0031 .Canaca: Quebec
0070 .Canada: Quebec, P.O.
0024 .Canada: Quebec
unk NY: Shooter's Island, Townsend Launch of Meteor III
0106 NY: West Point Prince Henry at West Point
0072 ..unknoun Meteor (The)
0062 ..unknown Creators of Foxy Grandpa (The)
0060 NY: NYC Lively Brushes on Speedway
Run of a Snow Shoe Club (fotodate D2/"/02, possibly not copyri
What Ho1 She Bumps1 (fotodate 02/"/02)
Kent House Slide (copydate confirmed!
Quebec Fire Dept. on Runners
Skee Club
058 05/15/02
072 05/15/02
014 05/17/02
016 05/17/02
017 05/17/02
015 05/17/02
035 05/17/02
036 05/17/02
037 0V17/02
073 05/22/02
06/13/03 AMSB
07/08/03 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
0101 NY: NYC
0065 NY: NYC
0048 NY: NYC,
0062 NY: NYC,
0077 NY:
'"
0106 NY
0030 NY:
0050 NY;
0036 NY: NYC,
0041 NY: NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
NYC,
Lower Broadway
Parade of Horses on Speedway
Roof studio Boys Help Themselves to Foxy Grandpa's Cigars (The)
Roof studio Boys Think Thev Have One on Foxy Grandpa, but He Fools Them (The
Roof studio Boys Try to Put One Over on Foxy Grandpa (The;
Roof studio Boys, Still Determined, Try It Agam on Foxy Grandpa, with the S
Roof studio Foxy Grandpa and Polly in a Little Kiia-ity
Roof studio Foxy Grandpa Shows the Boys a Trick or Two With the Tramp
Roof studio Foxy 6randpa Tells the Boys a Funny Story
Studio Poet's Revenge (A)
077 05/27/02
092 05/31/02
052 06/18/02
Oil 06/19/02
001 06/25/02
002 06/25/02
003 06/25/02
012 06/25/02
057 06/25/02
062 06/25/02
12/09/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
09/27/02 AMSB
12/09/02 AMSB
0031 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
0034 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0031 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0048 ..unknown
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
0031 NJ: Fair Haven
0029 ..unknown
0019 ..unknoun
0019 NJ: Fair Haven
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
Private Supper at Hellar's (A) (i.e., Heller's)
They Found the Leak
Light That Didn't Fail (The)
Bouery Kiss (The)
Accomodating Cou (The)
Alphonse and Gaston
Alphonse and Gaston Helping Irishman
Biograph's Improved Incubator
Lover's Knot (The)
Milking Time
038 07/03/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof studio
045 07/10/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
050 07/10/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0036 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
030 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0022 NY: NYC, Studio
031 07/16/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
046 07/21/02 09/27/02 AMSB 0024 NY: NYC, Roof studio
085 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
098 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB 0022 NT: NYC, Studio
042 07/25/02 10/03/02 AMSB 0082 ..unknoun
139 08/01/02 AMSB unk .England: London, Westminster
Fun in a Photograph Gallery
In a Manicure Parlor
Lamp Explodes (The)
Delusion (A)
Draped Model (The)
In a Massage Parlor
She Meets With Wife's Approval
Wrinkles Removed
Grandpa's Reading Glass
Coronation Parade (The) (fotodate needs checking, possi
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004 08/04/02
009 08/04/02
079 08/04 '02
086 08/04/02
091 08/04/02
051 08/05/02
095 06/05/02
097 08/05/02
059 06/10/02
053 08/13/02
09/05/02
09/27/02
09/05/02
09/05/02
09/27/02
09/05/02
09/05/02
09/05/02
05/22/03
11/11/02
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
AMSB
AMSE
AMSE
0053 ..unknown
0046 NY: NYC (')
0024 ..unknown
0048 NY: NYC, Studio
0038 ..unknown
0043 ..unknown
0036 ..unknown
0062 ..unknown
0043 ..unknown
0041 ..unknoun
Title (may be truncated)
Around the Mulberry BuSh
At the Fountain
Rex's Bath
Shut Up1
Sweethearts
Lawn Party
Wash-Day
Water Nymphs
Manicure Fools the Husband (The)
Little Mix-Up in a Mixed Ale Jo; t (A)
049 08/25/02
028 09/02/02
035 09/02/02
067 09/16-02
068 09/18/02
070 10/08/02
074 11/02/02
082 11/03/G2
033 11/11/02
041 11/12/02
11/11/02 AMSB
05/17/02 AMSE
05/17/02 AMSE
10/03/02 AMSB
10/03/02 AMSE
06/04/03 AMSB
12/05/02 AMSB
12/05/02 AMSE
03/11/03 AMSB
06/04/03 AMSE
0053 ..unknown
0053 N': Long Island, Belmont Park
0058 h'-'; Sheep shead Bay
0187 fO: Mt, Beacon
0154 NY: Mt, Beacon
0072 NY: NYC
0065 NY: Highuood Park
0041 NY: Higrwood Park
0077 NY: NYC, Union Square
000? ..unknown
023 H/25'02
022 12/05/02
026 12/05/02
063 01/01/03
154 01/01/09
150 11/29/10
151 11/29/10
152 11/29/10
177 11/29/10
172 12/19/10
173 12/19/10
171 12/30/10
179 12/30/10
180 12/30/10
182 12/30/10
181 12/30/10
147 12/30/10
148 12/30/10
184 12/30/10
155 12/30/10
07/08/03
01/03/03
07/08/03
06/18/03
03/03/03
12/14/10
12/14/10
12/14/10
12/14/10
01/03/11
AMSE
AMSB
AMSE
AMSB
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
0182 NJ: Hoboken
01/03/11 Bonne
Ol/15'll Bonine
01/19/11 Bonine
01/16/11 Bonine
01/19/11 Bonne
01/19/11 Bonine
01/19/11 Bonne
01/19/11 Bonine
01/19/11 Bonne
01/19/11 Bonine
0106
0046
006C
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
s'i!
stil
stil
.unknoun
..unknown
, .unknown
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hauan:
Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
.Hauan :
.Hawaii:
.Hawa. . :
.Hawaii :
.Hauan :
.Hauai n
.Hauan:
.Hauan:
Oahu,
Oahu ,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
Pearl Harbor
King of Detectives (The)
Crowd Entering, Futurity Day
Futurity (The)
Panorama 'rom Incline Railway
Panorama from Running Incline Railway
Panorama of Flatiron Building
Potato Bake in the Woods '.A.,
Romp on the Lawn (A)
Excavation for Subway
Gold Dust Twins (The)
Church 'Our Lady of Grace," Hoboken
Chums
Corne- in the Play Room (A)
Old Volunteer Fire Department (fotodate assumed sometime 1903;
Public School Exercises, Lincoln Centennial, 1909
1201. Honolulu, Hauan.
1202. Honolulu, Hawaii.
1203. Honolulu, Hawaii.
1211. Pearl Harbor.
1204. "Overdue."
1205.
Oahu, Honolulu 1206.
Hawaii , Puna District 1231.
Hawaii, Puna District 1232.
Hawan, Puna District 1233.
Hawaii, Puna District 1234.
Hawaii, Kilauea 1236.
Hawaii, Kilauea 1237.
Hauan , Kilauea 1248.
Hawaii, Kau 1249.
"Overdue."
S/S. "Mauna Kea" Honolulu. Inter-Island Steamship Co.
Green Lake, Kapoho, Puna District, Hauan.
Heiau Hill, Kapoho, Puna District. Hawaii.
Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hawaii.
Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hauan.
On the Automobile Road to Kilauea, Hawaii.
On the Automobile Road to Kilauea, Hawaii.
Hawaiian Fern Frond. (24 ft.). Volcano House, Hawaii.
On Kapapala Ranch, Kau Dist-ict, Hawaii.
153 12/27/11
166 01/12/12
164 02/29/12
156 02/29/12
157 02/29/12
163 02/29/12
159 02/29, '12
160 0'29/12
161 02/29/12
162 02/29/12
12/28/11
01/29/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
.Hauan
.Hauan
.Hauan
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
.Hawa: l
.Hawaii
.Hawaii
Oahu, Honolulu
Hawaii , Kilauea
Hawaii , Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii , Kilauea
Hawaii , Kilauea
Alexander Young Hotel
1320, Volcano of Kilauea.
1312. Doun the Crater Trail, Kilauea. Hauan.
1313. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1314. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1315. "Old Faithful," Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii
1316. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1317. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1318. Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1319. Crater of Kilauea, Hawa.i.
158 02/29/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kilauea 1321. Across the Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
165 02/29/12 03/20/12 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kilauea 1322, Volcano House, Kilauea, Hawaii,
175 01/14/13 01/30/13 Bonine stil .Hawaii: ('), Palenapa (sic') 0973. Palenapa. (sic')
176 01/14/13 01/30/13 Bonine stil .Hawaii: ('), Palenapa (sic') 0974. Palenapa. (sic')
174 02/05/13 02/18/13 Bonine stil .Hauan: ('), Palanapa (sic?) 0975. Palanapa. (sic')
169 02/19/15 03/08/15 Bonine stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu (?) E* Queen Liliuokalam
178 08/21/16 09/05/16 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Poi; That's
All"
- A Kanaka Eating Poi. (")
16B 11/10/17 11/26/17 Bonine Stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu (?) Ex Queen Liliuokalam and Friends at a Lawn Party
167 11/24/17 12/10/17 Bonine stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu (?) A Bust Portrait of Ex Queen Lilioukalam (sic)
144 11/15/19 11/29/19 Bonine stil .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Chinese Head, 1.
145 11/15/19
149 02/16/20
146 10/03'21
183 10/03/21
170 03/07/99
185 01/01/90
186 01/01/90
187 01/01/90
1B8 01/01/90
189 01/01/90
11/29/19
03/08/20
10/24/21
10/24/21
03/18/99
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
Bonine stil .Hauan: Oahu, Honolulu
Bonine stil .Hawaii: Hauan, Kilauea
Bonine stil .Hauaii: Molokai, Kalaupapa
Bonine stil .Hawaii: Molokai, Kalaupapa
Bonine stil PA: Philadelphia (?)
Bonine stil Lake Erie
Bonine stil Lake Erie
Bonine stil Lake Erie
Bonine stil PA: '
Bonine stil PA: '
Chinese Head, 2.
1207. Summit of 'Mauna Loa' as Seen From the Crater of Kilauea -
Dr. Arthur L. Dean on Muleback at the Leper Settlement of Kalaup
Dr. F.E. Tratter (Pres. Board of Health). Cecil Knlehua, J.D. M
Leo XIII. (Pope) (fotodate confirmed) (Possibly a motion pictu
0050. Moonhght, Lake Erie
0051. Evening, Lake Erie
0053. Coming Storm, Lake Erie
0057. 6ame Hunte-'s Cabin
0065. Great Horse Shoe Bend
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190 01/01/90
191 01/01/90
192 01/01/90
193 01/01/90
194 01/01/90
195 01/01/90
196 01/01/90
197 01/01/90
198 01/01/90
199 01/01/90
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
01/01/90 Bonine
stil PA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil CA:
stil FL:
stil FL:
(southern)
(southern)
San Gabriel Valley
(northern)
0073. Lincoln's Portrait in Flowers
0077. Mexican 6-easer's (') Home
0100. Orange G-oves
0101. Garden Scene, So. Cal.
0103. Vineyard, So. Cal,
0108. San Gabriel Valley
0114, Logging, North. Cal.
0115. California Red Wood Tree
0151. Old Spanish Mission, Fla.
0152. Yankee Visitors, Fla.
200 01/01/90
201 01/01/90
202 01/01/90
203 01/01/90
204 01/01/90
205 01/01/90
206 01/01/90
20? 01/01/90
208 01/01/90
209 01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
stil FL:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
u,s.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
Capitol
Capitol
Capitol
Capitol
Capitol
Navy Dept.
stil DC: Washington Monument
stil DC: Navy Dept.
stil DC: White House
0163. Florida's Future Rulers
0240, U.S. Capitol
0241. U.S. Capitol and Monument
0243. U.S. Senate Cham.
0244. U.S. Chamber of Cong.
0245. Statuary Hall, U.S. Cap.
0253. War, State, and Navy Dept.
0254, Wash. Monument
0255. From War, State, and Navy
0256. White House and Capitol
210 01/01/90
211 01/01/90
212 01/01/90
213 01/01/90
214 01/01/90
215 01/01/95
216 01/01/95
217 01/01/95
218 01/01/95
219 01/01/95
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonne
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA;
stil PA:
stil PA:
White House
Treasury Dept.
Treasury Dept.
White House
White House
0257. White House Lawn
0258. Penna. Ave. From Treas.
0259. U.S. Treasury From Penna.
0261. White House (Front)
0262. White House and Drive
0315. Blonde and Brunette
0316. Tired of Play
0317. Just Stealing a Smell
0318. Oats
0345. Come to Papa
Ave.
220 01/01/95
221 01/01/95
222 01/01/95
223 01/01/95
224 01/01/95
225 01/01/95
226 01/01/95
227 01/01/95
228 01/01/95
229 01/01/95
230 01/01/95
232 01/01/95
233 01/01/95
231 01/01/95
075 03/04/05
100 06/01/06
106 06/01/06
102 06/01/06
101 06/01/06
112 06/01/06
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
03/07/05
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
11/12/06
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA:
stil PA: ?
stil ..unknown
Book
book
0893 DC: Washington
0085 .Hawaii
'
0125 .Hawaii
0075 .Hauan
.Hawaii
.Hauan
0100
0086
0346, Afternoon Tea
0347. Teaspoonfull Every Hour
0348. Merry Maypole Dance
0349. Skirt Dance
0359. Nou I Lay Me Down To Sleep
0361. She Had So Many Children
0362. Little Sunday School Class
0363. This Little Pig Went to Market
0380. It's Time to Get Up
0381. How Much Does Baby Weigh
0382. Stereoscopic Views
Crayon Study
Hou to Finish Photo Crayon
How to Make Crayon Portraits
President Roosevelt's Inauguration (Photo'ed u/ Edwin Porter)
Hawaii, Kohala Arrival Mahukona 'Express, Kohala, Hawaii (fotodate 06/"/06)
Hawaii, Kohala Planta Hauling Suga- Cane, Kohala Pantation. Hawaii (fotodate 06/"/06
Hawanans Arriving to Attend a 'Luau or Native Feast (fotodate
Hawaiians Departing to Attend a
"Luau" or Native Feast (fotoda:
Hawaii, Laupahoehoe S,S.
'Kinau' Landing Passengers, Laupahaihai (sic), Hawanar Isl
099 06/01/06
103 06/01/06
105 06/01/06
108 06/01/06
113 06/01/06
104 06/01/06
125 07/01/06
110 07/01/06
109 07/01/06
126 07/01/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
11/15/06
11/12/06
08/09/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/02/06
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0085 .Hawaii:
0095 .Hawaii:
0095 .Hawaii:
0100 .Hawaii:
0100 .Hawaii:
0105 .Hawaii:
0153 .Hawaii:
0083 .Hawan:
0125 .Hawaii:
0370 .Hawaii:
Hawaii, Mahukona
Hawaii, Humuula Ranch
Hauai i, Humuula Ranch
Hawaii, kawaihea (sic
Hawaii, Laupahoehoe
Hawaii, Humuula Ranch
Hauan, Hilo
Maui, Kahului
Maui, Haleakala Volca
Hauan, Hilo
S.S. Kinau Landing Passengers, Mahukona, Hauaii (fotodate 06/'?
Shearing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hauaii (fotodate 06/'?/06)
Sheep Coming Through
'Chute,' Humuula Ranch, Hauaii (fotodate 0
Shipping Cattle, Kauaihea, Hauanan Islands (fotodate 06/"/06
Surf Scene, Laupahaihai (sic), Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06/"/
Washing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hauaii (fotodate 06"'/06)
Kahana Fishermen Casting the "Throw
Net." Hilo, Hawaiian Islands
Loading Sugar, Kahului, Maui, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 07/"/
Pano View, Crater of Haleakala. Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 07/'
Scenes on a Sugar Plantation (fotodate 07/'?/06)
127 07/01/06
114 07/01/06
121 08/01/06
122 08/01/06
118 08/01/06
111 08/01/06
116 08/01/06
115 08/01/06
117 08/01'06
107 08/01/06
11/02/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/15/06
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0330 .Hawaii
0096 .Hawaii
0091 .Hawaii
0075 .Hawaii
0116 .Hawaii
0147 .Hawaii
0249 .Hawaii
0186 .Hawaii
0108 .Hawaii
0200 .Hawaii
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Oahu,
Waikiki
Waikiki
Snap Shots,' Hawaiian Islands C) (fotodate 06/??/06 and 07/"/
Water Buffalo Wallowing, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 06/"/06)
Crowds Returning from the 6ames, Waikiki, Hawaiian Islands (06/
Float," Waikiki, Honolulu, Hauaiian Islands (The ") (fotodate 0
Native Hawaiian Guards in Bayonet Exercises, Hauanan Islands (
Kapiolani Park Pa-u Riders, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 08/'?/06;
Honolulu Harbor Pano. View Honolulu Harbor, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 08/"/06
Honolulu Pano. View King Street, Honolulu, Hauaiian Islands (fotodate 08
Haleiua Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Haleiua, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 0
Peari Harbor Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands (foto
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120 08/01/06
123 08/01/06
124 08/01/06
119 06/01/06
128 09/01/06
136 03/01/07
130 03/01/07
133 03/01/07
138 03/01/07
131 03/01/07
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/07/06
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
129 03/01/07
132 03/01/07
135 03/01/07
137 03/01/07
134 03/01/07
043 01/01/97
055 01/01/97
083 01/01/97
065 06/01/95
066 06/01/99
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
04/11/07
10/25/97
10/25/97
10/25/97
05/06/0!
05/24/01
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0109 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
0198 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
0080 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
0074 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki
0735 WY: Yelloustone Park
0115 .Panama, C.Z,: Cristobal
0100 .Panama, C.Z.:
0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca
0280 .Panama, C.Z.: Colebra, etc,
0120 .Panama, C.Z.:
Pano. View of Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, Hauanan Isla
Pano. View Waikiki front an Electric Car, Hauanar Is
Surf Board Riders, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hauana' IsianSurf Scene, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fo
Trip Through the Yelloustone Park, U.S.A. (A) (foto
Fire Run - Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees (f
Jamaica Negroes "Doing" a Two-Step (fotodate 03,'
Machete Men Clearing a Jungle (fotodate 03 "/07)
Making the Dirt Fly' (') (5 scenes) (fotodate
03'
Old Market Place - Panama (fotodate 03/"/07)
rCS
land
ds
todat
date
otoda
07)
'07)
(fotoda
-CO-'
fotc>ca-
e 06/"-
CS "/
te 03 '
0095
0205
0135
0110
0135
Panama, C.Z
.Panama, C.Z
.Panama, C.Z
.Panama, C.Z
.Panama, C.Z
0058 WA: Seattle;
0060 WA: Seattle;
0060 WA: Seattle
0082 .Canada
0084 .Canada
: Cristabal
: La Boca Harbor
: Culebra (sic')
: Empire
: Culebra (sic')
S.S. Williamette
S.S. Williamette
S.S. Williamette
Chilcoot Pass
Klondike
Pano. from Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrance to the Canal (03
Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal (fotodate 03
Pano. of Culebra Cut (fotodate 03/"/07)
Pano. Ruins of Old French Machinery (fotodate 03.'".T
U.S. Sanitary Squad Fumgating a House (fotodate C3/"/07j
Horses Loading for Klondike, no. 9 (fotodate assumed sometime 1
Loading Baggage for Klondike, no. 6 (fotodate assumed sometime
S.S. 'Williamette' Leaving for Klondike (fotodate assumed somet
Pack Train on the Chilcoot Pass (fotodate between 06 and 10, IE
Packe's on the Trail (fotodate between 06 and 10, 1899)
081 06/01/99 05/06/01 Edison
096 06/01/99 05/06/01 Edison
0075 .Canada: Yukon Territory, Klon Rocking Gold in the Klondike (fotodate between 06 and 10, 18??
0058 .Canada: Yukon Territory, Klon Hashing Gold on 20 Above Hunker, Klondike (fotodate between 06
232 records printed from B: FOTOLIST. PRO
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FCFQLIST for photographs of R. K. Bonine. Database: FLMDATE Relation: FlIJIMOST
Ref Photo'd Copyrit Producer Len. Location
001 06/25/02
002 06/25/02
003 06/25/02
004 08/04/02
005 09/01/01
006 07/26/01
007 11/15/01
008 09/27/01
009 06/04/02
010 01/18/02
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
11/11/02 AMSB
09/05/02 AMSB
05/23/02 AMSB
10/19/03 AMSB
05/11/03 AMSE
10/19/03 AMSE
09/27/02 AMSB
04/18/02 AMSB
0034 NJ: Fair Haven
0031 NJ: Fair Haven
0029 ..unknown
0053 ..unknown
0038 .China: Tien-Tsin
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
0036 CA: Yosemite Valley
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
0046 HI: NYC (')
0034 NY: NYC
g Insroan
(fotodate: 09,'?'/01)
011 06'19/C2 12/09/02 AMSB 0046 ..unknoun
012 06/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB 0019 ..unknown
Oli 06/01/01 04/10/02 AMSB 0034 .Hawaii: Oahu. Honolulu014 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB 0048 NY: NYC, Roof studio
015 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSE 0106 NY: NYC, Roof studio
016 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSE 0062 NY: NYC, Roof studit
017 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSe 0077 NY: NYC, Roof studio
018 08/14/01 05/23/02 AMSe 0038 .Philippine Islands: Manila
019 08/ -1/01 08/19/03 AMSB 0038 .China: Shanghai
020 11/15/01 03/11/03 AMSB 0043 CA: Wauona
021 09/01/01 04/16/02 AMS8
022 12/05/02 01/09/03 AMSB
023 11/25/02 07/08/03 AMSE
024 11/15/01 04/24/03 AMSE
025 09/23/01 04/16/02 AMSB
026 12/05/02 07/08/03 AMSE
027 05/07/02 05/23/02 AMSE
028 09/02/02 09/17/02 AMSB
029 08/01/01 05/23/02 AMSE
030 07/16/02 03/27/02 AMSB
0046 .China: Peking
0106 ..unknoun
0182 NJ: Hoboken
0041 CA: Yosemite Vallev
0043 .Japan: Nagasaki
0048 . .unknown
0062 . .unknown
0053 NY: Long Island. Belmont Park
0034 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
0022 NY: NYC. Studio
Title (may be truncated;
Accomodating Cow (The-
Alphonse and Gaston
Alphonse and Gaston Helpm,
Around the Mulberry Bush
Arrival of Train, Tien-Tsi
Arrival of Tram, Tokio, Japa
Artist's Point
Asakusa Temole, Tokio, Japan
At the Fountain
Beginning of a Skyscraper
Bowerv Kiss (The)
Biograoh's Improved Incubato-
Bovs Diving, Honolulu (fotodate co-firmed)
Boys Help Themselves to Foxv G-a*d:a s C;ga-s (Tne-
Boys, Still Determined, Trv It Agam on Fox. G-andca, with
Boys Think They Have One on Foxy '6-a'doa, bo- He Fools Then
Boys Try to Put One Over on Foxv Granaoa (The:
Bridge Traffic. Manila
Burdl Shanghai (The) (i.e.. Bund)
Cascade Near Wauona. California
Ch-ien-er Gate, Pekir, (The) (fotodate 9/"'-/C:
Chums
Church "Our Lady of Grace." Hoboken
Coaching Party, Yosemite Vailev
Coaling'a Steamer, Nagasaki Bay, Jaoan
Corner'in the Play Room (A;
Creato-s of Foxy Grandoa (The i
Croud E'tenng. Fu'.-it-, Day
Cutting Suga-'Cane (fotodate confirmed
Delusion (Aj
-e 5
.The
031 07/16/02 03/27/02 AMSB
032 01/20/02 04/16 '02 AMSE
033 11/11/02 03/11/03 AMSB
034 08/15/01 05/21/02 AMSB
035 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB
036 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSB
037 05/17/02 05/23/02 AMSE
038 07/03/02 03/05. 02 AMSB
039 03/02/02 03/17/02 AMSB
040 11/15/01 02/24/03 AMSB
041 11/12/02 06/04/03 AMSB
042 07/25/02 10/03/02 AMSB
043 01/01/97 10/25/97 Edison
044 01/20/02 04/10/02 AMSB
045 07/10/02 09/27/02 AMSB
046 07/21/02 09/27/02 AMSB
047 07/28/01 05/21/02 AMSB
048 02/14/02 05/01/02 AMSB
049 08/25/02 11/11/02 AMSB
050 07/10/02 09/05/02 AMSB
0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0038 NJ: Shrewsbury River
0077 NY: NYC, Union Souare
0043 .Philippine Islands: Manila
0030 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0036 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0036 Nt: NYC, Roof studio
0058 NY: Sheepshead Bay
0038 CA: Yosemite Valley
0007 ..unknown
0082 ..unknown
0058 WA: Seattle: S.S. Williamette
0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River
0053 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0024 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0041 .Japan: Kyoto
0031 .Canada: Quebec
0053 ..unknoun
0036 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
Draped Model (The!
Eeling Through the Ice
Excavation for Subwa-.
Filipino Cock Fight (A)
Foxy Grandpa and'Pollv in a Little Hilarity
Foxv Grandta Shous the Bovs a Trick or Tuo With the Tramp
Foxy 6randoa Tells the Boys a Funnv Story
Fun in a Photograph Gaiie-v
Futurity (The)
"
Glacier Point
Bold Dust Twins (The)
Grandpa's Reading Glass
Horses Loading for Klondike, no. 9 (fotodate assumed sometime 1
Ice Yacht Racing
In a Manicure Parlor
In a Massage Parlor
Japanese Fencing
Kent House Slide (copvdate confirmed)
King of Detectives (The)
Lamp Explodes (The)
051 08/05/02 09/05/02 AMSB
052 06'18/02 12/09/02 AMSB
053 08/13/02 11/11/02 AMSB
054 05/15/02 07/01/03 AMSB
055 01/01/97 10/25/97 Edison
056 08/01/01 09/05/02 AMSB
057 06/25/02 09/27/02 AMSB
058 05/15/02 06/13/03 AMSB
059 08/10/02 05/22/03 AMSB
060 01/20/02 06/20/03 AMSB
0043 ..unknoun
0031 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0041 ..unknown
006C NY: NYC
0060 WA: Seattle; S.S. Willianette
0043 .Hawaii: Oahu. Honolulu
0019 NJ: Fair Haven
0101 NY: NYC
0043 ..unknown
0046 NJ: Shrewsbury River
Lawn Party
Light That Didn't Fail (The)
Little Mix-Up in a Mixed Ale Joint (A)
Lively Brushes on Speedway-
Loading Bagqage for Klondike, no. 6 (fotodate assumed sometime
Loading Sugar Cane (fotodate confined)
Lover's Knot (Thej
Lower Broaduav
Manicure Fools the Husband (The)
Mile in 56 Seconds (A)
061 04/02/02
062 06/25/02
063 01/01/03
064 07/28/01
065 06/01/59
066 06/01/99
067 09/18/02
068 09/18/02
069 11/19/01
07C 10/08/02
12/31/02
12/09/02
06/18/03
10/19/03
05/06/01
05/24/01
10/03/02
10/03/02
04/24/03
06/04/02
AMSB 0072 ..unknown
AMSB 0034 NJ: Fair Haven
AMSE 0060 ..unknown
AMSB 0036 .Japan: Tokyo
Edison 0082 .Canada: Chilcoot Pass
Edison 0084 .Canada: Klondike
AMSB 0187 NY: Mt. Beacon
AMSE 0154 NY: Mt. Beacon
AMSB 0067 CA: San Francisco
AMSB 0072 NY: NYC
Meteor (The)
Milking Time
Old Volunteer Fire Department (fotodate assumed sometime 1903)
Ox Carts, Tokio, Japan
Pack Train on the Chilcoot Pass (fotodate between 06 and 10, 18
Packers on the Trail (fotodate between 06 and 10, 1899,
Panorama from Incline Railway
Panorama from Running Incline Railway
Panorama. Golden Gate
Panorama of Flatiron Building
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071 07/29/01 10/19/03 AMSE 0043 .Japa*: Kobe
072 05/15/C2 07/06/03 AMSB 0065 NY: NYC
073 05/ ,.2/02 12/09/02 AMSB 0041 N- : N-I, Studio074 11/03/02 12/09/02 AMSB 0065 NY: Higfwood Park
075 03/04/05 03/07/05 Edison 0833 DC: Washington
076 03/07/02 07/08/03 AMSB 0106 NY: West Point
077 05/27/02 12/05/02 AMSB 0031 NY: NYC, Roof Studio
078 02/14/02 12/31/02 AMSB 0070 .Canada: Quebec, P.Q
073 08/04/02 03/05/02 AMSB 0024 ..unknown
080 07/28/01 04/16/02 AMSB 0053 .Japan: Kyoto
Panorama c' Kobe Harbon Jaoa-
Parade of Horses on Speea.au
Poet's Revenge (A;
Potato Bae in the Woods (A)
President Roosevelt's Inauguration (Photo'ed w.' Edwin Porterj
Prince Hen-y at West
Point'
Private Supper at hellar s (A) (i.e.. He.ie-'s)
Quebec Fire Dept. on Runners
Rex's Bath
Rickshaw Parade, Japan
081 06/01/35 05/06/01 Edison
082 11/03/02 12/05/02 AMSE
0e3 01/01/57 10/25/37 Edison
084 07/23/01 03/11/03 AMSB
085 07/21/02 03/05/02 AMSB
086 08/04/02 05/05/02 AMSB
087 02/14/02 04/18/02 AMSB
088 0V06/01 06/17/03 AMSE
085 01/20/02 04/10/02 AMSB
090 07/25/01 10/19/03 AMSE
0075 .Canada: Yukon Territory
0041 NY: Highwood Park
0060 WA: Seattle; S.S. Williamette
0043 .Japan: Kobe
0050 NY: NYC, Roof studio
0048 N-i NYC, Studio
0024 .Canada: Quebec
0024 ..unknown.
0014 NJ: Shrewsbury River
0041 .Japan: Tokyo
Klon Rocking Gold in the Klondike (fotodate between 06 and 1C. 1693
Romp on the Lawn (A)
S,S. 'Williamette' Leaving for Klondike (fotodate assumed somet
Samoars Racing Toward Liner
She Meets With Wife's Approval
Shu! Up1
Slee Club
Slippery Slide (The)
Spill (A)
Street Scene, Tokio, Japan
091 08/04/02 05 '27/02 AMSB
092 05/31/02 12/09/02 AMSB
093 11/15/01 05/11/03 AMSB
094 08/01/01 05/23/02 AMSE
095 08/05/02 09/05/02 AMSB
096 06/01/99 05/06/01 Edison
097 08/05/02 05 '05/02 AMSB
096 07/21/02 09/05/02 AMSB
099 06/01/06 06/09/06 Edison
100 06/01/06 08/09/06 Edison
0038 ..unknown
0034 NY: NYC. Roof studio
0036 CA: Wawona
0046 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu
0038 ..unknown
005B .Canada: Yukon Territory,
0062 ..unknown
0022 NY: NYC, Studio
0085 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Mahukona
0085 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kohala
Sueethea-ts
They Found the Leak
Tourists Arriving at Wauona Hotel
Train of Sugar Cane (fotodate confirmed)
Wash-Dav
Klon Washing Gold on 20 Above Hunker, Klondike fotodate between 06
Water Nymphs
Wrinkles Removed
S.S. Kinau Landing Passengers. Mahukona. Hauaii (fotodate 06'"
Arrival Mahukona 'Express',' Kohala. Hauan ifotodate 06"'/06,
101 06/01/06
102 06/01/06
103 06/01/06
104 06/01/06
105 06/01/06
106 06/01/06
107 08/01/06
108 06/01/06
109 07/01/06
110 07/01/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
08/09/06
06/09/06
08/09/06
OB/09/06
11/15/06
11/15/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edi son
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0200 .Hauan:
0100 .Hawaii
0125 .Hawaii
0062 .Hawaii
111 08/01/06
112 06/01/06
113 06/01/06
114 07/01/06
115 08/01/06
116 08/01/06
117 08/01/06
118 08/01/06
119 08/01/06
120 06/01/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edi son
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0100 .Hawaii: Hauanans Departing to Attend a 'Luau' or Native Feast fotoda)
0075 .Hawaii: Hawanans Arnving'to Attenc a 'Luau' or Native Feam (fotodate
0095 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Humuula Ranch Shearing Sheep, Humu.la Ranch, Hauaii (fotodate 06.'"'06;
0105 .Hauan: Hauaii, Humuula Ranch Washing'Sheep, Humu.la Ranch. Hauaii (fotodate 06'"/06j
0095 .Hauan: Hauan, Humuula Ranch Sheep Coming Through "Chute, Humuula Ranch, Hauaii (fotodate 0
0125 .Hawaii: Hawaii, Kohala Planta Hauling Sugar Cane, Kohala Partation, Hawaii (fotodate 06'"/OE
Oahu, Pearl Harbor Pano. Vieu'Oahu Railroad, Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Island; foto
Hawaii, Kawaihea (sic Shipping Cattle, Kawaihea, Hawaiian. Islands (fotodate 06/"/06
Maui, Haleakala Volca Pano Vieu, Crater of Haleakala, Hawaiian islands (fotodate 07/'
Maui, Kahului Loading Sugar, Kahului, Maui, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 07/?'/
0147 .Hawaii: Oahu, Kapiolani Park Pa-u Riders, Hawaiian Islands (fotodate 08/"/06)
0088 .Hauan: Hauaii, Laupahoehoe S.S. 'Kinau' Landing Passengers. Laupahaihai (sic), Hawaiian Isl
0100 .Hauan: Hawaii, Laupahoehoe Surf Scene, Laupahaihai (sic), Hauanan Islands (fotoda'e 06/''"-/
0096 .Hawaii: Water Buffalo Wallouing, Hauanar Islands (fotodate 06/".-C6,
0186 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Pano. View King Street, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands fotodate 06
0249 .Hawaii: Oahu, Honolulu Harbor Pano. View Honolulu Harbor, Hauanan Islands (fotodate 06/"/06
0108 .Hawaii: Oahu, Haleiua Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Haleiua, Hauanan Islands (fotodate 0
0116 .Hawaii: Native Hauaiian Guards in Bayonet Fjercises. Hawaiian Islands (
0074 .Hawaii: Oahu, Waikiki Surf Scene, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands ifotodate 08/"
0109 .Hauan: Oahu, Waikiki Pano. Vieu of Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (fotoda
121 08/01/06
122 08/01/06
123 08/01/06
124 08/01/06
125 07/01/06
126 07/01/06
127 07/01/06
128 09/01/06
125 03/01/07
130 03/01/07
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/12/06
11/02/06
11/02/06
11/07/06
04/11/07
04/11/07
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
Edison
0031
0075
0138
0080
0153
0370
0330
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii i
Hawaii:
Oahu, Waikiki
Oahu, Waikiki
Oahu, Waikiki
Oahu, Waikiki
Hawaii, Hilo
Hawaii, Hilo
0735 WY: Yellowstone Park
0035 .Panama, C.Z.: Cnstabal
0100 .Panama, C.Z.:
Crowds Returning from the Games, Waikiki, Hawaiian Islands (08/
Float," Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands (The ") (fotodate 0
Pano. View Waikiki from an Electric Car, Hawaiian Islands (08/'
Surf Board Riders, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian, Islands (fotodat
Kahana Fishermen Casting the 'Throw
Net," Hilo, Hawaiian Islands
Scenes on a Sugar Plantation (fotodate 07/'?/06i
Snap Shots,' Hauanan Islands (') (fotodate 06/"/06 and 07/"/
Trip Through the Yelloustone Park, U.S.A. (A) (fotodate 03/"/0
Pano. from'Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrance to the Canal (03
Jamaica Negroes "Doing" a Two-Step (fotodate 03/"/C7j
131 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0120 .Panama, C.Z.:
132 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca Harbor
133 03/01/0? 04/11/07 Edison 0205 .Panama, C.Z.: La Boca
134 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0195 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra (sic')
135 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0135 .Panama, C.Z.: Culebra (sic')
136 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0115 .Panama, C.Z.: Cristobal
137 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison OHO .Panama, C.Z.: Empire
138 03/01/07 04/11/07 Edison 0280 .Panama, C.Z.: Colebra, etc.
123 08/01/02 AMSB unk .England: London, Westminster
14C 02/25/02 AMSB unk NYi'Shooter's Island, Tounsend
Old Market Place - Panama (fotodate 03/'?/0?)
Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal (fotodate 03
Machete Men Clearing a Jungle (fotodate 03/'?/07)
U.S. Sanitary Squad Funigahng a House (fotodate 03/"/07)
Pano. of Culebra Cut (fotodate 03/"/07)
Fire Run - Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees (fotodate 03/'
Pano. Rums of Old French Machinery (fotodate 03/"'C7
Making the Dirt
Fly' C) (5 scenes) (fotodate 03/"/07)
Coronation Parade (The) (fotodate needs checking, possiblv not
Launch of Meteor III
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Title (may be truncated)
141 OL'01/02
142 02/01/02
144 11/15/19
145 11/15/19
146 10/03/21
147 12/30/10
14E 12/30/10
149 02/16/20
150 11/29/10
151 11/29/10
11/29/19
11/29/19
10/24/21
01/19/11
01/19/11
03/08/20
12/14/10
12/14/10
AMSB
AMSB
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
unk
unk.
stii
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
stil
.Canada:
.Canada
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii:
.Hauan:
.Hawai ii
.Hawaii:
.Hauan:
.Hawaii:
.Hawaii :
Quebec
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu, Honolulu
Molokai , Kalaupapa
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu, Honolulu
152 11/29/10
153 12/27/11
154 01/01/09
155 12/30/10
156 02/29/12
157 02/29/12
158 02/29/12
159 02/29/12
160 02/29/12
161 02/29/12
Run of a Snow Shoe Club (fotodate 02/?'/02, pcs.m.v not cop.-r;
What Ho1 She Bumps' (fotodate 02/??/02)
Chinese Head. !.
Chinese Head, 2.
Dr. Arthur L. Dear, on Muleback at the Leoer Settlement of Kalau:
1236. Or. the Automobile Road to Kilauea, Hauan.
1237. On the Automobile Road to Kilauea, Hawaii.
1207. Summit of 'Mauna Loa" as Seen From the Crate- of kilauea -
1201. Honolulu, Hawan .
1202, Honolulu, Hawaii .
12/14/10
12/28/11
03/03/09
01 '19/11
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
03/20/12
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonne
Bonne
Bonne
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
162 02/29/12
163 02/29/12
164 02/29/12
165 02/29/12
166 01/12/12
167 11/24/17
168 11/10/17
169 02/19/15
170 03/07/99
171 12/30/10
03/20/12 Bonine
03/20/12 Bonine
03/20/12 Bonne
03/20/12 Bonine
01/29/12 Bonne
12/10/17 Bonine
11/26/17 Bonine
03/08/15 Bonine
03/18/95 Bonne
01/15/11 Bonine
Oahu, Honolulu
Oahu. Honolulu
Oahu, Honolulu
Hawaii, Kau
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
Hawaii, Kilauea
Hawan. Kilauea
, Kilauea
, Kilauea
, Kilauea
, Kilauea
. Kilauea
Honolulu
Honolulu
Honolulu
a (')
Honolulu
1203. Honolulu, Hawaii.
Alexa-der Young Hote.
Public School Exercises, Lincoln Centennial.
1249. On Kaoarala P.a-cr.. Kau District, Hawa:
1313. Across the C-ater of Kilauea. Hawaii.
1314. Across the Crate' of Kilauea. Hawaii.
1321. Across tr* Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
1316. Crate- o' tilauea, Hauan.
Crater of Kilauea, Hauan .
Crater of Kilauea, Hawaii.
19:9
1317,
1318.
1319. Crater of Kilauea, Hauan.
1315. 'Old Faithful." Crater of Kilauea. Hauan.
1312. Down the Crater Trail, kilauea, Hawaii.
1322. Volcano House, kilauea, Hawan.
1320. Volcano of Kilauea.
Bust Portrait of Ex Oueen Lilioukalani (A) (sic)
Ex Queen Liliuokalam and Friends at a Law- Pa-ty
Ex Queen Liliuokalam
Leo XIII. (Pope; (fotodate confirmed) (Possibly a motion pictu
1206. S/S. "Mauna Kea' Honolulu. Inter-Island Steamship Co.
172 12/19/10
173 12/19/10
174 02/05/13
175 01/14/13
176 01/14/13
177 11/23/10
178 08/21/16
173 12/30/10
180 12'30/10
iei 12/30/10
01/03/11
01/03/11
02/18/13
01/30/13
01/30/13
12/14/10
03/05/16
01/13/11
01/16/11
01/13/11
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonne
Bonine
Bonine
stil
stil
.Hawaii :
.Hawaii :
stil , Hauan:
stil .Hauan:
.Hawaii :
.Hauai : :
.Hauan :
stil . Hauan:
stil .Hawaii:
stil
stil
stil
1204. "Overdue."
1205. "Overdue."
0375. Palanapa. (sic')
0373. Palenapa. (sic')
0374. Palenapa. (sic')
1211. Pearl Ha-bor.
Poi: That's All' - A Kanaka Eating Poi . (")
Hawaii, Puna District 1231. Green Lake, Kapoho, Puna District, Hauaii.
Hawaii, Puna District 1232. Heiau Hill, Kapoho, Puna District, Hawaii.
('), Palanapa (sic')
('), Palenapa (sic')
('), Palenapa (sic')
Oahu, Pea-1 Harbor
stil .Hawaii: Hawaii, Puna District 1234. Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hawaii.
182 12/30/10 01/13/1! Bonine
183 10/03/21 10/24/21 Bonine
184 12/30/10 01/13/11 Bonine
185 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
186 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
18? 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
186 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
189 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonne
190 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
191 01/01/90 01/01/90 Bonine
stil .Hawaii; Hauan,
stil .Hawaii: Molokai
stil .Hawaii: Hawaii,
stil Lake Erie
stil Lake Erie
stil Lake Erie
stil PA: '
stil PA: ?
stil PA: ?
stil CA: '
Puna District 1233. Lava Tree Moulds, Puna District, Hauan.
, Kalaupapa Dt, F.E, Tratter (Pres. Board of Healthj, Cecil Knlehua, J
Kilauea 1248. Hauanar Fern Frond, (24 ft.). Volcano House, Hawan.
0050, Moonlight, Lake Erie
0051. Evening. Lake Erie
0053. Coming'Storm, Lake Erie
0057. Game Hunter's Cabin
0065. Great Horse Shoe Bend
0073. Lincoln's Portrait in Flowers
0077, Mexican Greaser's (') Home
D. M
192 01/01/90
193 01/01/90
194 01/01/90
195 01/01/90
196 01/01/90
197 01/01/90
198 01/01/90
195 01/01/90
200 Cl/01/90
201 01/01/90
202 01/01/90
203 01/01/90
204 01/01/90
205 01/01/90
206 01/01/90
207 01/01/90
208 01/01/90
209 01/01/90
210 01/01/90
211 01/01/90
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: ?
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (southern)
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (southern)
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: San Gabriel Valley
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA: (northern)
01/01/90 Bonine stil CA:
01/01/90 Bonine stil FL:
01/01/90 Bonine stil FL:
01/01/90 Bonine stil FL:
01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: U.S. Capitol
0100, Orange Groves
0101. Garden Scene, So. Cal.
0103. Vineyard, So. Cal.
0108. San Gabriel Valley
0114. Logging, North. Cal.
0115. California Red Wood Tree
0151. Old Spanish Mission, Fla.
0152. Yankee Visitors, Fla.
0163. Florida's Future Rulers
0240. U.S. Capitol
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
01/01/90
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonine
Bonne
Bonine
stil DC: U.S. Capitol
stil DC: U.S. Capitol
U.S. Capitol
U.S. Capitol
Navy Dept.
Washington Monm&ent
Navy Dept.
White House
stil DC;
stil DC:
stil DC:
stil DC;
stil DC:
stil DC:
Ril K; White HouseTreasury Dept.
0241, U.S. Capitol and Monument
0243. U.S. Senate Cham.
0244, U.S. Chamber of Cong.
0245. Statuary Hall, U.S. Cap.
0253. War, State, and Navy Dept.
0254, Wash. Monument
0255. From War, State, and Navy
0256. White House and Capitol
0257. White House Laun
0258. Penna. Ave. From Treas.
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FOTOLIST for photog-aphs of R. K. Bonne. Database:
Ref Photo'd Copyrit Producer Len, Location
FLMDATE Peia'ion: F!L-rC'3T
212
213
2: <
215
216
217
216
215
220
221
D1/01/9C
C1/C1/9C
01/01/90
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
01/01/95
222 01/01/95
223 01/01/95
224 01/01/95
225 01/01/3
226 01/01/95
22^ 01/01/95
228 01/01/95
229 01/01/95
230 01/01/95
231 01/01/95
01/01/90 Bo'ine stil DC: Treasu-v De
01/01/90 Bonine stil DC: White House
01/01/90 Bonne stil DC: Wnte He. sb
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: i
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stii PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: }
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: i
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: 0
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: i
01/01/95 Sonne stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonne stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine stil PA: >
01/01/95 Bonine book.
232 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonine
233 01/01/95 01/01/95 Bonine
stil
Boot
.unknown
Title (may be furcated
0259. U.S. freas.-. Prom Penna, Ave,
0261. White ho.se <->o't:
0262. White House a-d Dnve
0315. Elon-ie arc B-unet'e
0316. 'ned o' Pi ay
031". Just Stea.mg a Smell
0318. Oats
0345, Come to Papa
0346. A'te-noon. Tea
0347. Teasocor'.jli Every Horn
0346. Me-ry Maypole Dr-ce
0345. Stmt Da-ce
0355. Now I Lav Me Dou- To Sleep
0361. She Had So Ma- , Cnld-e-
0362. Little Sunaa. School Class
036:
0380.
0331.
0382
to MaThis Little Pig He-
It's Time to Get y;
Hou Much Does Baby Weigh
Stereoscopic Views
Hou to Make C'a.m Portraits
Crayon Study
How to Finish Photo Cray
232 records printed from, bifctclist.ref
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APPENDIX B:
Photographs by, or relating to, Robert K. Bonine
*****************AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Though these copies might be suitable for
reproduction, in no case should they be used for
that purpose without the explicit permission of
the owners of the images. Ownership of each image
is noted in the Key.
*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Three basic copy methods were employed in
generating the slides that accompany this report.
Knowledge of these techniques aided me considerably in
economically
"collecting"
a significant number of Robert
K. Bonine images, while at the same time retaining a
high standard of image quality. For more detailed
descriptions of each of the techniques presented,
consult manuals such as Kodak publication M-l , Copying
and Duplicating in Black-and-White and Color =
The basic equipment consisted of:
Nikon F2 camera body
55mm f/3.5 Micro-Nikkor lens
Leitz Tilt-all tripod
Small "tabletop" tripod with a ball head
Spectra Combi II incident light meter
Yellow (Kl and K2) filters
Blue (Wratten 47B, or similar) filters
Cable release
Small level
Color chart and gray scale (Kodak Q-14)
18H reflectance gray card
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Additional equipment consisted of:
Two 3200oK photofloods^ 25QWt (Sylvania ECA)
Sockets and Light stands for above
(Most collections do not allow the use of
auxiliary light. Learn to work without it.)
Slide copying attachment for the camera
Darkroom for processing and printing
black-and-white films
Slides in the "A" series were made with a copy
stand arrangement, suspending the camera and tripod head
from the bottom of the center-post of the tripod. Two
photofloods were used for even light. (Exposure of the
artifact to any copying light should be kept to a
minimum to avoid fading. Focus the lens and set
exposures with a test target under the light.)
Kodak Ektachrome 100 Professional film (hereafter
called EPN ) was chosen for its accurate color rendition.
Color slide films can be excessively contrasty . In some
cases, this can aid in making good copies of faded
originals. In other cases, detail may be lost. Each
situation should be tested.
Slides in the "B" ,
"D"
, and
"E"
series were
produced using a more involved process than direct copy
onto slide film. (D12 is a direct copy onto EPN)
Because the Library of Congress and the Hawaii State
Archives do not permit the use of auxiliary lighting,
indirect window light was used to light the artifacts,
which were propped up and photographed with the camera
on a
"tabletop" tripod. (Care must be taken to keep the
camera exactly centered on the original in this
situation. ) Because light was low, and there was no
control over the color of the light, Kodak Tri-X Pan
black-and-white film was chosen. A K2 filter over the
lens improved image contrast lost by yellowish staining
of the whites in the stereo cards.
5x7 inch black-and-white prints were made from
each negative, (cropping away props and table to give
the appearance of the card on a white background,) and
the prints were copied onto EPN using the same system
described for "A" series. Print contrast was adjusted
to be lower than normal, to produce snappy but
well-detailed copies on the contrasty slide film.
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These slides bear no color relation to the
originals, but the photographic detail and overall
appearance is much better than what would have been
obtained from the direct use of high-speed color film
and off-color light.
The slides in the "C" series were made by a
black-and-white reversal process. The archivist at the
Edison National Historic Site allowed the use of the
copy stand arrangement as described in "A" series, but
would not permit the use of auxiliary lighting. Tri-X
black-and-white film was chosen for its sensitivity, and
because subject color was not important. A blue filter
was placed over the camera lens when photographing some
of the more yellowed bromide stills of the motion
picture copyrights, to restore their contrast.
The system was used for document copying as well,
to avoid having to wait for photocopies to be made at a
later time. After development of the film, the
documents were read directly from the black-and-white
negatives and typed into a computer. Prints were made
from the same negatives when facsimile copies of the
documents were required.
To generate the "C" series slides from these
negatives, a slide copying attachment was mounted to the
camera. The selected negatives were then treated like
slides to be duplicated. Kodak Panatomic-X
black-and-white film was used to photograph the
negatives, because of its fine grain and wide exposure
and development latitude. It was then developed to very
high contrast to give the resulting
"slides"
a solid
black. Considerable testing was necessary to determine
the combination of exposure and development of the
Panatomic-X film that would yield a positive of
appropriate contrast and detail.
Making a negative of a negative in this manner
results in a very passible positive
black-and-white
slide. The advantages of this method are that it is
inexpensive, time efficient, and starts with negatives
that are also suitable for conventional printing, as
done with the negatives in
"B" series. The slides
produced by this method have a different
"look" than
color-film slides, but project similarly,
and are
capable of excellent detail.
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In every case, accurate film exposure is
essential to a good copy. Take light measurements at
the subject plane with a good, (tested,) hand-held light
meter in the "incident" mode, fitted with a flat
receptor. Confirm the evenness of illumination by
taking measurements at the center of the copy area, and
at each of the corners. All measurements should be
within 1/2 f/stop for black-and-white, and 1/4 f/stop
for color. Make compensations for any filters on the
camera, and confirm the resulting exposure settings with
the light meter in the camera by reading a frame-filling
gray card at the subject plane. Any discrepancy between
the two readings should be resolved by photographing the
artifact at both settings. Film is cheap.
Coming back to reshoot is not.
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KEY TO THE SLIDES
Color reference slide.
A1: E. & H.T. Anthony & Co. "No. 6900. Little
Jure: nvsr). Tyrone in the distance."
ca. 1885. Headquarters of Robert K. Bonine's
publishing business. Collection of the author,
A2: Reverse of an R. K. Bonine stereograph,
showing Bonine's logo. This view: No. 1
from the 25-card set of the Johnstown Flood,
1889. Collection of the author.
A3 - A15: All from the R. K. Bonine 25-card set of
Johnstown Flood views. In order:
1. Showing the broken dam of the Reservoir
above South Fork . . .
3. A plain on which once stood the beautiful
manufacturing town of Woodvale....
7. A common sight on Railroad street...
8. Looking toward the Merchant's Hotel...
13. This view looking toward the corners of
Main and Clinton streets. . .
14. Around the corners of Main and Franklin
streets was probably the busiest part of
the city . . .
15. Just how the lives of some families were
saved is a wonder to everyone. . . .
16. The lower part of Johnstown where the
Conemaugh and Stony Creek join. . .
17. This is a view taken from the residence
part of the city...
19. From the rear of the P.R.R. depot
looking toward the center of the city...
21. A view taken from the stairway to
Prospect Hill. . . .
22. Horror of horrors! A view of the great
Stone Bridge, where thousands of men,
women and children were burned...
24. This view was taken after the debris
was removed from above the bridge...
All views collection of the author.
Bl - B6: R. K. Bonine views of Pennsylvania scenes,
ca. 1890. Collection Library of Congress.
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B7 nB13: R. K. Bonine views of Arizona and California,
copyright 1890. Collection Library of
Congress.
B14 - BIG- o v n -?;,' Bnine Vlews of Florida, copyright
1890. Collection Library of Congress.
R. K. Bonine views of Washington D.C,
ca.1890. Collection Library of Congress.
except B25: C. L. Wasson view of Washington, D.C,
ca. 1900, taken from the same vantage point
that R. K. Bonine used. See p. 2, no. 20.
Collection Library of Congress.
except B26: H. C White view of Washington, D.C,
ca. 1900, also using the same vantage point.
(The author has acquired yet another
view from this spot, by the Kilburn Brothers,
ca. 1890.
B35 B49: R. K. Bonine views of "genre" scenes, ca.
1894-5. Collection Library of Congress.
CI - CI 5: Photographs by R. K. Bonine as they appear
in the transcript of the landmark motion
picture lawsuit Equity 6928. Collection
of the Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, New Jersey.
CI through C9 show Edison's early machines,
including the cylinders on which "films"
such as "Monkeyshines" were viewed, and the
strip-fed Kinetograph camera and Kinetoscope
viewer of 1889.
C10: a print of frames from "Monkeyshines,"
a product of the 1889 cylinder machine.
C12: a print from samples of Biograph's film.
ca. 1900. Note the registration holes visible
in the film stock of the positive print,
which would have been the negative, or camera,
film. See C64 through C66.
C16 and C17: The envelope and contents of the copyright
record of the Edwin Porter / Robert Bonine
collaboration documenting the inauguration
of Theodore Roosevelt on March 4, 1905.
Collection of the Edison National
Historic Site.
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CIS - C48: Copyright records from the set of films
called "Scenes and Incidents in the
Hawaiian Islands," by Bonine for Edison
in 1906. Collection of the Edison
National Historic Site.
C49 - C52: Copyright records from the set of films
called "A Trip Through the Yellowstone
Park," by Bonine for Edison in 1906.
Collection of the Edison National
Historic Site.
C53 - C63: Copyright records from Bonine films for
Edison of the Panama Canal Region during
the construction, 1907. These are
apparently the last films Robert Bonine
made for Edison. Collection of the
Edison National Historic Site.
C64 - C66: A handwritten note from Thomas Edison to
"John," informing him of registration
problems with the films made in the Klon
dike, and instructing him to copy a
Biograph invention for keeping film frames
in register. "John" may be John Ott, long
time head of Edison's machine shop. The
note dates from 1900, when Edison was in
the midst of a protracted lawsuit
against Biograph for patent infringement.
(Equity 6928. ) Collection of the Edison
National Historic Site.
C67 and C68: Sales summaries of some Edison releases of
1906, including many of the bonine films
cited above. Collection of the Edison
National Historic Site.
Dl : The Oregon Block, Hotel and Bishop Streets,
Honolulu, where Bonine lived from 1908 until
his death. (White building, lower right.)
This view ca . 1920. Collection Hawaii State
Archives.
D2 - D4: The Oregon Block as it appeared in the
1950 's. Bishop Street was extended north
across Hotel Street, and thus cut through
the middle of the Oregon Block. The eastern
remnant was subsequently torn down. These
views are taken of the western remnant, from
the southeast corner of Hotel and Bishop Sts,
Collection Hawaii State Archives.
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D5: The western remnant of the Oregon Block
as it appears in 1986, taken from the
southwest. The building is bracketed by the
street light posts. Union Street extends
away on the left edge of the frame.
Photograph by the author.
D6: The west face of the remnant of the Oregon
Block. Note the walled-up arches on the
west face are similar to the open arches
on the south face as seen in the 1920 view.
It is not known whether these west arches
were filled in as part of the original
construction, or modified at a later time.
Bonine listed his address as "Oregon Block,
Union Cor. Hotel" in the Honolulu Business
Directory. If these are his rooms, he may
have walled-up the arches to make a dark
room and processing lab.
D7 and D8 : Hotel Street, looking east. The Oregon
Block is just out of sight in the left
background. ca. 1920 view collection Hawaii
State Archives. 1986 photograph by the
author.
D9 - Dll: Hotel Street, looking west. The
Oregon Block is on the right in the distance,
The Bonine Theater stood just out of camera
view to the left, though it was gone by the
time the photo was taken. ca. 1920 view:
collection Hawaii State Archives. 1986
photograph by the author.
D12: "Honolulu. 1203. Copyright 1910, by R. K.
Bonine." 18cm x 156cm (7 x 60 inches).
Collection of the author.
El - E3: Scenes on the Bonine Hunt in the Library
of Congress, 1985 and 1986.
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APPENDIX C: Timelines
Following are timelines that track the lives of
Robert A. and Robert K. Bonine. They are presented as
raw data; there is little interpretation or
speculation, aside from notes made at the time of
transcription. While every attempt was made to capture
all relevent information from each source, the original
documents in the cited collections should be consulted
for completeness and confirmation.
This information is not presented to promote the
assumption that each source was completely researched.
Rather, this information is the base from which I
worked, what I could find in the time I had to look. It
is presented in the hope that it will prove valuable to
future researchers as an aggregate of known facts, and a
starting point for further investigation. In every
case, I am sure that further research of the source
material will reveal new and significant facts about
these men.
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT A. BONINE
*
Before 1835:
From: Berezin, Ronna H. , "Elias A. Bonine, 1843 - 1916, Forgotten
Photographer of the West" , History of Photography Monograph
Series: No. 2, April, 1983. Prof. Bill Jay, Ed.; School of Art,
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287
"Elias A. Bonine was from Lancaster, Pennsylvania. He was born in
1843 and was of French Huguenot descent. His grandfather arrived
in this country in 1732, settling first in New Jersey and later
moving to New Castle, Pennsylvania. Elias was one of four
children; three boys and a girl. All three of the sons, Archie,
R. K. (sic), and Elias were photographers. Archie was a
commercial photographer in Lancaster; R. K. is well known for his
extraordinary stereoscopic views; and Elias was a very active tent
photographer. "
"Nothing is known of E. A. Bonine's early life or how he became
interested in photography.
1835
Robert A. Bonine born in Pennsylvania. Father born in Pa, mother
born in England. (1880 Census) Both father and mother born in Pa.
(1900 Census)
1843
Elias A. Bonine born in September in Pennsylvania. Father born in
Pa, mother born in England. (1900 Census)
*
1846
Archie F. Bonine born in Pennsylvania. Father born in Pa, mother
born in Pa. (1880 Census)
*
1861
Robert A. Bonine, age 26, marries Matilda , age 23, born Dec.
1838 in Pa., father and mother both born in Pa. (1900 Census;
1862
Robert K. Bonine born in Pa., first child first son of Robert A.
and Matilda. (1880 census)
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*
1864
Henry Bonine born in Pa,
Matilda. (1880 census)
*
1865
second child second son of Robert A. and
Elias D.
Robert A
*
1867
Bonine born in
and Matilda.
November in Pa,
.'i^.~-census)
third child third son of
Alice Bonine
and Matilda.
*
1873
born in Pa. , fourth child first daughter of Robert A,
(1880 census)
Elsie Bonine born in November in Pa. , fifth child second daughter
of Robert A. and Matilda. (1900 Census)
*
1878
Irene Bonine born in June in Pa., sixth child third daughter of
Robert A. and Matilda. (1900 census)
*
1879
Blaine Bonine born in Pa., (Bonine family address was probably
between 1324 and 1430 10th Avenue, Altoona,) seventh child fourth
son of Robert A. and Matilda. Age 2 months at the time of the
1880 Census. Possibly died before age 20 (real sketchy, see 1900
Census) .
*
1880
SUMMARY OF THE ROBERT A. BONINE FAMILY IN THE 1880 CENSUS:
Blair County E.D. 154; page 1 line 47 through page 2 line 5;
dwelling 6, family 6. 10th Avenue, House no. undetermined, but
between 1324 and 1430.
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name/race/sex/age/rel. /MorS/occu. /birth place/bp-father/bp-mother
Bonine, Robt. /w/m/44/head/married/photographer/pa/pa/england
-, Matilda /w/f /42/wife/married/keeping house/pa/blank/blank
-, Robt. K. /w/m/18/son /single /assist father/pa/pa/pa
-, Henry /w/m/16/son /single /assist father/pa/pa/pa
-, Elias /w/m/14/son /single /at school /pa/pa/pa
-, Alice /w/f/13/dau /single /at school /pa/pa/pa
-, Elsie /w/f/6 /dau /single / /pa/pa/pa
-, Irene /w/f/2 /dau /single / /pa/pa/pa
-, Blaine /w/m/2 mo. /son/single/ /pa/pa/pa
end
John R. Bonine born in Altoona Pa. , eighth child fifth son of
Robert A. and Matilda. Age 20 at the time of the 1900 Census.
1882
Ralph Bonine born in May in Pa., probably in Altoona, ninth child
sixth son of Robert A. and Matilda. (1900 Census)
*
1885
Gussie Bonine born in December in Pa. probably in Altoona, tenth
and last child, fourth daughter of Robert A. and Matilda. (1900
Census)
*
1889
Robert A. Bonine and his son Robert K., ages 54 and 27
respectively, both photograph the devastation left in the wake of
the Johnstown Flood, which occurred on the night of May 31, 1889.
Robert A. Bonine appears to have produced stereo, 8x10 and 10x12
inch views, while Robert K. appears to have used only a stereo
camera .
Did they work together?
Did they trade negatives, particularly R.K.'s stereo negs to R.A.?
Robert A. Bonine prints of the flood bear the following:
R. A. Bonine,
Portrait, Landscape and P.R.R. Co. Photographer,
Fourteenth Street, between 11th and 12th Aves. , Altoona, Pa.
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A listing of R. A. Bonine flood views, from the back of an 8x10
print, details order numbers and titles of 15 8x10 views and 24
10x12 views, showing damage and reconstruction of the length of
the flood area, from South Fork and the dam to the Cambria Iron
Company works. (Penna. Historical & Museum Commission)
see timeline for Robert K. Bonine: filename TLRKB.
1900
SUMMARY OF THE ROBERT A. BONINE FAMILY IN THE 1900 CENSUS:
Blair County E.D. 47; page 6, lines 31 through 38; dwelling 107,
family 107; Address 1200 16th Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
name/rel./race/sex/birth/age/M or S/occupation
Bonine, Robert/head/w/m/Dec 1835/64/m/blank
-, Matilda /wife/w/f /Dec 183B/61/m/blank
-, Elias D. /son /w/m/Nov 1865/34/s/photographer
Elsie /dau /w/f/Nov 1873/26/s/stenographer
Irene /dau /w/f/Jun 1878/21/s/blank
i
i
, John R. /son /w/m/Apr 1880/20/s/machinist
/ Ralph /son /w/m/May 1882/18/s/laborer (Express Office)
Gussie /dau /w/f/Dec 1885/14/s/at school
Robert A. and Matilda had been married for 39 years in 1900; they
had 10 children, 9 surviving in 1900. In 1900, the Bonines were
living in a rented house. All Bonines read, write and speak
English. All Bonines list the birth places of fathers, mothers
and selves as Pennsylvania (discrepancy w/ Robert A. in 1880
Census) .
end
*
1910
SUMMARY OF THE ROBERT A. BONINE FAMILY IN THE 1910 CENSUS:
Blair County E.D. 45; pages 11A and 11B, lines 100, and 1 through
4. Family no. 214. Address 1611 17th Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
name/rel. /yr . married/age/bp/bp-f /bp-m/trade/nature of industry
Bonine, R. A . /head/50/63(sic) /pa/pa/England/own income (retired)
-, Matilda /wife/50/72/pa/pa/pa/blank
-, Tyle /son /s /44/pa/pa/pa/photographer/own shop
-, Ralph /son /s /28/pa/pa/pa/photographer/own shop
-, Elsie /dau /s /36/pa/pa/pa/stenographer/Freight Office
The Bonines were living in a rented house in 1910. Of ten
children, 9 are listed as still surviving.
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notes on the 1910 Census:
Robert A. Bonine should have been listed as 73 years of age.
"Tyle"
appears to be a nickname for Elias D. Bonine, who,
according to the 1900 Census, would have been 44 years old in
1910.
Tyle and Ralph both are listed as photographers with their own
shops. Partners in the same shop? Did they take over R. A.'s
business?
- Robert A. Bonine died sometime between 1910 and 1923, presumably
while residing at the 17th Ave. address. Check for death records
with the Altoona City Clerk? Obits in Altoona papers?
*
CURRENT HOLDINGS:
*
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau of Archives and History
William Penn Memorial Museum and Archives Building
Box 1026
Harrisburg, Pa 17120
Linda A. Ries, Associate Archivist, Division of Archives and
Manuscripts
From a letter dated Nov. 5, 1984:
"Manuscript Group #199 (Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania
Collection) 2 photograph albums, 1) titled Johnstown, apparently
created by the Pennsylvania Railraod contains 16 photos identified
a taken by Bonine; (R. A. Bonine) and 2) "June Flood" 1889: Views
on the Pittsburgh Division accompanying the General Manager's
Report, created by the PRR and containing 25 photos. The
photographer is unidentified but since some are the same as in the
first album, it could be inferred that these are also by
Bonine."
"Manuscript Group #285 (Pennsylvania Railroad Photographs) seven
individual photos of the flood aftermath identified as Bonines.
Some of these are also the same images as above."
*
Johnstown Flood Museum Association
304 Washington Street
Johnstown, Pa 15901
Eileen Cooper
From a letter dated November 30, 1984:
"In addition to many of his (R. A. Bonine's) stereo views, all of
the examples of his work here at the museum are also Flood views.
We have an assortment of nine views, 8x10 and 10x12, of flood
devastation. On the reverse, there is a printed form glued to the
mat..." (same form as xeroxed by Penna. Hist. & Mus. Comm. )
Missing Page
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT K. BONINE: (till 1900 inclusive. j
A
1810
Lancaster County, Warwick Township: Family of Elias Bonine.
Males: 2 under age 10, 1 < 16-26, 1 < 26-45, including head of
household. Females: 1 @ 16-26. "All other free persons, except
indians, not taxed:" 1. (1810 Census)
*
Before 1835:
From: Berezin, Ronna H. , "Elias A. Bonine, 1843 - 1916, Forgotten
Photographer of the West" , History of Photography Monograph
Series; No. 2, April, 1983. Prof. Bill Jay, Ed.; School of Art,
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287
"Elias A. Bonine was from Lancaster, Pennsylvania. He was born in
1843 and was of French Huguenot descent. His grandfather arrived
in this country in 1732, settling first in New Jersey and later
moving to New Castle, Pennsylvania. Elias was one of four
children; three boys and a girl. All three of the sons, Archie,
R. K. (sic), and Elias were photographers. Archie was a
commercial photographer in Lancaster; R. K. is well known for his
extraordinary stereoscopic views; and Elias was a very active tent
photographer.
"
"Nothing is known of Bonine's early life or how he became
interested in photography...." (Although said in reference to
Elias A. Bonine, this could apply to all of the Bonine
photographers. )
(note: as will be seen from the 1850 census, there were four
sons. Thomas was the oldest, and had moved out of the household
by 1860. Thomas Bonine became a carpenter. Ms. Berezin confuses
R. A. Bonine with R. K. Bonine. R.A. was a photographer, and the
father of Robert K. Bonine.)
*
1833
Thomas Bonine born in Pa. See 1860 census.
*
1835
Robert A. Bonine born in Pennsylvania. Father born in Pa, mother
born in England. (1SB0 Census) Both father and mother born in Pa.
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A
1840
Lancaster County, Borough of Marietta, East Donnegal Township:
Family of Archibald Bonine. Males: 1 @ age 5-9, 1 @ 20-29,
including head of household. Females: 1 @ 20-29. (1840 census)
A
1843
Elias A. Bonine born in September in Pennsylvania. Father born in
Pa, mother born in England. (1900 Census)
A
1846
Archie F. Bonine born in Pennsylvania. Father born in Pa, mother
born in Pa. (1880 Census)
A
1850
Lycoming County, Borough of Muncy , sheet 492, lines 14-16:
name/age/sex /occupation/birthplace
Archibald Bonine / 26 / m / shoemaker / pa
Elizabeth / 24 / f / /pa
Sarah J.(?) /1/f/ /pa
dwelling 1697, family 1715, 1 boarder, also a shoemaker.
(1850 Census)
Lancaster City, S. E. Ward, page 55, lines 27-32:
name/age/sex/profession/value of real estate/birthplace
(sic)/ / 1000. / England
/ moulder / /pa
/ /pa
/ /pa
/ /pa
/ /pa
/ /pa
/ /pa
None attended school in 1850, but all over age 20 were literate.
None were deaf, dumb, blind, idiotic or pauper.
Dwelling 407, family 462, the only family in that dwelling.
(1850 Census)
Jane Bonine / 38 / m
Thomas / 17 / m
Mary / 15 / f
Robert / 13 / m
Elias / 6 / m
Archibald / 4 / m
Eliza Burns / 16 / f
Catherine Bonine / 28 / f
Ill
A
1860
Lancaster City, S. E. Ward, page 30, lines 16-18:
name/ age/ sex /profession/ real estate/property /birthplace
Thomas Bonine / 27 / m / carpenter / 850. / 200. / pa
Maria / 24 / f / / md ( ? )
C...? /1/m/ /pa
(I860 Census)
Lancaster City, S. E. Ward, page 92, lines 24-27:
name/age/sex/occupation/real estate/personal estate/birthplace
Jane Bonine / 48 / f / widow / 1500. / / England
Mary / 24 / f / /pa
Elias / 16 / m / /pa
Ashly F. (sic, "Archie F.") 14 / m / /pa
None attended school in 1860, but all over age 20 were literate.
None were deaf, dumb, blind, insane, idiotic, or pauper.
Dwelling 716, family 729, the only family in that dwelling.
(1860 Census)
A
1861
Robert A. Bonine, age 26, marries Matilda , age 23, born Dec.
1838 in Pa., father and mother both born in Pa. (1900 Census)
A
1862
Robert K. Bonine born in Pa., first child first son of Robert A.
and Matilda. (1880 census)
A
1880
SUMMARY OF THE ROBERT A. BONINE FAMILY IN THE 1880 CENSUS:
Blair County E.D. 154; page 1 line 47 through page 2 line 5;
dwelling 6, family 6. 10th Avenue, House no. undetermined, but
between 1324 and 1430.
name/race/sex/age/rel./MorS/occu. /birth place/bp-father/bp-mother
Bonine, Robt. /w/m/44/head/married/photographer/pa/pa/england
-, Matilda /w/f /42/wife/married/keeping house/pa/blank/blank
-, Robt. K. /w/m/18/son /single /assist father/pa/pa/pa
-, Henry /w/m/16/son /single /assist father/pa/pa/pa
-, Elias /w/m/14/son /single /at school /pa/pa/pa
-, Alice /w/f/13/dau /single /at school /pa/pa/pa
-, Elsie /w/f/6 /dau /single / /pa/pa/pa
-, Irene /w/f/2 /dau /single / /pa/pa/pa
-, Blaine /w/m/2 mo. /son/single/ /pa/pa/pa
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A
Before 1886:
Robert K. Bonine moved to Tyrone, Pa., and set up shop.
From: "Editor's Table." The Philadelphia Photographer. , Feb. 6,
1886, p. 95. "MR. R. K. BONINE, Tyrone, Pa., is complimented very
highly by the local press for his excellent work."
(Several inquiries to the Tyrone-Snyder libraries have not
revealed any published accounts of R.K. Bonine. According to them
he never appears in their Business Directories, either.)
A
Before 1889
The backs of some of the Robert K. Bonine stereographs of the
Johnstown Flood read: "Stereoscopic Photographs of American and
Foreign Scenery, Art Works, &c. Stereoscopes, Souvenirs,
Albums." It appears that by 1889 Bonine had either travelled to
foreign lands, or had successfully traded images with
photographers who had travelled.
A
1889
Robert A. Bonine and his son Robert K. , ages 54 and 27
respectively, both photograph the devastation left in the wake of
the Johnstown Flood, which occurred on the night of May 31, 1889.
Robert A. Bonine appears to have produced stereo, 8x10 and 10x12
inch views, while Robert K. appears to have used only a stereo
camera.
Did they work together?
Did they trade negatives, particularly R.K.'s stereo negs to R.A.?
Robert A. Bonine prints of the flood bear the following:
R. A. Bonine,
Portrait, Landscape and P.R.R. Co. Photographer,
Fourteenth Street, between 11th and 12th Aves. , Altoona, Pa.
A listing of R. A. Bonine flood views, from the back of an 8x10
print, details order numbers and titles of 15 8x10 views and 24
10x12 views, showing damage and reconstruction of the length of
the flood area, from South Fork and the dam to the Cambria Iron
Company works. (Penna. Historical & Museum Commission)
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Robert K. Bonine produced a set of at least 25 stereo cards of
views taken in Johnstown after the flood. Each card is numbered
and bears a lengthy caption label. Two different logos were used
on the backs of the flood views:
Stereoscopic Views.
R. K. Bonine,
Photographic Art Publisher.
Tyrone, Pa . , U. S. A.
Stereoscopic Photographs of American and Foreign Scenery,
Art Works, &c. , Stereographs, Souvenirs, Albums.
and
Stereoscopic Views.
American and Foreign Scenery.
Published by
R. K. BONINE,
Tyrone, Pa. , U. S. A.
Twenty two images of the set are in the posession of The Oneida
Historical Society, Utica New York. Of the presumed twenty-five,
they lack numbers 9, 15, and 21. Two of the missing three images
of the "inside straight" are held in the collection of the Mystic
Seaport Museum, Mystic, CT. Which of Bonine's numbers they
represent is unclear, reverses of the cards were not copied.
Like the photographs by Robert A. Bonine, Robert K.'s images
depict the area of destruction from the source of the flood to the
Cambria Works. In contrast to the simply titled views by his
father, Robert K.'s stereo cards are generously captioned,
providing a great deal of statistical information on the flood,
and written in a style sure to impress the viewer/reader with the
immensity of the debacle depicted.
A
1890's
Sometime between "1891-1899" Bonine may have been in Northern
California making stereo views of the logging industry there, as
evidenced by two views: One at Library of Congress, and one at
California Historical Society, San Francisco. Both cards bear
Bonine's Tyrone, Pa., imprint. (Dates given are from block dates
given to a 'lot' of logging views by various photographers, one
Bonine among them, at LC.
From: "Robert K. Bonine, Pioneer in Movie Photography, Dead",
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Wed. Sept. 12, 1923, p. 2.
"In the nineties he was with Gaumont in France, and a few years
later with Thomas A. Edison at Orange, N. J., during the days when
the movies were in the experimental stage. He was also for a time
with Pathe in
Paris...."
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A
1898
A Bonine may mave gone to the Klondike on an advance scouting
mission for Edison. See ahead, Newark, NJ, Weekly Call, 10/29/99.
A
1899
A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1899, Motion Picture - Kinetograph.
A letter of introduction for Crahan:
Dawson City, Yukon Territory,
January 27th, 1899.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Mr. THOMAS CRAHAN is the Agent and
Business Manager of the Syndicate composed of the undersigned who
have organized a Company known as the "Klondike Exposition
Company," the pruposes (sic) of which are to make exhibits of
products, relics, stationary and moving pictures of the North
West, including the Yukon Territory, at Paris, in 1900.
(Signed) H. T. Wills
Manager Canadian Bank of Commerce (Dawson, Y.T.)
(Signed) J. E. Hansen
Manager Alaska Commercial Company. (Dawson, Y.T.)
(Signed) Ely E. Weare
Manager North-American Transportation and Trading Company
(Chicago, 111 . )
(Signed) Saml Word
Counsellor at Law, etc. (Dawson, Y.T.)
(Signed) Thos Crahan
Miner and Merchant. (Dawson, Y.T.)
(in script below) Orange N. J. June 7/99
I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of a paper
authorizing me to act as agent and business manager for the
Klondike Exposition Company.
Thomas Crahan. end-
* From Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. (My film roll no. 4.) Document File, 1899, Motion
Picture - Kinetograph. The agreement between Edison and
Crahan/Klondike lEitisn Company. (In its entirity):
THIS AGREEMENT made at West Orange New Jersey this fourteenth
day of March in the year One thousand eight hundred and
ninety-nine between THOMAS A. EDISON, on the one part,
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(hereinafter designated as Mr. Edison), and THOMAS CRAHAN,
(hereinafter designated as Mr. Crahan.)
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS Mr. Crahan or his assigns proposes to take and obtain
pictures and representations by photographic process of places and
scenes in the region known as the Klondike country and elsewhere
in Alaska, in the North West Territory of Canada, and of places
and scenes elsewhere from and to Seattle into such country, all of
which is hereinafter designated as the Territory, and intends that
such pictures and representations shall be fitted and prepared for
first class exhibition as moving pictures by the process and
manner known as the projecting Kinetoscope or similar apparatus,
and intends to exhibit the same particularly at the Paris
Exposition of 1900 and elsewhere in France, and in England, the
United States, Canada, and elsewhere; Now therefore to carry out
such proposition and intention and in consideration of mutual
promises and the payment of the moneys hereinafter provided for,
it is agreed as follows:
That on or before the 15th day of May 1899 Mr. Edison shall
manufacture, provide and furnish two (end p.l)
complete Kinetographs or photographic apparatus or machines of the
first class capable of taking and obtaining such pictures or the
negatives of such pictures or scenes and for the purpose
aforesaid, such negatives to be of at least three inches in width
inside measurement. The photographic apparatus or machines shall
continue and remain the property of Mr. Edison, but the exclusive
right to the use of the same for the purposes aforesaid, or of any
substitute of such machines, shall belong to Mr. Crahan for the
period of five years from the date of this contract. As
compensation to Mr. Edison for the furnishing of such machines and
their use as aforesaid Mr. Crahan will pay him the cost, said cost
not to exceed One thousand dollars for both, of which Two hundred
dollars shall be paid upon the execution of this contract, the
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and Eight hundred dollars
on July 1st 1899 by bank draft on New York City, New York, if Mr.
Edison has then faithfully performed his agreement as to such
machines.
Together with such machine or machines and thereafter from
time to time during the period of this contract as shall be
required by Mr. Crahan, Mr. Edison shall have prepared and
furnished proper and suitable negative films for use in such
machines and for the taking and obtaining of such pictures as
aforesaid, and shall thereafter within reasonable time develop or
cause to be developed and prepared such negative films in final
shape ready for use and for the proper making of positives to (end
p. 2)
be used for exhibition in the manner proposed as aforesaid; and
for such negative films and for the final preparation of the same
Mr. Crahan will pay Mr. Edison the actual cost of such films
together with the cost of their final preparation in all not to
exceed thirty cents per running foot of such films; and said
negatives shall be paid for one-third on delivery at Mr. Edison's
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manufactory at West Orange, New Jersey; one-third on July 15th
1899 to Mr. Edison's agent at Dawson, Yukon Territory by bank
draft on New York City, New York, and one-third on complete
development of the same ready for manufacture of positives
therefrom; and also to furnish such positives from the negative
films as may be required upon the written order of Mr. Crahan but
not otherwise at a price not to exceed thirty cents per running
foot of said films; the said positive films shall be paid for as
ordered by Mr. Crahan ready for use in such projecting machines.
All said films both negative and positive shall be the property of
Mr. Crahan.
At the time said photographic apparatus or machines are
furnished as aforesaid Mr. Edison shall select and appoint a
proper person of due experience and shall thereafter substitute
any other or others in his place form time to time as may be
required, who during the season of 1899, or so much thereof as Mr.
Crahan shall deem necessary to obtain pic tures (sic) in said
territory, shall have charge of said photographic apparatus and
machines; and (end p. 3)
under the direction and control of Mr. Crahan shall take and
obtain all suchpictures (sic) and scenes within the territory
above mentioned; that Mr. Crahan will pay such person or his
substitute during such employment at the rate of Five (S5.00)
Dollars per day and in addition thereto his necessary and proper
expenses, such payment to be made as Mr. Edison shall from time to
time require.
On or before the first day of January 1900 Mr. Edison will
manufacture, furnish and deliver a proper Kinetoscope or
projection machine, and on three months notice others, all of the
first class suitable and fitted for the projection and showing of
such pictures and scenes in exhibition and which shall project or
show such pictures at the best focus at a size in projection of
not less than eighteen feet by twenty feet. Such projecting
machines shall be the exclusive property of Mr. Crahan for which
he shall pay to Mr. Edison upon delivery the cost thereof not to
exceed Two hundred dollars per machine.
If by accident or misadventure not due to the fault or
negligence of Mr. Crahan either or any of such (in script:
"Kinetograph") machines shall within the said period be lost or
destroyed, or so injured as to become useless for the purposes
aforesaid, or shall be or become ineffective for first class work
in the particulars aforesaid, then and in that case Mr. Edison
will, with all reasonable speed, repair, or cause to be repaired,
such machine or machines to be put in first class shape and
effectiveness without cost to Mr. Crahan; or in case said machine
or machines cannot be so repaired Mr. Edison (sic) (end p. 4)
will without cost furnish and substitute another or other machines
in place thereof; the intention of the parties being that at all
times during the above mentioned period Mr. Edison will be
obligated, except by default of negligence of Mr. Crahan, to
furnish and keep in order and effectiveness such machines or
furnish proper substitutes therefor.
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It is further agreed that except as hereinafter provided
neither Mr. Edison nor any of the Companies with which he is
connected, nor any employee of his or them, shall knowingly make
or furnish any similar photographic apparatus for similar use and
purposes in the above mentioned territory or for representing or
showing scenes in such territory.
And as further consideration going to this entire contract it
is agreed that Mr. Edison shall receive and be entitled to 20% of
the net receipts derived from the exhibition of such pictures or
scenes.
During the said undertaking and the taking and obtaining such
pictures Mr. Edison shall be entitled, within said territory by
apparatus and appliances and films provided at his own cost, and
by and through the person or persons so selected as aforesaid, to
take and obtain all such pictures and scenes as he shall see fit
for use in Kinetoscopes of the kind and size heretofore used by
Mr. Edison in slot machines and otherwise in projections. That
the negatives and positives of pictures and scenes so taken shall
belong to Mr. Edison and under his direction (end p. 5.)
and control may be exhibited in the United States and in Europe in
slot machines or otherwise; that the net receipts of such
exhibiting shall be equally divided between Mr. Edison (sic) and
Mr. Crahan. It is however understood that such pictures shall not
be exhibited at any time or in any place until the exhibition of
the pictures first above mentioned has begun in Paris.
All provisions of this contract shall be and become for the
benfit as we., zf the parties hereto as for their respective
executors, administrators and assigns, and that Mr. Crahan may
assign this contract and all his rights thereunder and that his
assignee or assignees shall be entitled to all the rights and
privileges herein given and be obligated by all his obligations.
Mr. Crahan agrees that he will at once organize a corporation
under the laws of New Jersey, to which this contract shall be
assigned, which corporation shall stand in the place of Mr. Crahan
as to all rights and obligations of this contract.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto set their hands
this fourteenth day of March 1899 in duplicate.
In Presence Of (Signed) George (?) Hit...(?), Thomas A.
Edison, Thomas Crahan (-end)
* From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1899, Motion Picture - Kinetograph.
A letter from W. E. Gilmore, General Manager, Edison Mfg. Co.,
dated June 12, 1899, addressed to "Thomas Crahan, Esq., Klondike
Exposition Co., Butler House, Seattle, Wash.", acknowledging
receipt of a $700.00 draft dated June 7th, 1899.
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A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File. 1899. Motion Picture - Kinetograph.
A letter on Klondike Exposition Company letterhead, (Thomas A.
Edison is listed first under "DIRECTORS"), from Crahan to Gilmore,
dated June 21, 1699; received at Edison June 27, 1899; answered
June 28, 1899.
"Dear Sir: Yours in acknowledgement of the receipt or ay
draft, came (sic) to hand to day. All (sic) my rights in the
contract with Mr Edison, have (sic) been assigned to the Klondike
Exposition Co, as (sic) that was understood by Mr Edison and myself
when the contract was made, and (sic) was one of the conditions
upon which it was based.We (sic) start tomorrow for the North, and
(sic) hope we may find you all in good health upon our
return.Regards (sic) to Mr Edison and Mr White. Yours Very
Truly (signed) Thomas Crahan Manager."
A From: Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Whitehorse, Yukon.
Microfilm Reel no. 2153. ."u_ 1:5?. "R. K. Bonine, E. Orange,
New Jersey" accounted as crossing the White Pass from Skagway to
Whitehorse. Crahan is not mentioned. Thanks dad.
A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1899, Motion Pictures. "DOGS FOR THE
PARIS FAIR Thomas Crahan Arrvies From Klondike With Part of
Alaska's Exhibit.", Chicago, 111. - Democrat, 10/14/1899: (In its
entirity)
A man walking down Fifth avenue with five large dogs chained
to him attracted the attention of downtown pedestrians early this
morning. To the Chicagoan the sight called up memories of the
world's fair and visions of the Eskimo village on the Midway
floated before the mind's eye, for the dogs were Alaskan Huskies,
fresh from the Klondike country.
Thomas Crahan of the Klondike Exposition Company, the man in
charge of the dogs, which are husky in nature, as well as name,
arrived in Chicago over the Northwestern this morning direct from
Dawson via Seattle. He was accompanied by R. K. Bonine of the
Edison laboratory, New York city, who has been in Alaska securing
kinetescope (sic) views of the country for the Alaskan village at
the Paris Exposition.
The dogs, which are to form a part of the exhibit, will be
taken to New York tomorrow, where Mr. Bonine will develop and
prepare the photographic films before sailing for Paris with the
balance of the show next March. end.
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A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File. 1899, Motion Pictures. "Klondike
Pictures." Newark, Weekly Call. 10/29/1899. (in its entirity)
(Subhead:) Return of the Edison Expedition. An Exhibition
Company Formed. To Show at the Paris Exposition Next Year -
Improved Kinetoscope machinery.
(Text:) Thomas A. Edison, the great electrical wizard, has just
welcomed back from the Klondike the party which he sent out early
this year to obtain kinetoscopic pictures of the famous Klondike
region. The trip was a great success, the films having been
developed last week in the laboratory on Valley road, West Orange.
For the development of this scheme a new company was organized
which is styled the "Klondike Exposition Company," the primary
object of which was to obtain moving pictures of life in the
Klondike for exhibition at the great Paris Exposition of 1900.
Mr. Edison is largely interested in the company, and has
invented special machinery, which was used in the trip. The heads
of the party were Thomas Crahan and R. K. Bonine, the latter the
personal representative of Mr. Edison. The party left for the
famous gold fields in the early part of last June. Mr. Bonine had
made a trip to the Klondike the previous year as an advance agent
to study the country and lay out the most feasible and effective
route for the party to take. Mr. Bonine and his party have just
returned home, their efforts having been crowned with complete
success. The party has obtained moving and stationary pictures
from Skaguay on the Alaska coast to Dawson in the Yukon territory,
and thence south into the famous gold fields which have made the
Klondike a household word. These pictures illustrate the old and
new methods of getting into the country, beginning with the
transportation methods as originally known by packing on the backs
of Indians, on horses, on mule back, and by hauling with dog teams
and goat teams. These are contrasted with the new methods of the
railroad trains on the White Pass and Yukon Railway, and
interesting scenic points are noted from Lake Bennett, the
headwaters of the Yukon river, along the course of the stream,
showing the steamer transportation to the landing at Miles Canyon,
the transportation by the horse tramway around the White Horse
Rapids and the lower river with the boats plying on it. Nearly
all the pictures obtained are motion ones, a few stationary
pictures being obtained of the mounted police patrol and the
various stations.
In the gold fields the views taken illustrate the peculiar
methods of mining, from the thawing of the ground by huge
bonfires, the washing out of the virgin gold from the gold-bearing
gravel, many feet below the surface, and the final packing of the
gold on pack trains for Dawson.
Mr. Crahan has a fine sample of the gold from the Klondike
fields, which, contrary to the usual belief, is not in fine flakes
or dust, but in small nuggets, varying in size from bird seed to a
good sized chestnut. A peculiarity of each of these is that they
show signs of fusion from intense heat, and of subsequent abrasion
from the disintegration of the quartz-bearing rock.
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Prospecting is now in active progress to find the veins of
rock from which these gold nuggests have been separated. The
general belief among the oldest miners and prospectors on the
ground is that the search will prove futile, it being the belief
that these quartz veins were originally near the summits of the
mountains, and that the disintegration and wearing away of cycles
of years has destroyed them, leaving their riches only in the beds
of gravel where they now are found.
It has been the intention of the company to put this series of
moving pictures on view first at the Paris Exposition next Spring,
but it has just been decided to place them on exhibition at once.
Competent lecturers of experience and familiarity with the
Klondike will be secured, and a course of lectures given on the
subject, illustrated by these films. They will cover the entire
field of life in the Klondike. These pictures are taken with the
newly perfected giant kinetoscope, in which the pictures taken are
nearly nine times the size of those in the ordinary machine. Up
to this time the kinetoscope pictures on the films have been
three-quarters of an inch high by one inch wide. The new pictures
are two inches high and three inches wide. To produce these
pictures it has been necessary to reduce the speed of the machine,
and whereas the old style pictures were taken at the rate of
forty-five a second, the new ones are taken at the rate of twenty
a second. A great gain has thus been secured in clearness of
definition, as well as affording much greater scope for coloring
the films.
Mr. Bonine and Mr. Crahan expect to go to the Paris Exposition
with these attractions in March.
The party brought back with them a team of six
"Huskies,"
or
Alaskan dogs. These are the same as were used by Peary in his
Arctic explorations. They are a cross between the wolf and the
Spitz dog, and are hardy and tough. They are as a rule
good-natured and of an affectionate disposition to those that they
know, although strangers do not find it easy to make friends with
them. The party also brought back with them a large collection of
curios, illustrative of the life, customs, and manners of the
Alaskan natives.
end.
* From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File. 1899. Motion Pictures. "In the
Oranges", N.Y. World. Jersey Edition, 10/30/99: (in part)
"William Kennedy Laurie Dickson, of Orange, who has been in Europe
for a long time taking pictures for the Mutasope (sic) Company,
has gone to South Africa. John Seward, son of Dr. John L. Seward,
of Orange, is with Mr. Dickson. R. K. Bonine and Thomas Crahan
have returned from the Klondike, where they were taking pictures
for Thomas Edison."
* From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File. 1899. Motion Pictures. "KLONDYKE
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PICTURES FOR PARIS, Edison Developing Largest Continuous Films
Ever Taken.", N.Y. Press. 10/30/1899: (In its entirity)
ORANGE, N. J., Oct. z3.- Workmen are busy in the Edison
laboratory, in West Orange, developing the most unique collection
of moving picture films ever yet exhibited. The pictures were
brought back by a party of photographers who were sent to the
Klondyke by the Edison Company, and are intended to be part of the
Edison exhibit in the Paris Exposition.
All of the films which so far have been developed are
successes, and the entire series will exhibit the actual life in
the Klondyke regions as it has never before been illustrated.
R. K. Bonine, Mr. Edison's personal representative, and Thomas
Crahan were the heads of the photographing party, which started
for the Klondyke in June, 1898. (sic) Mr. Bonine previously had
visited the region, and was in charge of the route and selection
of scenes to be photographed. Among the films are scenes in the
Klondyke all along the route between Skaguay, on the Alaska coast
to Dawson. They also show views of mining and washing of gold.
The pictures were taken with a new giant machine arranged by
Mr. Edison for the trip. It took pictures nine times the size of
the ordinary film pictures. To use the larger film it was
necessary to reduce the speed of the machine from forty-five to
twenty pictures a second. The scenes gained in clearness by the
process. end.
* From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1900, Motion Picture ?
Dissolution of the contract between Edsion and Crahan. Edison
gets the Klondike films, lock, stock and barrel. (in its
entirity )
An indenture made this eighteenth day of June, Nineteen
hundred, between Thomas Crahan of trie f'rst part, the Klondike
Exposition Company, a corporation, of the second part and Thomas
A.Edison (sic) of the third part:
WHEREAS on the fourteenth day of March, A.D. Eighteen hundred
and Ninety-nine an agreement was entered into between the said
Thomas A.Edison and the said Thomas Crahan in regard to taking by
photographic process and exhibiting as moving pictures, certain
places and scenes, in which contract it is provided that the said
Thomas Crahan should forthwith cause to be organized under the
laws of the State of New Jersey, a corporate c.i
-
: -rlrh
corporation all the rights of the said Thomas Crahan under said
contract should be assigned, a copy of which contract is hereto
annexed marked "Schedule
A."
AND WHEREAS the said Thomas Crahan did in pursuance of the
provisions of said contract cause to to organized under the laws
of the State of New Jersey, a corporation under the name of the
Klondike Exposition Company, being the said party of the second
part and did assign to the said party of the second , all his
rights under said contract.
AND WHEREAS by a contract contained in two letters, one a
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letter of the said ThomasA. Edison (sic) to the said Thomas Crahan,
Manager of the said Klondike Exposition Company, dated January
sixteenth, Nineteen hundred and the other, a letter from the said
Thomas Crahan, Manager as aforesaid, to the said Thomas A.Edison,
dated January eighteenth, Nineteen hundred, the said first
mentioned contract was by mutual consent materially modified and
changed; copies of which letters are hereto annexed marked
"Schedule B" and "Schedule C" respectively.
AND WHEREAS the said parties of the first and second part and
the said party of the third part have mutually agreed to (end p.l)
abrogate the said contracts and to release each other from any
claims or demands of or from each other on account thereof.
NOW THEREFORE THIS INDENTURE WITNESSES that the said parties
of the first and second part, inconsideration (sic) of the sum of
Five thousand dollars, to be paid by the party of the third part
to the party of the second part in the manner hereinafter
provided, have released and discharged, and by these presents do
release and discharge the said party of the third part, his heirs,
executors and administrators, of and from any and all joint or
several claims and demands at law or in equity of the said parties
of the first and second parts, arising from or on account of said
contracts, or of or from any matter or thing arising from said
contracts, as fully as if the said contracts or either of them had
never been entered into.
AND it is further agreed that all photographic machines,
projecting machines, and films both positives and negatives, made,
taken or furnished under the provisions of the said contracts, or
either of them, shall be and remain the sole property of the said
ThomasA. Edison; (sic) and that any such machines, or films now in
the possession of the said parties of the first or second part ,
shall forthwith be delivered to the said Thomas A.Edsion.
AND it is further agreed that the said consideration sum of
Five thousand dollars shall be paid as follows; Two thousand Five
hundred dollars to be paid by the said Thomas A.Edison to the said
Klondike Exposition Company, in cash on the signing of this
instrument; in satisfaction of the balance of Two thousand Five
hundred dollars, the said Thomas A.Edison shall cause to be
delivered to the Klondike Exposition Company on demand, such of
the goods regularly manufactured or sold by the National
Phonograph Company, the Edison Manufacturing Company or the Bates
Manufacturing Company, as the said Klondike Exposition Company
shall by its proper officers select, to the (end of p. 2)
aggregate value of Two thousand Five hundred dollars, such value
to be ascertained by computing the values of such goods so
selected at the lowest prices (including discounts for the largest
quantities) that the said goods are now sold anywhere in the
United States by the said corporations so manufacturing or selling
them.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties of the first and second
part have hereto set their respective hands and seals, and the
said party of the second part has caused these presents to be
signed in its name by its Vice-President and its corporate seal to
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be hereto affixed attested to by its Secretary, in duplicate, the
day and year first above written.
Signed, sealed and delivered : (in script) Klondike Exposition Co
by Thomas Crahan Vice President
Thomas Crahan
Thos A. Edison
In the presence of :
(signed) Howard W. Hayes
(Schedule A is the contract already reproduced.)
SCHEDULE B.
Orange, N.J., Jan, 10, (16?) 19oo.
Thomas Crahan, Esq., Manager,
Klondike Exposition Co.,
Cambridgeport , Mass.
Dear Sir:-
Confirming our conversation , I desire to make the following
proposition, based upon your statement that the Klondike
Exposition Company has expended to date Seventy-three Hundred and
Eighty-five Dollars (*7385) in procuring films of different scenes
in the Klondike country:
1st. That I will furnish projecting machines and positive
films from the negatives that have been furnished by you up to an
amount, for such machines and positive films, of Seventy-three
Hundred and Eighty-fi9ve Dollars ($7385), such films being
estimated at twenty cents (20c) per lineal foot, and the machines
to be furnished at a price not to exceed Two hundred Dollars
($200. ) each.
2nd. The machines and positive films to remain my property and
be under my control, subject to their use for exhibiting as now
comtemplated (sic).
3rd. That the net receipts from exhibiting such machinery and
positive films shall be equally divided between the Klondike
Exposition Co. and myself.
4th. You toreceive (sic) a salary of Sixty dollars (*60) per
week and expenses, same to be deducted before any net profits are
disbursed.
5th. In case any extra films are to be supplied to keep each
outfit complete, such films are to be paid for in cash at a rate
not to exceed (20c) twenty cents per lineal foot, the amount of
same to be deducted before any net profits are disbursed.
This arrangement can be abrogated by either you or myself upon
giving six months n written (sic) notice, but so long as this
understanding shall stand it shall be a substitute for the
contract dated the 14th day of March, 1899, and not otherwise.
Yours very truly,
Thomas A. Edison.
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SCHEDULE C.
New York, January 18th, 1900.
Mr. Thomas A. Edison,
Orange, N. J.
Dear Sir:-
In reply to your letter of January 16th I beg to say
that the proposition is accepted.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) Thomas Crahan
Manager Klondike Exposition Co.
end of INDENTURE contract of June 18, 1900.
A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1900, Motion Picture - Kinetograph,
Synopses of relevent stuff:
Letter from Wm. Gilmore to Howard W. Hayes, enclosing documentia
regarding the dissolution of the contract between Edison and
Crahan/Klondike Exposition Co. , dated June 15, 1900. Letter seeks
signatures from officers of Klondike making release of contractual
obligations official. Second-to-Last paragraph implies that
officers of Klondike Expo Co. didn't know where to find Crahan, or
that Crahan had separated himself from the officers.
Letter from Wm. Gilmore to Howard W. Hayes, confirming release
from the contract, and citing an upcoming stockholder meeting to
approve instrument of release.
Minutes: "A regular meeting of the Stockholders of the Klondike
Exposition Company held this eleventh day of July, 1900, at its
principal office at the Edison Laboratory, corner of Valley Road
and Lakeside Avenue, West Orange, N ._ J. new P: The meeting
was called to order, and Thomas A. Alison was chosen Chairman, and
Thomas Crahan, Secretary. new P: On motion the meeting was
adjourned until Monday the 16th day of July, 1900, at 2 o'clock P.
M. at the same place."
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Minutes of the stockholder's meeting, Monday, July 16, 1900, in
Orange, N.J. Included: "Mr. Crahan reported to the meeting that
he had arranged a settlement with Mr. Edison of the matter in
dispute betwen Mr. Edison and the Company, and had executed in
behalf of the Company, an agreement as follows: (...blank...)"
Presumably the contract reproduced earlier in this file. The
motion in favor of Crahan 's settlement carried.
A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File. 1900, M. P. - Kinetograph":
Handwritten note from Edison to someone named "John". (in its
entirity )
John -
Some of the pictures on the Klondike have been taken so they
are not equally distant on the film - when we project them on the
screen the whole picture moves up a foot, then down 6 inches then
up & so on - The Biograph have a corrector for correcting
negatives so that although the negative prints vary on the film
the positives are equidistant (end p.l)
We want you to get up a machine for printing from a negative
on a positive so we can make all the pictures on the positive
equidistant apart.
The Biograph people do this by taking the negative & at the
bottom and at the edge of each picture on the negative they punch
2 little round holes & feed the negative by these holes when the
positive is under it - Skimerhorn (sic: he meant Schermerhorn)
will give you <a few feet of (end p. 2)
positives to experiment with as he does not wish to use the
negative till you have worked out your plan for correction, with
positives, then if its OK we can use it to print corrected
positives Edison
Missing Page
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT K. BONINE. (1900 through 1903 Biograph Years,
inclusive )
A
1900
From: Edison National Historic Site, West Orange, New Jersey.
Legal Box 173.
SUMMARY OF BONINE'S TESTIMONY IN EQUITY 6928:
From Legal Box No. 173.
United States Circuit Court, Southern District of New York.
Thomas A. Edison vs. American Mutoscope Company and Benjamin F.
Keith. In Equity. No. 6928.
On Letters Patent of the United States No. 589,168, granted August
31, 1897, to Thomas A. Edison for Kinetographic Camera.
COMPLAINANT'S RECORD. Richard N. Dyer, Solicitor for Complainant.
S. 0. Edmonds, Of Counsel.
page 342
DEPOSITION OF R. K. BONINE.
ROBERT K. BONINE, a witness produced on behalf of complainant,
being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. DYER:
1Q. What is your name, age, residence, and occupation?
page 343
A. Robert K. Bonine; thirty-six years of age; residence,
Orange, N.J.; occupation, photographer.
2Q. Have you, at the request of complainant's counsel, made
photographs of the complainant's model exhibits in this case?
A. I have.
3Q. Will you please produce them?
A. I now produce the photographs referred to.
4Q. Please state what these photographs are.
A. The first photograph is one of Complainant's Exhibit Edison
Cylinder No. 1.
- offered in evidence -
(Witness continuing: ) The second photograph is that of
Complainant's Exhibit Edison Cylinder No. 2.
- offered in evidence -
(Witness continuing: ) The third photograph is that of
Complainant's Exhibit Edison Cylinder No. 3.
- offered in evidence -
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(Witness continuing:) The fourth photograph is that of
Complainant's Exhibit Bearing for Cylinder Machine.
- offered in evidence -
(Witness continuing:) The fifth photograph is that of
Complainant's Exhibit Edison Punching Machine.
- offered in evidence -
page 344
(Witness continuing:) The next four photographs are different
views of Complainant's Exhibit Edison 1889 Strip Kinetograph.
- offered in evidence, marked 1 thru 4 -
(Witness continuing: ) The next two photographs are different
views of Complainant's Exhibit Edison 1889 Kinetoscope, placed on
its side on a supporting box in order to get sufficient light.
- offered in evidence, marked 1 and 2 -
(Witness continuing: ) The next photograph is a print of a portion
of Complainant's Exhibit Defendant's Negative Film and
Complainant's Exhibit Defendant's Film, the negative film being
marked on the sheet "No. 1," and the defendant's film being marked
on the sheet "No. 2. "
- offered in evidence as "Complainant's Exhibit Print
of Defendant's Films." -
(Witness continuing:) The nest photograph is a print of a portion
of Complainant's Exhibit Edison Cylinder Strip No. 1, Edison
Cylinder Strip No. 2 and Edison Cylinder Strip No. 3, placed side
by side, the strips being numbered respectively 1, 2 and 3 on the
print.
- offered in evidence as "Complainant's Exhibit Print
of Edison Cylinder Strips." -
(Witness continuing:) The next photograph is a print of
Complainant's Exhibit Strips Nos. 1 and 2, and Complainant's
Exhibit Edison Clear Film.
- offered in evidence -
page 345
5Q. Have you, at the request of complainant's counsel, made a
set of photographs of objects situated different distances apart
and with a camera moved to three different positions?
A. I have, and here produce the three photographs.
- offered in evidence and marked "Complainant's
Exhibit Bonine Photographs Nos. 1, 2 and 3. -
6Q. Please explain the conditions under which these photographs
were taken.
A. Four wooden cylinders each 3 7/8 inches long and 2 1/16 inch
in diameter were placed on a table at the corners of,
approximately, a square, the sides of which were about 6 inches
measured from the centre of one cylinder to the centre of another.
The camera was placed so as to face a corner of the square, and
the cylinder at the rear was surmounted by a short length of a
smaller cylinder to readily distinguish it. The distance from the
front lens of the camera to the centre of the nearest cylinder was
36 1/4 inches; a photograph was then taken Bonine Photograph
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No. 1. The camera was then moved to the right 3 1/8 inches, and
another photograph was taken Bonine Potograph (sic) No. 2. The
camera was then shifted to the left 6 1/4 inches or 3 1/8 inches
from the central position, and a third photograph taken -- Bonine
Photograph No. 3. The distance between the centre of the cylinder
nearest the camera and the centre of the cylinder farthest from
the camera was 9 1/2 inches, wl.i]-. the distance between the
centres of the cylinders at the right and left was 8 inches.
No cross-examination.
Signature and certificate waived.
- end of Bonine testimony -
A From: Edison Archives, Edison National Historic Site, West
Orange, NJ. Document File, 1900. Motion Picture Agreements
Between Edison and A.M. & B. (Is this how Bonine made films for
Biograph, or is this how Biograph obtained copyright to Edison
filns =; : . by Bonine?)
AGREEMENT made this eleventh day of April, Nineteen Hundred,
between :
THOMAS A. EDISON, trading under the firm name and style of the
EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of Orange, New Jersey, hereinafter
called "The Vendor", first party and
THE AMERICAN MUTOSCOPE AND BIOGRAPH COMPANY, hereinafter
called "The Purchaser" second party :
WITNESSETH :
In consideration of the payment by the purchaser to the vendor
of the sum of Twenty Five Hundred Dollars (S2500) at and upon the
execution and delivery of this contract, it is hereby mutualy
covenanted as follows :
FIRST : The vendor hereby agrees to sell, assign and set over
to the purchaser at any time upon written demand, within ninety
days from the date hereof, as a going concern, the business for
the United States and Canada carried on by the vendor known as his
kinetoscope and moving picture business, together with the
business of manufacturing, developing, printing and selling of
films, as the same is and has been conducted by him, together with
all patents for the United States and Canada on kinetoscopes and
kinetographs, together with all patents for the United States and
Canada for the manufacturing, developing and printing of films and
all applications for such patents upon kinetoscopes, kinetographs
and projecting apparatus suitable for use in the moving picture
business which the same vendor may personally have now pending in
the Patent Office at Washington and Ottawa, together with an
assignment of any and all of said patents or applications
thereafter, which may be held in trust for him, or to which he may
be equitably entitled, together with all copyrights of the United
States and Canada on films and also the trade names, Edison
Kinetoscope and Edison Kinetograph, and the good will of the said
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business ; together with the stock on hand of the vendor,
consisting of kinetoscopes and kinetographs, printing machinery,
finished and in process of manufacture, also films, film stock and
negatives.
All of said property the vendor hereby covenants shall be free
and clear of all liens, charges and encumberances whatsoever, save
a certain contract with the Klonidike Exposition Co. , by Thomas
Crahan, Manager, dated January 16th, 1900, a copy of which is
hereto annexed, and a contract made with the American Parlor
Kinetoscope Co., of Washington, D. C. , a copy of which is also
hereto annexed. The obligations of these contracts whall be
assigned by the purchaser and the vendor (two words unclear in
script)... from any future liabilities thereunder.
The consideration for said sale shall be the sum of Three
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000) in cash, the Twenty-five
hundred dollars ($2,500) paid hereon being credited upon the said
amount, and also a sum not to exceed the sum of Thirty Thousand
Dollars ($30,000) in cash, the same to be computed from the book
cost to the vendor of the stock and property, other than patents,
applications and copyrights herein referred to, except that in
computing the said sum the negatives shall be taken at the price
of Twenty-five Dollars ($25) for each negative. Should the total
of said book valuations and the negatives at said price, be less
than the sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) in cash, then
such less sum shall be paid to the vendor by the purchaser, within
ninety days from the exercise of this option.
In addition thereto, the purchaser shall pay the sum of Five
Thousand dollars ($5,000) per annum for the term of twelve years
from the date of the said sale, and the purchaser shall covenant
with the vendor that no dividend of any kind shall be paid upon
the capital stock of the purchaser or its assignee before the
prior payment of the said yearly payment of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000), shall have been made to the vendor during any year of
said term.
The purchaser shall execute to the vendor a proper instrument
pledging all patents and patent rights for the United States and
Canada to be assigned to it by the vendor under this contract as
security for the payment provided for in this clause.
If the patent number (...blank...) now in litigation shall be
sustained by the Courts of the United States by a final decree
after a trial upon the merits thereof, then, and in that event, or
if in three years from the date hereof no decision shall be
rendered in a suit in said Courts involving the validity of said
patents, the purchaser shall pay to the vendor an additional sum
of Twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) in cash ; and if, at the
expiration of five years from the date of this contract the said
patent shall not have been successfully attacked and a judgement
or decree rendered by a United States Court against the said
patent, then and in that event, at the expiration of said five (5)
years, the purchaser shall pay to the vendor an additional sum of
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) in cash.
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In case of the purchase of the property covered by this
contract, then contemporaneously therewith, the vendor shall
execute a contract with the purchaser by which the vendor shall
obligate himself during a term of (..blank..) years from the date
hereof, not to engage or be or become interested directly or
indirectly, individually, as partner, stockholder, director,
officer, agent, employee, or otherwise, in the business (other
than that of the purchaser or the assignee of the purchaser
hereunder), of buying, manufacturing or selling kinetoscopes,
kinetographs, films or projecting machinery, used or capable of
being used in the moving picture business, or in the business of
kinetoscopy, except in the State of Nevada and Wyoming. This
covenant shall, however, terminate and be severally and separately
void upon the failure of the purchaser for sixty days after the
same shall become due to pay the Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000)
hereinabove provided for, at the expiration of any year for twelve
years as hereinbefore provided.
The vendor will act as a director of the purchaser, or any
corporation of good business standing which may take over the
property herein contracted for and especially covenants to give
his testimony in sustaining the patents herein agreed to be
assigned and to assist as far as possible in obtaining the
testimony of his employees to that end, and to exercise all due
and reasonable diligence to cooperate with the purchaser to
sustain the said patents ; and that he will do nothing to prevent
the same from being sustained, or act in any way hostile to the
said patents. And that the vendor will not directly or
indirectly, atack or assist in the attack of and upon any patents,
which the purchaser now owns or controls, or which may be
hereafter owned and controlled by them relating to the art of
moving pictures.
The vendor will also turn over all papers relating to the said
business and the said suit upon the said patents now in
litigation, and will permit his attorney Mr. Richard N. Dyer, to
aid in sustaining the said patents.
The vendor further covenants that he will forthwith instruct
his attorney to enter an order adjourning the litigation now
pending between the vendor and the purchaser affecting said
patents herinabove referred to and until the Fall Term of the
United States Circuit Court, and that the said ajournment shall be
made.
The vendor hereby covenants that except as herein set forth,
he has not sold, licensed, leased or parted with, any
kinetographic camera, or any right of, in and to the patents
herein contracted to be assigned, which would deprive the
purchaser of the exclusive right to manufacture, use or sell
kinetographic cameras, or the picture bearing slips produced
therewith, and that he has a full right to assign and convey the
rights herein purported to be assigned and conveyed.
This contract shall be and be considered to be an option to
purchase.
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If this, option is not exercised within the ninety days
aforesaid, the said Twenty-five hundred dollars ($2500) shall be
forfeited to the ven::r.
This contract shall bind the parties hereto, their niminees,
personal representatives, successors and assigns respectively, as
fuly as though they had executed these presents.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the vendor has hereunto set his hand and
seal, and the second party has caused these presents to be sealed
and executed by its officer thereunto duly authorized, the day and
year first above written.
SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED
IN THE PRESENCE OF :
(blank copy, no signatures.)
A
1901
From "Robert K. Bonine, Pioneer in Movie Photography, Dead",
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Wed. Sept. 12, 1923, p. 2.
"Bonine first came to Honolulu in 1901 on his way to China to make
motion pictures for the old Biograph Co. of New York of subjects
in connection with the Boxer uprising...."
From Niver, Kemp. Biograph Bulletins 1896 - 1908. Los Angeles:
Locare Research Group, 1971.
(See also: Niver, Kemp. Early Motion Pictures, the Paper Print
Collection in the Library of Congress. Washington, DC: Library
of Congress, 1985.
July 1901
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
2032 A RICKSHAW PARADE. KIOTO, JAPAN.
A party of naitves (sic) in queer two-wheeled vehicles
drawn by coolies.
2013 SAMPANS RACING TOWARD AN INCOMING LINER
Scene in Kobe Harbor, Japan. Picture full of animation.
August 1901
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
2023 A BUSY THOROUGHFARE
Bridge traffic and native carts at Manila, Philippines.
1964 CUTTING SUGAR CANE
Natives at work, Honolulu, Hawaiian Is. Exceedingly well
arranged.
1965 KANAKA BOYS DIVING
Native youngsters of Hawaii diving for coins.
1968 TRAIN OF SUGAR CANE ON WAY TO CRUSHER
Illustrating sugar .:st;y in the Hawaiian Islands.
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September, 1901
From Biograph Bulletins! Bonine films:
2051 ARRIVAL OF TONGKIN TRAIN
Showing arrival of Chinese passenger train at station,
Tien-Tsin.
2052 THE CHIEN-MEN GATE, PEKIN, CHINA
Showing native vehicles, thoroughly characteristic
of China.
2055 COALING A STEAMER IN NAGASAKI BAY, JAPAN
Splendid picture showing coolie men and women coaling big
ocean-going steamer.
2025 A FILIPINO COCK FIGHT
A fine picture. The birds are very lively.
2029 JAPANESE FENCING
Showing peculiar style of fencing in vogue in Kioto, Japan.
A
1902
January, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
2083 EELING THROUGH THE ICE
Fisherman chops hole in ice and spears for eels.
2086 ICE YACHT RACING
Five fast yachts travelling at very high speed.
2084 A SPILL FROM AN ICE YACHT
Ice-boat approaches camera at high speed, swerves and
dumps off the yachtsmen.
2082 ' STARTING A SKYSCRAPER
Taken in immense excavation for foundation of new Macy
Building, New York.
February, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
2096 AMATEUR SKI JUMPERS
Humerous efforts of beginners to manage skis.
2112 LAUNCH OF METEOR III. (3 1/2 lengths).
Miss Roosevelt launches the Kaiser's Yankee yacht.
2093 QUEBEC FIRE DEPARTMENT ON SLEDS (2 lengths).
A complete fire department turn out on sleighs.
2101 RUN OF A SNOW SHOE CLUB
A Quebec club in a cross country run. Showing also a
"husky" dog team.
2095 WHAT HO! SHE BUMPS! (1 1/2 length).
Delights and perils of winter sports in Canada.
March, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
2110 PRINCE HENRY AT WEST POINT, N. Y. (2 lengths).
Prince and escort reviewing cadets of U. S. Military
Academy -
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April, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins! Bonine films:
Handbill dated Aug. 20, 1902:
3. FOXY GRANDPA!
The great scenes arranged by "bunny" and enacted by Jos. J.
Hart and his original company-
Positively the only moving picture production of the most
attractive comic character of modern times.
500 ft. in all- Sold in any lengths- - 15@ per ft.
(My note: was "Bunny" a nickname for Bonine, or for a member of
Hart's company?*)
August, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
Handbill dated Aug. 20, 1902:
2. THE CORONATION PARADE.
King Edward and Queen Alexandra in the gorgeous chariot of
state accompanied by lords, noblemen, peers of the realm, generals
of the army, admirals, foreign princes, etc. All clear and
beautiful photographically.
Going to Westminster Abbey 200 ft.- - 15@ per ft.
Returning from " 100 ft.- - 15< per ft.
Sold only in 200 and 100 ft. lengths.
September, 1902
From Biograph Bulletins: Bonine films:
(In entirity)
Bulletin No. 1.
FUTURITY RACE FILMS.
The Futurity of 1092, run at Sheepshead Bay on August 30, was
as you doubtless know, not only the greatest race of the year, but
one of the most successful events in the turf history of America.
Twenty six horses ran, John A. Drake's colt, Savable, winning by a
nose. We secured a spendid film of the race and had the only
moving picture camera at the track. We show the crowd, the start,
then the driving finish, and finally the winning horses going back
to the Judge's stand, with an excellent picture of the crack
Jockey Lyne walking back to the paddock. This film is about 135
feet long and we offer it at our regular price for Standard size
sprocket film - 15 cents per foot. You will do well to order this
at once.
Don't forget that we are selling the genuine Melies $10,000
(sic) production of the Coronation in Westminster Abbey, 250 feet
at $37.50, the same price others are asking for dupes. We have
also the original films of the Coronation parades at 15 cents a
foot. The Foxy Grandpa series, by Jos. J. Hart and the original
company, is catching on in great style and should be included in
your programme. This and all Standard size films (over 2,000
subjects) at 15 cents per foot.
AMERICAN MUTOSCOPE & BIOGRAPH CO.,
841 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Chicago branch, 128 Clark Street.
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Kemp Niver 's margin note:
"In September of 1902, the American Mutoscope & Biograph Company
issued the first in a long series of numbered bulletins. This
also seems to be one of the earliest mentions of their branch at
128 Clark Street in Chicago, as well as of the establishment of
their price-per-foot policy in selling
films."
(My note: Bonine was involved in all three of the events
mentioned above; he is listed solely as shooting the FUTURITY, he
was at the Coronation, (perhaps only the parade material is his,
the inside stuff belongs to Melies), and Bonine is listed as the
cameraman for the FOXY GRANDPA series. In short, he dominated
A.M. & B.'s first bulletin. Ironically, it appears that FUTURITY
was the last film Bonine shot for American Mutoscope and Biograph
Co. )
A
1902
A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1902, Motion Picture -
Legal :
Clippings dated March 13 - 15, 1902, specifying outcome of Equity
suit against Biograph.
AFrom: Edison Archives, Document File, 1902, Motion Picture -
Legal :
Clippings various dates in June concerning Edison, among which are
Supreme Court denying Edison a writ of certiorari in the
Biograph case upholding lower court decision.
A piece concerning the Armat-Biograph suit.
Pieces on Edison failing to get an injunction on copyright
infringement against Sigmund Lubin for his films of the
christening of the yacht "Meteor". Most complete piece:
"A SET-BACK FOR EDISON. Court Refused Him and Injuction in
Moving-Picture Case.", Philadelphia Record, June 26, 1902:
Thomas A. Edison, the well-known inventor, was yerterday
refused a preliminary injunction by Judge Dallas in the United
States Circuit Court in the equity suit which he instituted
against Sigmund Lubin, of Philadelphia, to have the latter
enjoined from infringing on an alleged copyrighted life motion
picture film called "The Launching of Kaiser Wilhelm's Yacht
Meteor . "
Ex-Judge Howard W. Hayes contended on behalf of Mr. Edison
that no matter how many separate pictures were on one positive
film, the same could be copyrighted as a whole by one
registration, while Lawyers Gustavus Sickles and Charles N. Butler
contended that it was necessary to separately copyright each
picture appearing on the film. Judge
Dallas adopted the
contention of the defendant's counsel and refused a preliminary
injunction. end.
Biograph carried a title "Launch of Meteor III", film no. 2112,
from February, 1902. Shot by Bonine, it is described "Miss
Roosevelt launches the Kaiser's Yankee
yacht."
Missing Page
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT K. BONINE.
Hawaii )
(1903 through April 1906, prior to
Between Autumn 1902 and 1906:
From "MANY SCENES OF HAWAII SECURED", Hawaiian Gazette, July 13,
1906, p. 6.
In the course of his work for the Edison company, Mr. Bonine
has travelled through mose (sic) of the picturesque parts of the
Earth. With his camera he has passed up the wondrous valley of
the Rhine, through the scenic sections of Southern France and
Switzerland, in the wonderlands of Yellowstone National Park,
through the White Horse Pass and into the gold gulches of the
Klondike, along the Great Lakes and through the Orient....
(What of dates for these, some are earlier than 1902)
A
1905
From: Edison Archives, Copyright files.
#185: President Roosevelt's Inauguration
Photographed by E. S. Porter and R. K. Bonine; Ma
Washington, D.C. Application postmarked 3/6/05, r
package nos. 1343 & 1344. 920 feet. First film s
3/6/05, by "messenger c/o NY Office" to P. L. Wate
Accompanied by a list prepared by Mr. Moore, 3/7/0
specifies the scenes:
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S INAUGURATION
En Route To Capitol.
Ceremonies At Capitol.
Parade
West Point Cadets.
Naval Cadets.
Porto (sic) Rican Infantry.
Filipino Scouts.
Carlisle Indians.
7th . Cavalry , U . S . A .
Gov.Higgins & Staff New York
Gov. Pennypacker & Staff,
Pennsylvania.
Gen'l Fitz High Lee &
Richmond Light Infantry,
Virginia.
Americus Club,Pittsburgh , Pa.
Conkling Club,Utica, New York
"De-light-ed"
No.6122A,
No.6122B,
No.6122C,
No.6122D,
No.6122E,
No.6122F,
No.6122G,
No.6122H,
No. 61221,
No.6122J,
No.6122K,
No.6122L,
No.6122M,
No.6122N,
155 ft,
170
90
110
55
45
35
15
55
80
50
40
35
30
rch 4, 1905,
egistered
hipped on
rs.
5, which
. Class "A'
code
"VARIOUSLY"
"VARIPEDE"
"VARIQUEUX"
"VARKENS"
"VARKENSKOT"
"VARKENSMET-
"VARKENSNEK'
"VARKENSOOG'
"VARKENTJES1
"VARLETRY"
"VARLOAS"
"VARIOPANT"
"VARLOPE"
'VARNISHES"
995
No. 6122 Code VARI0L0IDE Total Length 1000 ft,
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A
1906
A From: Edison Archives, Document File. 1906, Motion Picture ?:
September 30th, 1905.
W. E. Gilmore Esq.,
Vice President & General Manager,
Edison Manufacturing Company,
Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Dear Sir,
You will doubtless remember the small amateur Kinetoscope
which I sent you last winter which arrived at the factory in
Orange in somewhat of a damaged condition, rendering it impossible
for you to properly form an i9dea of its merits. You will also
remember that during my visit at Orange the latter part of last
December we discussed the matter of this samll Kinetoscope and
both yourself and Mr. Edison appeared to be of the opinion that
there was something in it, provided, it could be brought to state
of perfection so that the amateur could take and reproduce
pictures on the same machine.
Since returning to this country I have acquired possession of
various patents relating to this apparatus in the following
countries, United States, Belgium, France, Germany, Austria, and
have carried on experiments which have at last resulted in a very
perfect instrument. The apparatus in question has now passed
entirely out of the experimental stage and negatives can be
recorded on it, positive prints made and reproduced, whithout any
change whatever being made in connection with the machinery or
lenses. We have also gone so far as to have one of the best
manufacturing concerns here give me a manufacturing figure on the
article and I am absolutely certain that it could be made complete
including taking device, reproducing and photographic lenses for
less than one dollar, in fact I have a quotation covering the
manufacturing complete, of three shillings and eightpence, which
is roughly 91 cents.
I am sending you by next parcel post a perfect model of this
device together with several disc negatives and positive papers
suitable for printing the records. I shall also include in the
package directions for operating the camera, developing the
negatives, making the paper reproductions. I am sure one of your
people at the works will have no trouble in making some test
pictures for you and demonstrating the nevelty and usefulness of
this little device which I have christended the "kino
Kamm"
. I am
sure you are looking for some device of this kind in order that
the moving pictures can be introduced into the home similar to the
phonograph. I have no doubt that after using this little camera
you will conclude there is a large field for it. Of course I
consider it my duty to submit this apparatus to my own Company
before offering it or showing it to anyone else, and therefore I
am sending the model to you for your inspection and opinion, which
I shall value very highly.
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I should also be glad if you would direct the matter to the
attention of Mr. Edison, as I feel that he would doubtless be
interested. If you care to have Mr. Dyer make a patent inspection
permit me to tell you that the United States patent is not yet
issued but the application number is 272,766 filed August 4th,
1905.
Leaving the matter in your hands and trusting to hear from you
in the very near future as to your ideas on this matter, I am,
with kindest regards,
Most sincerely yours,
(signed) (J.H. White)
Managing Director.
(Edison Manufacturing Co., 25 Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.)
A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1905, Motion Picture: (in
entirity )
Mr. Moore:
You have got to come sometime to this matter, and I wish you
would go over this, or, if you have not the time, then let Bonine
or some other competent person go over it, and then I would like
to have a full report as to what you think of it.
12/13/05. W.E.G.
enc-
(presumably the enclosure was the following handwritten note:)
"The kinetoscope and 3 pkgs of negatives are in my desk.
JWW"
dated 12/8/05. (Would JWW be the "Weber" that Gilmore mentions
in his letter to Schermerhorn?)
A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1905, Motion Picture ?
Letter from White in London to Gilmore in NJ, text complete:
November 11, 1905
Dear Sir:
With further reference to my letter of September 30th
regarding small amateur kinetoscope, I am pleased to advise you
that I have to-day shipped a model by parcels post directed to you
personally at Orange. The package has been marked "Sample
Kinetograph Only" so that I think you will have no trouble in
having it passed through the Orange Post Office.
I shall send you by next post another model which will be more
complete in one or two slight details. I shall also send a third
model through Mr.Walter Stevens so that there will be no question
of one of the three reaching you in perfect condition.
Very sincerely yours,
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED
(signed) <^-H- White>
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1905, Motion Picture ?
ROUGH INSTRUCTIONS for OPERATING "THE KINOKAN" . (sic)
First open the box in Dark Room and taking a film from the
pocket place the little slot on the edge of the film under the
head at the outer end of the spring and the hole in the centre of
the film over the centre stud in the gear; then put on the
shutter, being careful to see that the slots come either side of
the opening window.
"This should always be so unless the gears are taken apart
"and not properly adjusted and put together"
The correct adjustment when handle is held by the stop is for the
spring to rest on the first pin beyond the pinion shaft. Hold the
camera with the window at the top and close the box securing it
with the hooks and turn the lens block on the top of the camera so
that the small photographic lens comes directly ober the window.
The camera is now ready for taking a disc record.
When you have the subject properly showing in the finder,
which will be found on the end of block and under magnifying
glass, with a slight pressure of the thumb carefully press back
the stop which you will find on the back of camera, then give the
handle about 1/4 turn. Remove the thumb from the stop and
continue to turn the handle at about one turn per second until the
motion is arrested by the automatic stop.
You will then have made 24 exposures, and reversing operations
the film can be taken out in the Dark Room and developed the same
as any ordinary negative.
Bromide or solio prints can then be made on disc papers cut to
the exact measurement of the film. After toning and fixing same
they can be placed on the camera, the stop pressed back and
secured by the hook. The handle can be revolved as many times as
required, thus repeating the motion of the subject.
Of course in reproducing the picture the shutter is abandoned
and the lens plug is turned so that the magnifying glass instead
of the photographic lens comes over the opening. (end)
* From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1905, Motion Picture:
Letter from White in London to Gilmore in NJ, text complete:
November 13th, 1905
Dear sir,
I regret that in sending you model of the amateur kinetoscope
last week I did not include in the packet negatives for making
exposures and paper for printing same. I am therefore, sending
you under separate cover by today's post, one packet containing
one dozen disc negatives and one packet containing one dozen solio
paper discs for printing. These will go forward addressed to you
direct to Orange. The are very carefully packed and properly
protected, and I trust they will reach you in good order. I
presume you will give proper instructions to ensure these being
opened in a dark room only.
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I am also sending with the packet of printing paper one disc
that is printed and finished, and although this print is by no
means a good one, it will serve to illustrate the possibilities of
the small camera, and will also give your people a good idea as to
the density at which the picture should be printed.
Very truly yours,
(signed) (J.H. White)
Managing Director.
A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1906, Motion Picture ?:
Jan 15th, 1906.
Mr. W. E. Gilmore :-
I herewith attach report of R. K. Bonine on the three
"Kinokams"
and supplies recently received from J. H. White, which
shows that practically all of this material was received in a
defective condition. The workmanship on all of these
"kinokams"
is of very inferior quality. Even if they had been perfect, I do
not see how they could be of any commercial value to the Edison
Manufacturing Co. As far as I am able to learn, the "Kinokam"
does not embody any new idea. It is simply a cheap modification
of some old ideas on the same lines. I have consulted with Mr.
Dyer in regard to the patent question, and he states that even if
the application now before the patent office should be granted, in
his opinion it would not be of any value.
From a commercial point of view, which is the only point from
which I desire to express an opinion, I do not see that it would
be any advantage to the Edison Manufacturing Co. to take up the
manufacture of this article. I think the manufacture of this
article becongs to camera manufacturers, and in manufacturing a
device of this kind the profit would accrue from the sale of
supplies. I believe that the Eastman Kodak Co. could almost
afford to give away their kodaks in order to increase their supply
business.
Finally, I do not believe that it would be good policy to
place any camera on the market for the taking of motion pictures,
even in toy form, as it would only offer suggestions which would
lead to the manufacture and sale of motion picture cameras capable
of better work. If I am correctly informed, the depressed
condition of the motion picture business in England today is
primarily due to the fact that a number of manufacturers have
placed moving picture cqmeras on the market, with the result that
a large number of photographers and individuals own motion picture
cameras and have flooded the market with films, mostly of inferior
quality. I believe that the healthy condition of the motion
picture business in the United States has been due to the fact
that there are no motion picture cameras on the market, and the
only ones that can be bought are of foreign manufacture.
(signed) MOORE.
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Jan. 15th. 1906.
Mr. Moore :-
In regards to the several "Kinokams" and packages of supplies
turned over to me for examination, I have the following statement
to make:-
Two of the machines were received in badly crippled condition
and cannot be closed "light-tight", due perhaps to having been
made from wood insufficiently seasoned.
The remaining, third machine, I managed to repair sufficiently
to expose several test pieces of film - none of which have been
satisfactory - due in most part to the condition of the negative
film discs, received in a damaged condition - having been opened
or examined in too strong a light.
To satisfy myself of this, I put one of these discs in the
Developing Solution direct from the package, same showing strongly
of light exposure.
Owing to the natural inclination of the discs to "buckle", it
is very difficult to "load", as the film lifts the shutter disc
from its bearing when closing.
As the "taking" lens is not in focus, and of much wider angle
than the finder, it would be difficult to obtain a more
satisfactory test without considerable time in repairing and
re-setting the lenses.
Exposed negative discs attached herewith.
(Signed) R. K. Bonine.
A From: Edison Archives, Document File, 1906, Motion Picture ?:
Jan. 31, 1906
J. R. Schermerhorn, Esq. , Chairman of Directors,
Edison Manfacturing Co., Ltd.,
London, England.
My Dear John:
White has doubtless advised you of various letters that he has
written me in September and November with relation to a small
kinetoscope, on which he tells me he has secured the patents for
the United States, Belgium, France, Germany and Austria. We have
recived three models, and they reached us in very bad condition
indeed. However, we succeeded in getting one of them working, but
the reports that I have from Weber, Moore and Bonine are not at
all satisfactory. In the first place, the machines were not
workable, being poorly made; but generally speaking I do not see
wherein this would be of any advantage to us. It is nothing but a
toy, and I am sick and tired of doing anything in the toy line.
The reports that I have would indicate that there is nothing
very new in this idea, and Mr. Dyer advises that so far as the
patents are concerned he doubts if they could be sustained should
litigation ensue, as the ideas were anticipated some years ago on
practically the same lines.
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There is no doubt that this is something that could better be
handled by such people as the Eastman Kodak Co., but on the other
hand I doubt if they would take it up, as they have plenty to do
to get out the cameras that they are manufacturing, and if the
worst comes to the worst they could afford to give away
kodaks that is, their cheaper kodaks, so as to increase their
supply business, and the day may come when they will do it.
I am only writing you on this general subject inasmuch as
possibly White has been filling you up with "hot air" as to what
he is going to do with this, and so that youwill (sic) know what
our opinion is. No answer is necessary so far as I can see, as I
am going to simply drop it.
Yours very truly ,
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WEG/IWW
NOTE: All correspondence regarding the
"Kinokam" that bears a
receipt stamp from Edison is noted as being answered on 1/31/06. A
copy of that letter is not in the Document Files. J.H. White
didn't last too much longer as Managing Director of the National
Phonograph Co. /London. (Find out how much longer he lasted?)
Personally, I suspect that this venture contributed to his demise.
Very peripheral to Bonine...
A
Sometime around 1906: Joel C. Cohen and his Orpheum Company,
Ltd. , start the first regular theater movie presentations in
Hawaii. Several sometime operators and amateurs have been making
and showing motion pictures previous to this date, including Fred
Kiley and E. K. Fernandez. Several professional movie houses
follow the lead of Joel Cohen's ORPHEUM in the years following
1906. Among these other movie/variety theaters were:
- Eddie Tait's BIJOU Bethel Street
- The QUEEN (later The National) Hotel and Alakea Sts.
- The NOVELTY Nuuanu Ave. & Pauahi St.
- The PARK Fort St. & Chaplain Ln.
- The HAWAII (still extant) Hotel betw. Fort & Bethel Sts.
- The BONINE (R.K., Prop., 1910) Hotel betw. Bishop & Alakea Sts.
- The LIBERTY (built in 1912) Nuuanu Ave. near Beretania St.
From "The Theater in Hawaii", Paradise of the Pacific, December,
1941, p. 47. (The BONINE was not mentioned in the article.)
- note: find out about The QUEEN/NATIONAL, when it opened, and if
it took over the premises of The BONINE, which R. K. Bonine
operated only during 1910. For that matter, find out more about
The BONINE.
May, 1906: Bonine is working in San Francisco, sent there by
Edison to make motion pictures of the aftermath of the San
Francisco Earthquake.
Missing Page
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT K. BONINE. (May 1906 Hawaii to Bonine's
return to Hawaii in 1908.)
A From: "Shipping Intelligence", Pacific Commercial Advertiser,
June 1 , 1906, p. 10. :
(not exact quote) "Arrived Thursday, May 31, 8:45 a.m., from San
Francisco, P.M. S.S. Manchuria." Listed among arriving passengers
is "R. K. Bonine" .
The weather in Honolulu for May 31, 1906, reported in the same
newspaper, was: High of 80, low of 71, .23 inches of rain,
weather classed as "variable".
Vignette: R. K. Bonine arrived in Hawaii 17 years to the day
after the occurrence of the Johnstown Flood, the event that
resulted in his first widespread notoriety. (speculation...)
A From: "WANTS LOTS OF PICTURES. Edison's Man Is Very Much
Pleased With Honolulu.", Hawaiian Gazette, June 8, 1906, p.l.
"Mr. Bonine, the representative of the Edison Company, who has
come here to take moving pictures, meant to stay only a short time
and then go on to Japan," said Secretary Wood, of the Promotion
Committee, at the meeting of that body yesterday afternoon. "But
he has been so taken with the local possibilities that he has
concluded to stay two
months."
"And he cabled, as soon as he got here, for just double the
length of film that he had brought with him," observed Chairman
McCandless. "He brought 5000 feet. He has sent by cable for 5000
feet more. . "
Then Secretary Wood went on to explain how Mr. Bonine was to
go to Hilo and to Maui to take pictures. He will get the best
landings at Mahukona and Laupahoehoe. He will have pictures of
the slinging of live cattle into the air. He will snap the
bathers at Cocoanut Island and get small kanaka boys going up and
down cocoanut trees. He will ride on the back of a trolley car
through the streets of Honolulu, getting the most picturesque and
charcteristic scenes. He will go over the Pali in an auto, and so
take to the outside world the magnificent beauty of that trip.
TO SHOW PICTURES HERE.
He will catch the surf riders and the surf bathers at Waikiki.
He will have a special pa-u parade for his benefit at Kapiolani
Park, catching the holiday crowds in the park at the same time. In
short, he will have a complete and most vivid series of views of
how the people here live and amuse themselves, and he will show it
abroad to the whole world.
Lastly, the films will be developed here and shown here
first. "Mr. Bonine has told
me," said Secretary Wood, "that he
does not intend to risk sending his Hawaiian films all the way to
Orange, New Jersey, to be developed. He is now engaged in
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constructing apparatus to develop them here. Of course they must
be sent back there to have the negatives made into positives, so
that they can be thrown on the screen, but they will be sent here,
a set of them, and shown here. We will be given a chance to see
them, therefore."
Which information was to the general satisfaction of the
members of the committee.
"Besides the moving pictures," went on Secretary Wood, "Mr.
Bonine is making a very complete collection of screen pictures of
scenes in and about the islands." more follows - unrelated.
A Same source, p. 5: "LET ALL BE IN MOVING PICTURES"
Speaking of the plan to make the moving pictures of the
streets of Honolulu for exhibition on the mainland, a gentleman
who has many friends there made this suggestion yesterday:
"The promotion Committee should announce through the
newspapers in advance the date when the pictures are to be taken;
say some afternoon. Then let the people all turn out, and those
of us who have friends on the mainland will be able to tell them
that we are in the moving pictures, so that when these are
exhibited our friends will go to see us, to see where we live and
move, and how we are dressed, and what kind of people we pass our
time with. There r:ald be policemen stationed to keep the crowd
moving, and the whole event could be made a sort of fete day for
Honolulu.
"There could not be a better advertisement, for it would be
seen by millions of people, all over the world. If we could also
establish a cyclorama of Honolulu, say at Coney Island, it would
likewise be a splendid advertisement. Think of a trip to Honolulu
for 25 cents, in a town as big as New York! It would draw
immensely . "
* Same source, p. 5: "WILL ASK FOR MONEY FOR PROMOTION
WORK"
(article is mostly a letter in report to the Promotion Committee
by Secretary Wood, dated Honolulu, June 7, 1906. Following
portions refer only to Bonine. )
The Edison Company's representative, Mr. R. K. Bonine, has
spent a very busy week in preparing for the work he has mapped out
which from present indications will include practically every
subject that can be made up into a moving picture.
LIVING PICTURE WORK
I regret that Mr. Bonine will not be here on the 11th of June,
having made arrangements to go to Hawaii next Saturday for the
purpose of taking views in connection with the opening of the
Kohala Ditch. Several men prominently connected with this
undertaking have promised to use their influence in getting up an
interesting series of events. On this trip Mr. Bonine hopes to
secure pictures of loading cattle at Kawaihae, sheep shearing,
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cattle throwing and other ranch scenes. He also purposes making
some views of the surf at Laupahoehoe and is arranging for a
series of pictures in and near Hilo. Upon his return Mr. Bonine
will stop off at Maui for the purpose of taking photographs of the
Puunene Mill, Iao Valley and the crater of Haleakala.
There are three moving pictures which in my opinion will prove
of greater interest to the general public on the mainland than all
the others.
1st: Surf board riding at Waikiki.
2nd: A fleet of canoes coming in over the surf at Waikiki.
3rd: Procession of pa-u riders.
While many other pictures will be attractive and interesting,
these three are the ones which will unquestionably be sold and
used wherever moving pictures are shown throughout the United
States, and it is to be hoped that the promises of the members of
the Pa-u Society to get up a special parade on July 4th, may be
fulfilled otherwise Mr. Bonine's trip to Hawaii at this time would
be unfortunate. (more follows - unrelated)
A Also from the same letter, unrelated to Bonine, but defining the
character of the activities of the Hawaii Promotion Committee: the
promotion is directed at "...the man who will come and see, and
love and make his home. This is the man who is comfortably
well-to-do. The same kind of man who has built a mighty and
prosperous commonwealth in California...."
A From: "GETTING RESULTS. Secretary Wood Points to
Accomplishments Abroad.", Hawaiian Gazette, June 15, 1906, p.l,
cont. p. 5. (entire article is valuable as a chronicle of the work
of the Promotion Committee to that date, following is material
pertaining to Bonine:
I am informed that Mr. Bonine, the moving picture man, met
with good success in Kohala, that he is now in Waimea and will
lose no time in getting to Laupahoehoe and Hilo. . . .
Mr. W. 0. Aiken of Makawao, Maui, writes, under date of June
12th, that in compliance with our request he is making
arrangements to entertain Mr. Bonine without cost while this
gentleman is on Maui and will do his utmost to show him all points
of interest on that island.... (more follows - unrelated)
* From "PROMOTION COMMITTEE", Hawaiian Gazette, July 13, 1906,
p. 2: (again, a letter of report to the Promotion Committee by
Secretary Wood, following are parts pertaining to Bonine)
Another decided accomplishment of your committee was inducing
the Edison Company of Orange, New Jersey, to send its leading
operator to Hawaii to take a series of moving pictures. Mr. R. K.
Bonine, the gentleman referred to, is now on the island of Hawaii
where he has met with splendid success. From Hawaii he will go to
Maui to take a panoramic view of Haleakala, finishing up at
Honolulu with views of canoe and surf boating, street scenes, etc.
Several of the developed films are now on their way to the factory
and others will follow as rapidly as completed. Before winter
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sets in the Edison company will have in the neighborhood of 20,000
feet of film on the market which will be extensively advertised
and will undoubtedly meet with a ready sale. It will not be long,
thereafter, before the residents of every village and city in the
United States as well as across the Atlantic will have the
opportunity of seeing life in Hawaii as shown on the screen by
moving pictures thus creating a more general interest in our
beautiful country than could be brought about in any other way.
(more follows - unrelated. )
A From: "MANY SCENES OF HAWAII SECURED", Hawaiian Gazette, July
27, 1906, p. 6. (In its entirity)
R. K. Bonine, who has been in the Territory for some time
taking moving picture views and lantern slide scenes for the
Thomas A. Edison company, of Orange, N. J., is delighted with the
success he has met with on Hawaii and Maui, where he has secured a
score of most interesting kinetoscope films and a large number of
views.
"When I first came here," said Mr. Bonine last night, "I was
on my way to Japan and had not intended to do any work except in
the city of Honolulu and the immediate neighborhood. But I saw
that there was a good chance here to get some pictures that would
be most interesting, and accordingly cabled that I was going to
put some time in here and would cut out the Japanese trip.
"On my trip to Hawaii and Maui I got a number of most
interesting views. Among these is one of the Kohala ditch
opening, with Secretary Atkinson and Col. Parker in the foreground
and a typical Hawaiian crowd with their leis and flowers
surrounding them. I have a sheep shearing scene with Postmaster
Pratt working on the shearing floor, a series showing the work in
the cane fields and the transportation of the cane from the field
to the mill, another of cattle-loading in the surf, and one
showing the landing of the Kinau passengers in whale boats. Then
I have surf scenes, sampan and canoe races, Japanese wrestling,
poi pounding and two fine panoramic views of the crater at
Haleakala.
"In Honolulu I am going to take a series of views and moving
pictures to show the people on the mainland that this city is
up-to-date. You know that there is a very hazy idea among the
American people as to the Hawaiian Islands. Any time the papers
there want to illustrate Hawaiian news they dig out a picture of a
grass hut, or a cocoanut tree, or a picture of the Kamehameha
statue. And the people think that that is about all there is
here.
"Now, I am going to take a lot of pictures of the beautiful
homes that there are here, the stores and buildings. These will
be for lantern slides. Then I will have some moving pcitures of
street scenes, the fish market and the landing of some of the big
ocean liners. There will be a help in showing the people what you
have here.
"There is nothing that educates like a picture, and these
films will be sent all over the United States. All over the
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world, for that matter, for you would be surprised at the number
of films we are sending all the time to Europe. The pictures tell
their story in every language and the moving picture is popular
everywhere .
"Besides the city scenes, I expect to get some others here. A
pa-u parade is to be arranged for me and I will also catch the
surf bathing at Waikiki. Then the railway company is going to run
a car for me to Pearl City and on to Haleiwa, and I will take
three or four pictures en route. The effect of these pictures
taken from the front of a moving train, when thrown on the screen
is that of viewing the country from a swiftly-moving automobile.
The street scenes of Honolulu are to be taken off a street car,
probably on
Thursday."
In the course of his work for the Edison company, Mr. Bonine
has travelled through mose (sic) of the picturesque parts of the
Earth. With his camera he has passed up the wondrous valley of
the Rhine, through the scenic sections of Southern France and
Switzerland, in the wonderlands of Yellowstone National Park,
through the White Horse Pass and into the gold gulches of the
Klondike, along the Great Lakes and through the Orient. Thus he
will know what is worthy of being taken and the fact that he has
spent some weeks here in transferring so many Hawaiian scenes to
his films is proof, should we need it, of the charm this land has
for the visitor.
In answer to cabled instructions, Mr. Bonine leaves for the
Coast on August 14. (end)
A From: "THERESA'S BIG STUNT", Hawaiian Gazette, July 31, 1906,
p. 8. (In entirity)
Princess Theresa Wilcox has determined that the pa-u - riding,
hula-dancing and luau glories of the land shall be Bonined and
sent to the mainland for the amusement and entertainment of the
population thereof.
With this end in view she has organized the Naniola Pa-u
Riding Club and she and her followers will give an exhibition of
the ancient and picturesque practise in Kapiolani Park tomorrow
afternoon.
There will be fifteen ladies on lively steeds and they will
assemble at Kapahulu Palace, going thence to the park, where the
picture sharp will be waiting. Various equestrian evolutions will
be gone through and transmitted to the truthful film.
Mrs. Apf and another dancing girl will hula-hula for the
benefit of the machine, dressed or rather undressed, as the
traditions of the sprightly dance demand.
Sheriff Brown and several members of the police force will be
there and will give exhibitions of how to look dignified though a
policeman.
The Concordia band will grace the occasion and a number of
automobiles are expected to turn out to help out the general
effect.
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After Expert Bonine has drn. '-:'.--= :rst the police and the pa-u
riders will return to the residence of the princess, where a luau
will be served. Just whether the luau will be photographed or not
has not been definitely decided upon. Sheriff Brown will be the
guest of honor.
The gentlemen who will escort the fair pa-u riders to the park
and to the luau are Sheriff Brown, Sheriff's Assistant Vida,
Captain S. F. Leslie, Frank Andrade, F. W. Lynch, M. J. Scully, J.
D. Cook, F. Wright, N. T. Nielsen, L. Twoomey , Chas. Rose, E. S.
Holt, J. White, R. Lane, W. Fernandez, R. P. Reuter, J. F.
Melanphy, J. Leal.
Princess Theresa wouldn't name the ladies who will don the
Pa-u.
"They're all young and pretty," said she, "and I'll be one of
them. I've been to great pains to pick out the nicest girls in
town. We don't want anything ordinary to get in those pictures;
no,
sir!"
(end. )
A From: "BONINE TO PHOTO CITY. Take Moving Pictures of Honolulu
Streets Today.", Hawaiian Gazette. August 3, 1906, p.l. (in its
entirity )
Let everybody in Honolulu dress himself in his best suit of
clothes and turn out today. At ten o'clock this morning, Mr.
Bonine, agent for the Edison Moving Picture Company, will ride
through the sreets with a moving picture machine on a car
specially fitted for his use by the Rapid Transit Company, and
take the moving pictures that are to show the world what the
people of Honolulu look like and what they dress like and how they
comport themselves generally on big days at home.
The car, with Mr. Bonine and the moving picture machine on the
front platform, will start from Capitol Square promptly at ten and
run down to Nuuanu street, the moving picture machine grinding
away all the time. It will then run down to the Fishmarket
switch, where a second film will be put in.
Running back then to the junction of King and Nuuanu streets,
the car will continue westward on King street, taking pictures all
the time, to the Palama railway station.
Coming back then, the special car with Bonine on board will be
run out the King-street line to Waikiki, and the moving picture
machine will commence working again at about the banana
plantations and continue until Diamond Head is reached. There
will be two films used on this end of the road, also, and in one
of these the Aquarium will be shown, and some parts of the beach.
Mr. Bonine will leave for the mainland on the Korea, and will
have a 'busy time next week. He will go over the Oahu railway and
will visit Wahiawa and get the pineapple fields and canneries,
will take in the sisal plantation and devote a few films to work
in the sugar cane and the mill at Ewa. (end.)
* From "Shipping Intelligence", Hawaiian Gazette, August 17, 1906,
p. 8. Under "Passengers
departed"
:
_
"Per S.S. Korea, Aug. 14, for
San Francisco,... R. K.
Bonine,..."
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A From: Edison Archives, Copyright file.
Copyright records of Edison films listing Bonine as photographer.
#222: S.S. Kinau landing passengers, Mahukona, Hawaii
No photo date. Copyrighted 8/9/06. Registered package no. 95. 85
feet.
#223: Arrival Mahukona "Express," Kohala, Hawaii
No photo date (may have been erased.) Application postmarked
8/9/06, registered package no. 95. 85 feet.
#224: Hawaiians Departing to Attend A "Luau" or Native Feast
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 100 feet.
#225: Hawaiians Arriving to Attend a "Luau" or Native Feast.
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 75 feet.
#226: Shearing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hawaii
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 95 feet.
#227: Washing Sheep, Humuula Ranch, Hawaii
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 105 feet.
#228: Sheep Coming through "Chute", Humuula Ranch, Hawaii
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 90 feet.
#229: Hauling Sugar Cane, Kohala Plantation, Hawaii
No photo date. Application postmarked 8/9/06, registered package
no. 95. 125 feet.
#232: Pano. View Oahu Railroad. , Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/15/06, registered package
no. 3597. 200 feet.
#233: Shipping Cattle. Kawaihea, Hawaiian Islands.
June, 1906. Application postmarked 11/15/06, registered package
no. 3597. 100 feet.
#234: Pano View. Crater of Haleakala, Hawaiian Islands.
July, 1906. Application Postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 125 feet.
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#235: Loading Sugar, Kahului, Maui, Hawaiian Islands.
July, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 83 feet.
#236: Pa-u Riders. Hawaiian Islands
August, 1906 (Honolulu). Application postmarked 11/12/06,
registered package no. 3383. 147 feet.
#237: SiS,; "Kinau" landing passengers Laupahaihai, Hawaiian
Islands.
June, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 88 feet.
#238: Surf Scene, Laupahaihai, Hawaiian Islands.
June, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 100 feet.
#239: Water Buffalo Wallowing, Hawaiian Islands.
July, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 96 feet.
#240: Pano. View King Street, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 186 feet.
#241: Pano. View Honolulu Harbor, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 249 feet.
#242: Pano. View Oahu Railroad, Haleiwa, Hawaiian Islands.
August 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 108 feet.
#243: Native Hawaiian Guards in Bayonet Exercises, Hawaiian
Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 116 feet.
#244: Surf Scene, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 74 feet.
#245: Pano. View of Waikiki Beach. Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 109 feet.
#246: Crowds returning from the games, Waikiki, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 91 feet.
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#247: The "Float" Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 75 feet.
#248: Pano. View Waikiki from an Electric Car. Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 198 feet.
#249: Surf Board Riders, Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
August, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 80 feet.
#250: Kahana Fishermen casting the "Throw Net", Hilo, Hawaiian
Islands.
July, 1906. Application postmarked 11/12/06, registered package
no. 3383. 153 feet.
#251 : Scenes on a Sugar Plantation
July, 1906 (Hilo). Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on
11/02/06. Application postmarked 11/02/06, registered package no.
3119. 370 feet. (First film shipped on 11/02/06 to the
Kinetograph Co., 41 E. 21st St., NY.)
#252: "Snap Shots" Hawaiian Islands
June/July, 1906 (Hawaiian Islands). Bromide prints for copyright
by Bonine on 11/02/06. Application postmarntd 11/02/06,
registered package no. 3119. 330 feet. (First film shipped on
11/02/06 to the Kinetograph Co., 41 E. 21st St., NY.)
(NOTE: This seems to be a compendium of Hawaiian material. Prints
are included of: large birds feeding (peacocks?), Pa-u riders,
steamer off-loading cargo, sumo wrestling, outrigger canoes
meeting steamers, and poi-pounding( ? ) . )
#253: A Trip through the Yellowstone Park. U.S.A.
September, 1906. Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on
11/05/06. Application postmarked 11/07/OS, ?* ='.ered package no.
3250. 735 feet.
14 prints accompany application. Also accompanied by Edison Mfg.
Co. form no. 282, which specifies: "When turning in Motion
Picture Subjects photographers must furnish the following
information promptly." Included on Form 282 for this entry:
Length of Negative, actual 734 feet. Listed 735 feet. (In
Bonine's hand?:) Composed of the following scenes:
Mammoth Hot Springs 107 fee*
New (?) Crater Geyser 103 "n
Fire Hole Rapids 72
Riverside Geyser 86
Castle Geyser 73
Old Faithful Geyser 130
"
Upper Geyser Basin 136 "(
Brink Of The Upper Falls 56
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Bonine left Hawaii on August 14, 1906. He filmed in Yellowstone
during September, and was back at work at the West Orange Lab by
November 5, 1906.
A
1907
#258: Pano. from Columbia Point of Atlantic Entrance to the Canal
March, 1907 (Cristabal, C.Z. Panama). Bromide prints for
copyright by Bonine on 04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07,
registered package no. 3586. 95 feet listed, 94 actual. (First
film shipped on 04/10/07 to Little & (?) Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#259: Jamaica Negroes "doing" a Two-Step .
March, 1907 (Panama). Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on
04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered package no.
3586. 100 feet listed, 98 actual. (First film shipped on
04/10/07 to Little & (?) Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#260: Old Market Place - Panama
March, 1907. Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on 04/08/07.
Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered package no. 3586. 120
feet listed, 119 actual. (Fist film shipped on 04/10/07 to Little
& (?) Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#261 : Pano. La Boca Harbor and Pacific Entrance to Canal.
March, 1907. Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on 04/06/07.
Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered package no. 3586. 205
feet listed, 205 actual. (First film shipped on 04/10/07 to
Little & (?) Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#262: Machete Men Clearing a Jungle
March 1907 (near La Boca, C.Z.) Bromide prints for copyright by
Bonine on 04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered
package no. 3586. 205 feet listed, 205 actual. (First film
shipped on 04/10/07 to Little & Pratt, Denver, Colo. )
#263: U.S. Sanitary Souad Fumigating a House.
March, 1907 (Culebra, C.Z.). Bromide prints for copyright by
Bonine on 04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered
package no. 3586. 195 feet listed, 195 actual. (first film
shipped on 04/10/07 to Little & Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#264: Pano. of Culebra Cut.
March, 1907. Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on 04/08/07.
Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered package no. 3586. 135
feet listed, 134 actual. (First film shipped on 04/10/07 to
Little & Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
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#265: Fire Run - Colon Fire Dept. Under Cocoanut Trees.
March, 1907 (Cristobal, C.Z.). Bromide prints for copyright by
Bonine on 04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered
package no. 3586. 115 feet listed, 113 actual. (First film
shipped on 04/10/07 to Little & Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#266: Pano. Ruins of Old French Machinery
March, 1907 (near Empire, C.Z.). Bromide prints for copyright by
Bonine on 04/08/07. Application postmarked 04/11/07, registered
package no. 3586. 110 feet listed, 110 actual. (First film
shipped 04/10/07 to Little & Pratt, Denver, Colo.)
#267: "Making the dirt fly" (in 5 scenes) Steam Shovel in
Operation, Colebra Cut; Unloading a dirt train; Dirt scraper in
operation; Railroad track lifter in operation; Laborers lining
up at mess tent.
March, 1907 (C.Z.). Bromide prints for copyright by Bonine on
04/08/07. Application postmarked on 04/11/07, registered package
no. 3586. 280 feet listed, 276 actual. (Print from each scene
w/application. ) (First film shipped on 04/10/07 to Little &
Pratt, Denver, Colo. )
End of Bonine film copyright listings.
Bonine was sent to film in the Canal Zone in March of 1907. By
April 8, 1907, he was back at work in the West Orange Lab.
Seemingly that didn't suit him, for on January 14, 1908, Bonine
stepped off the S.S. Manchuria in Hawaii, this time to stay.
Missing Page
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TIMELINE FOR ROBERT K. BONINE. (1908 Hawaii through Bonine's
death in 1923. )
A
1908
A From: "Port of Honolulu", Hawaiian Gazette, January 17, 1908,
p. 8
"Arrived per P.M. S.S. Manchuria, January 14, from San Francisco
for Honolulu: ... R. K. Bonine,
A
1909
A From: "VOLCANO PICTURES FROM HAWAII (Special to the Mirror.)"
The New York Dramatic Mirror, January 23, 1909, p. 20. (in its
entirity . )
HONOLULU, H.I., Jan. 2 - We are fortunate in having with us R. K.
Bonine, who takes his own moving pictures, develops them, and
displays the positives. He claims to be the only man in the
United States who completes the process and exhibits his own
pictures. The film he took on his trip to the active volcano of
Kilauea, showing the molten lava in motion, with all of its
wonderful play of fountains and cascades, is one of the most
interesting pictures ever shown.
A Notes on "VOLCANO PICTURES FROM HAWAII...": Bonine may have
been exaggerating in his claim of "completes the
process..." But
then again, the MIRROR saw fit to print it... This is the
earliest reference I have of Bonine filming the active volcano,
and could connect with the Baker stills in the Bishop collection.
A Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. : "Bonine, R. K. ,
moving pictures, 13 Oregon Blk .
"
A
1910
Bonine must not have been home when the Census man came. A
careful reading of Enumeration Districts 37 and 38, which
contained the Oregon Block, showed no evidence of Bonine.
Therefore it is not known whether he owned or rented his space in
the Oregon Block. Where to find this out? He lived and worked
out of the Oregon Block from at least 1909 to his death in 1923.
(from the Directory of Honolulu & Territory of Hawaii.)
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, R. K. Propr. The Bonine rms. 13 Oregon
Blk."
"Bonine, The, R. K. Bonine propr. moving pictures, Hotel Nr.
Alakea."
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'The Bonine": Apparently it only existed for a year, orA note to
less.
- Bishop Museum has two photos of "The Bonine", both taken in 1910
by L. E. Edgeworth (Star-Bulletin?), one from each end of the
block of Hotel Street on which "The Bonine" sat. "The Bonine" was
located half a block Diamond-Head (east) and across Hotel Street
from the Oregon Block, on the Makai (south) side of the street,
mid block, and very near the newly-built (in 1910) Young Hotel.
"The Bonine" sported a very unpretentious sign and front.
bear accession no.'s 25144 & 25145.
Photo.
A
1911
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 2206, r. same."
A
1912
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 2206, r. same."
Union
A
1913
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 2206, r.
same."
Union
A
1914
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 2206, r.
same."
Oregon Blk., Union
A
1915
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk,
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r.
same."
Union
A
1916
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T,
UNKNOWN. . . get it.
H.
A
1917
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties,
Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r.
same."
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A
1918
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r. same."
A
1919
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r. same."
A
1920
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r. same."
A
1921
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Bl!: . , Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 5006, r. same."
A
1922
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 6019, r. same."
A
1923
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H. :
"Bonine, Robert K. Photographic Specialties, Oregon Blk., Union
Cor. Hotel, Tel. 6019, r.
same."
A May 23, 1923: Bonine appoints Albion F. Clark as his Attorney.
A Vay 33, 1923: Bonine writes his Last Will and Testament,
specifying his brother Elias, then living in Altoona, PA, as sole
beneficiary of his estate.
* September 11, 1923, 6:30 P.M.: Robert K. Bonine dies.
* From "ROBERT K. BONINE, PIONEER IN MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHY, DEAD",
Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Wednesday Sept. 12, 1923, p. 2. (in its
entirity ) :
Robert K. Bonine, well known photographer and known as the
"father"
of motion pictures in Hawaii, died at The Queen's
Hospital at 6:30 o'clock last night following a lengthy illness.
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The body will be cremated and funeral services will be held at
Williams'
mortuary Nuuanu St., at 3:30 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
Bonine was unmarried and about 62 years old. No relatives
survive him locally, but a brother and sister live in
Philadelphia. He came to Hawaii 22 years ago, and since then had
been the proprietor of a local photographic studio. He is said to
have taken the first motion pictures of the volcano of Kilauea,
obtaining both day and night views, which have been widely shown
locally and throughout the mainland.
He was considered an authority on motion pictures and motion
picture machines. In the nineties he was with Gaumont in France,
and a few years later with Thomas A. Edison at Orange, N. J.,
during the days when the movies were in the experimental stage. He
was also for a time with Pathe in Paris. He erected the first
screen and exhibited the first motion pictures at the Kauaopapa
(sic) settlement, Molokai.
Bonine first came to Honolulu in 1901 on his way to China to
make motion pictures for the old Biograph Co. of New York of
subjects in connection with the Boxer uprising. He had also
toured Alaska, much of the United States mainland, Japan and the
Philippines, taking motion pictures which were used by lecturers
and exhibited in theaters.
A Notes on "... BONINE. .. DEAD" : - See if microfilm is available of
the H.G., P.C.A., & Bulletin for dates following 1908 for the
Kalaupapa showing.
- Hawaii Volcano Observatory for notes or records of Bonine visits
to photograph, particularly day/nite films, (maybe?)
- George Eastman House for leads on where extant film might be.
Also for information on Pathe and Gaumont.
A From: "ROBERT K. BONINE, VETERAN PHOTOGRAPHER, DIES AT
HOSPITAL", Honolulu Advertiser, Wednesday morning, Sept. 12,
1923, p.l. (in its entirity)
Robert K. Bonine, veteran photographer and Hawaii's first
moving picture operator, died at 6:30 o'clock last evening at the
Queen's hospital, after an illness of three month's duration.
Services will be held at 3:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon in
Williams'
mortuary chapel, Nuuanu and Vineyard streets. The body
will be cremated.
Mr. Bonine, who was a native of Philadelphia, was unmarried
and about 62 years of age. No relatives survive him here. A
brother and sister live in Philadelphia.
Coming to Hawaii about 20 years ago, Mr. Bonine engaged in
photographic work, specializing particularly in volcano pictures.
He also took the first moving pictures of the Volcano of Kilauea,
both night and day scenes. (end)
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A Notes on ...VETERAN PHOTOGRAPHER ... DIES : Re: locating
where Bonine's ashes were interred: A check with Williams'
Mortuary, 12/85, confirmed that they don't keep records for
funerals that far back (Gretchen Printup, Hawaiian Memorial Park.)
Checking the older cemetaries has yielded similar information.
Several cemeteries remain to be checked.
A From: "Vital Statistics Died", Honolulu Advertiser,
Wednesday morning, Sept. 12, 1923, p. 7.
"Bonine - In the Queen's Hospital, Honolulu, September 11, 1923,
Robert K. Bonine, of Union and South Hotel Streets, unmarried,
photographer, native of Philadelphia, Pa., 62 years old. Services
at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow (Thursday), at Williams' mortuary chapel,
Nuuanu and Vineyard streets."
A From: "Pointed Paragraphs", Honolulu Advertiser, Sept 14, 1923,
Editorial Page.
"Another awkward thing about automobiling is that you can't tell
which way the pedestrian is going when you flush
him."
A
1924
Listing in Directory of Honolulu & T. H.:
"Bonine, Robert K. Died Sept. 11, '23 Age
61."
(Bonine's last listing in the Directory)
APENDIX D:
Summary of Collections Surveyed
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SUMMARY OF COLLECTIONS SURVEYED
Prior to 1906 and Hawaii:
Collection of Kenneth E. Nelson
- 14 stereo views by Bonine, of a set of at least 25, of the
Johnstown Flood. Represented are no.'s: 1,3, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24. All are direct correlations with Oneida
Historical Society's holdings. (see below.)
- One Johnstown Flood stereo view by Barker, the famous view with
the "dead" man posing in the foreground.
- One stereo view by Bonine, "279. The Mall in Central Park, N.Y."
- One yellow-mount E. & H.T. Anthony stereo view, "Picturesque on
the Penn. Central R.R., Little Juniata. Tyrone in the distance."
- One cabinet view by Elias A. Bonine, of a crouching indian
holding a bow and arrows, tribe unknown.
The Oneida Historical Society
Fountain Elms
Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute
318 Genesee Street
Utica, New York 13502-4799
Douglas M. Preston, Director.
- 22 stereo views, of a set of at least 25, of the Johnstown
Flood. Bonine's no.'s 9, 15, and 21 absent.
- Mr. Preston notes: "As the copies suggest, the quality and
clarity (or perhaps the state of preservation) of these pictures
varies widely. I think that the style of the captions and the
selection of subject matter are both interesting in their own
right.
" ( I agree. )
Mystic Seaport Museum
Mystic, Connecticut 06355
Georgia W. Hamilton, Head Cataloguer.
- 6 stereo views of the set of (presumed) 25 that R. K. Bonine did
of the Johnstown Flood, 22 of which are held by the Oneida
Historical Society. Two of the six are new images, though
Bonine's numbers were not provided. Therefore, 24 of the presumed
25 images in the set are accounted for. The 4 images duplicating
those in the Oneida collection are Bonine's no.'s 6, 10, 11, and
24.
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Visual Studies Workshop
31 Prince Street
Rochester, New York 14607
Robert Bretz, Director, Research Center.
~*54.fte^e views of the set of (presumed) 25 that R. K. Bonine did
of the Johnstown Flood, 24 accounted for in other collections
listed under this CURRENT HOLDINGS category. Represented are
Bonine's no.'s 1, 8, 11, 20, and 24. All are represented in other
collections.
California Historical Society
2090 Jackson Street
San Francisco, California 94190
Joy Berry, Reference Librarian
- 1 stereo view entitled "Logging in Northern California." This
card bears the Tyrone, Pa. logo.
Library of Congress
Prints and Photographs
Washington, D. C.
- 1 stereo view entitled "114. "Logging" in Northern California."
bearing the Tyrone, Pa. logo, showing a man standing in front of a
team of oxen yoked to a 5-foot-thick by 10-foot-long log.
Accession no. 12062-10. Lot 12062 entitled "Lumber industry in
the West and Northwest U.S. Darius Kinsey, (et. al . ) "c.
1891-1907"; 70 cards, including J. A. Blosser, R.K. Bonine,
International Stereograph, T.M. Kelso, Keystone, B.W. Kilburn,
Standard Scenic, Underwood, H.C. White, C.L. Wasson.
- Also some unexamined R. K. Bonines in Lot "Stereo Proc. 6 CN
109" in the process of being catalogued.
- Also, all films and photographs specified in the tables of
Appendix A of this report. Many date after 1906.
* International Musuem of Photography at George Eastman House
900 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607
David Wooters, Head Archivist
JOHNSTOWN FLOOD STEREO VIEWS:
Notes: R. K. Bonine flood views in the GEH collection are a
wholly different series than the ones I have been seeing up till
now.
By the looks of the cards, the ornateness of the logo,
etc., I ESTIMATE the GEH set of views to be
OLDER.
The GEH set runs through at least through 44. Many of the
views in the GEH set are contained in the set in the collections
of Oneida and Mystic Seaport, however, the images are renumbered
in the sequence. The 25-card (?) later (?) set seems tighter in
its organization.
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.
_
Mounts are curved, tan, standard size. Logo on the back
is simple, block letters, sepia ink. A pasted label on the
reverse of each describes each view. (Description of each image
is quoted from these labels. )
All are titled: "The Great Johnstown Flood, May 31, 1889."
79:1509:1 "1. Looking down Main street, from the corner of
Clinton, showing where some of the finest stores in the city
stood." (Image match: Oneida 10, similar title.)
79:1509:2 "5. A view from near the corner of Main and Clinton
streets. Burning the debris where once stood some of the finest
buildings in the city." (Image match: Oneida 11, similar title.)
79:1509:3 "6. Looking toward the Merchant's Hotel from the rear,
showing the B. & 0. box car lodged in the debris, after being
washed two squares from the track." (Image match: Oneida 8,
similar title. )
79:1509:4 "14. A Plain, upon which stood the beautiful
manufacturing town of
Woodvale." (Image match: Oneida 3, which
has an extended title.)
79:1509:5 "15. (Image match: Oneida 5, identical titl..
79:1509:6 "21. Where No. 6 Bridge Stood. Debris washed over 100
feet above low water mark." (Image match: Oneida 2, which has an
extended title. )
79:1509:7 "25. (Image match: Oneida 22, identical title.)
79:1509:8 "39. A rough scene down at the
"Point." A large tree
crushed through the top of a
building." (Image match: Oneida 12,
which has a different title with more detail.)
79:1509:9 "42. ""Rough and
tumble." What the residences look
like down at the
Point." (Image match: none. Similar to Oneida
17. )
79:1509:10 "44. A view of a dynamite explosion down at the Stone
Bridge." (Image match: Oneida 23, which has an extended title.)
END of GEH R. K. Bonine Johnstown material. More R. K. Bonine
material follows:
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81:6517:1 "269 Park Square, Boston, Mass" on obverse. Tan
mount, curved, standard size, red ink logo identical to Oneida 1,
with addition of "$2.00 Per Dozen" in upper left of reverse.
Also stereo views by Robert A. Bonine of the Pennsylvania Rail
Road.
Also photographs by Elias A. Bonine.
The McQuaid/Wilson Index to American Photographic Collections
lists an "A. Bonine" image in the collection at GEH. The stereo
view in question is an R. A. Bonine view in which the card was
sloppily cut. The "R." is missing.
END of GEH / Bonine holdings.
Museum of New Mexico
Palace of the Governors
P.O. Box 2087, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
Photo Archives
Arthur Olivas, Curator of Photography
Richard Rudisill, Curator of Photographic History
- Several R. K. Bonine views of the Johnstown Flood, from both
series.
- Several E. A. Bonine views, unspecified.
Collection of Richard Rudisill
Santa Fe , New Mexico
- One R. K. Bonine cabinet photograph, a portrait. ca. 1880's.
(This is the only R. K. Bonine cabinet photograph I have been able
to locate from the period. )
Collection of Jeremy Rowe
Tempe, Arizona
R. K. Bonine stereo views of Arizona. Some are represented in the
Library of Congress copyright records, some are not. Important
and very rare material.
Pennsylvania Museum and Historical Commission
P.O. Box 1026
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Linda Ries, Associate Archivist
Manuscript Groups 199 and 285. Albums and loose
card-mounted
photographs including many identified as by R. A. Bonine.
Johnstown Flood work done for the Pennsylvania
Railroad.
Johnstown Flood Museum Association
304 Washington Street
Johnstown, PA 15901
Eileen Cooper
Many stereographs and an
assortment of 8x10 and 10x12 inch views
by R. A. Bonine.
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CURRENT HOLDINGS, for the period beginning with Bonine'. trrlv.1in Hawaii in 1906:
Historical Films (Bebe Bergsten. )
Box 46505
Los Angeles, California 90046
(no longer in business.)
- 22 of 25 films Bonine is known to have made for American
Mutoscope and Biograph Co., between July 1901 and September 1902.
All are 15mm copies of the original formats. The three not
available were never copyrighted by A.M. & B., and are probably
not extant.
Edison National Historic Site
Main Street and Lakeside Ave.
West Orange, New Jersey 07052
Mary B. Bowling, Archivist
- Edison copyright records of R. K. Bonine films, including the
Bonine-Porter film of Roosevelt's inauguration, 1905, and through
Bonine's films in the Panama Canal Zone, 1907. Included are
Bonine films of Hawaii, 1906. Accompaying each copyright record
is a print of a representative frame of each film. Records
indicate that many of the prints were made by Bonine at the West
Orange laboratory.
- Documentary records of Bonine's association with Edison,
including payroll records, through mid 1907.
Library of Congress
Washington, DC.
- Copyright records of Bonine photographs and films after 1908.
- See Appendix A of this report for cross-indexed tables of the
Library of Congress copyright holdings.
- Many Bonine films, converted to 16mm, from the period 1897-1906.
See Kemp Niver & Bebe Bergsten 's Early Motion Pictures, the Paper
Print Collection in the Library of Congress. Library of Congress,
1985.
- Much other material relating to Bonine and Edison, Bonine and
Biograph, and Bonine independent.
Collection Kenneth E. Nelson
- Cirkut camera photo of Honolulu Harbor, prmted-m date and
title on obverse: "HONOLULU, HAWAII. 1203. Copyright 1910 by R.
K. Bonine." Fair condition, print lined on canvas and framed.
Fading, dirt and some poke-throughs.
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Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
P.O. Box 19000-A
Honolulu, Hawai 'i 96819
Lynn Davis, Curator, Photographic Collection
From R. J. BAKER GIFT, Accession no. 1955.190:
Gift consists of a large set of bound volumes of glossy Velox^UmS5 23' 2i> and Z5 exclusively (relating to)Bonine. Baker assigned (mostly) consecutive reference numbers to
?S?SQX?hffe "k S5M?et' the three Bonine volumes encompass no.s28169 through 28544. Frontispieces of volumes 23 and 24 read:
Hawaiian Scenes
from the collection of
Robert K. Bonine
R. J. Baker Gift, cont,
Volume 23 closes with
A photographer of Honolulu from
about 1904 until his death,
Sept 11, 1923
Printed, bound & partially
identified by Ray Jerome Baker 1946
R. J. Baker, Photographer
Publisher of Fine Books
1911 Kalakaua Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii
All of the images in the three volumes are a uniform 3" x 4.5"
format, of a uniform print tone and quality. All are in very fine
condition. The organization of the images within the volumes is
probably Baker's. Following are notes on the three volumes.
Reference numbers and text in quotation are Baker's.
VOLUME 23:
Views of Honolulu; buildings and scenes.
unremarkable -kn)
( Photograph ically
VOLUME 24:
Opens with photos of maps... (intended for lantern slides?)
including a map of Kalaupapa peninsula, and maps and models of big
island volcanoes. The photos from life appear to be views on the
island of Hawaii.
28326 "Edge of the Crater of Halemaumau,
photographer .
No date, shows a
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lBJ2L 1^*1*1 t0 l8326' ShWS Camera Pret^ weli- ^k5 to be a
Premo?
5 inCh format bellows-in-a-box camera. Long Focus
28333 "Scorching post cards @ Kilauea Volcano"
28334 "Scorching post cards @ Kilauea Volcano"
28334B "Motion picture camera of Robert K. Bonine at Kilauea .
Volcano." Very important, excellent view. Was Bonine the
photographer, or was Baker along?
28337 "Motion picture expedition. Location?" Somewhere at
Kilauea Volcano.
28340 Another, variant of 28337.
28342 Filming at an erupting spatter vent, Kilauea volcano.
Superb view!
- Many photos of Kilauea Volcano, Pun, and Hilo on Hawaii; sheep
ranching; Kalaupapa peninsula on Molokai.
41639 Mission Centennial Celebration, Kapiolani Park; Rocky Hill
(Punahou School Campus), April 13, 1920. Note out-of-sequence
number .
28365 Mission Centennial Celebration, Kapiolani Park; Rocky Hill
(Punahou School Campus), April 13, 1920.
28366 Mission Centennial Celebration, Kapiolani Park; Rocky Hill
(Punahou School Campus), April 13, 1920.
28367 Mission Centennial Celebration, Kapiolani Park; Rocky Hill
(Punahou School Campus), April 13, 1920. Shows (presumably
Bonine's) Gaumont movie camera and equipment case in left
foreground, several other cameras in use in the background,
including what might be an 11x14". IS THE MAN IN THE MIDDLE
FOREGROUND R. K. BONINE?
- Many photos of Kamehameha statue, Waikiki beach, Iolani Palace
grounds.
28422 First airplane flight in Hawaii, December 31, 1910.
VOLUME 25:
28426A "Great White Fleet arriving in Honolulu,
1908"
2B431B "Manchuria" Detail of the gangway. The same boat Bonine
first travelled to the Islands on in 1906.
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28434 Arrival of the Great White Fleet
28436 Arrival of the Great White Fleet
28438 Arrival of the Great White Fleet
28442 Manchuria (?), full length from the bow.
28443 "Pacific mail boat, either Manchuria or Mongolia. Repair
ship in distance. Restorer (?)"
28480 "Edge of Waimea Canyon, Kauai?" Photo expedition,
- Many photos of plantations, cattle ranching, plantation
cottages, sugar milling machinery.
NOTES ON THE BAKER VOLUMES: It seems apparent that not all of the
images in these volumes are by_ Bonine, especially the volcano
views in Volume 24. Bonine may possibly be the subject of a good
many of these photographs. B-'<-r ?:-ftnds no credit beyond they're
being "from the collection of Robert K. Bonine." As yet, I have
no confirmed face-on likeness of Robert K. Bonine.
By and large, most of the photographs in the volumes are
boring, even by early 20th century documentary standards. (I
could get in trouble for this...) Baker probably printed
everything he had, (he was a very thorough man), and what he had
may not have been the best Bonine had to offer. The Bonine
panorama of Honolulu Harbor (mentioned later) is a superb
document, both replete in detail and the product of a keen
aesthetic eye. The panorama stands in contrast to the staid
snapshot conventionality of most of the pictures in Baker's Bonine
volumes.
From RECREATION . MOTION PICTURES file:
B.M. 53650, Henry Hill, photographer. 5x7 gelatin print, showing
Bonine filming, taken from behind Bonine. (Bonine assisted by R.
J. Baker?) Caption reads: "Robt. K. Bonine was one of the first
movie men in Hawaii. His camera was one of those acquired by
Baker. It was a French Gaumont. Bonine died in Honolulu in the
early twenties. The couple leading in this picture is McAdoo and
his wife, daughter of President Wilson. After Bonine's death his
equipment was sold and Baker purchased the camera. It was later
used for lapse-movement
films."
Accession no. 1976.40 "Cameramen at Queen Liliuokalani
'
s funeral.
1917" Are any of these cameramen Bonine and Baker?
From BOX 24, containing panoramic photographs, Accession no.
1971.41 Dilligham gift: A panorama of Honolulu Harbor showing
ships of the Great White Fleet. Hand signed on the reverse:
"Copyright 1910 by R. K.
Bonine" Gelatin silver, in excellent
condition. (this print is a duplicate of the one in my
collection, though without the printed-in text on the obverse. It
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is in much better condition than mine, probably owing to unmounted
dark storage for much of its life.)
From PHOTOGRAPERS, BONINE file:
Accession no. 1953.146, E.M. 25144: L. E. Edgworth , photographer.
"Hotel Street looking Ewa from Alakea. YMCA on left, Young Hotel
beyond. 1910" Showing the "shingle" for The Bonine threare.
(Bishop copy neg ABM 25144)
Accession no. 1953.146, B.M. 25145: L. E. Edgworth, photographer.
"Hotel Street looking Waikiki from Bishop. Young Hotel on right,
Elite building on left. 1910" Showing the "shingle" for The
Bonine theatre. (Bishop copy neg ABM 25145)
Also included in the Bishop Museum Photo Collection is one of
Bonine's Gaumont 35mm motion picture cameras, thanks to Ray J.
Baker. Bonine's personal label is still on the front of the
camera, above the lens.
Archives, State of Hawaii
Susan Shaner.
Summarized as "a handfull" of known Bonine photographs, all
arranged with the rest of the collection by subject.
- Photographs are in abundance that relate to Bonine.
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